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TAX
TESTIMONY
Henry Bellmen
Thursday
Otober . 1

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Finance Committee, I appreciate
the opportunity to appear to testify regarding HR 13270 and wish to thank
you for the courtesy which you have extended to me.

In the short time available, I have attempted to review HR 13270,
particularly as to four aspects of the legislation. These are the provisions
of the bill that affect the agricultural and petroleum industries, those pro-
visions that relate to municipal bonds, the personal exemption allowed
individual taxpayers, and certain administrative procedures of the Internal
Revenue Service. I have prepared a statement which I will not read. I ask
unanimous consent that it be included in the Record, and I will limit my
oral testimony to a brief summary of this statement.

I believe that the main purpose of our tax system should be to
raise revenue. During the period since the 1930's, the idea of using our
revenue-raising laws to accomplish certain soaial aims has complicated
and caused great confusion in the administration of these laws.

With the passage of a vast quantity of social legislation in other
fields, with the increased socially oriented activities of the United States
Supreme Court, and with the creation of many additional federal programs
to deal with social problems, it occurs to me that any tax reform legislation
passed by the present Congress might well take note of the fact that the need
for using our tax system for social purposes may no longer require the same
high priority.

If this concept cai be adopted, the law can be vastly simpliflid. It
can be much more easily understood and followed by individual taxpayers,
and it can be much more effectively enforced by those who are charged with
its administration.

In a recent conversation with a, official at the Internal Revenue
Service, I was amazed when he told me that, "if the taxpayers of this
country ever discover that the Internal Revenue Service operates on 90%
bluff, the entire system will collapse., He further went on to tell me that
when he first Joined the Service in the 1940's, his reference manuals oc-
cupied thirteen inches of shelf space, At the present time, he must rely
upon books of instructions and interpretations that make up a total of
thirty-three feet of shelf space in his office. Plainly, simplifying of our
tax laws should have a high priority. Much of the statement I have prepared
for the Record is aimed in this direction.

There seems to be danger, that in its efforts to administer the
present complex and confusing law, the Internal Revenue Service is resorting
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to tactics which frequently seem to border on coercion. Many innocent
taxpayers, who are accused by the Internal Revenue Service of irregulari-
ties, find it less costly to pay the additional taxes and penalty than to go
to court and prove their innocence. Therefore, I would recommend that
a tax reform law include a provision which would allow a taxpayer who
goes to court and successfully proves his innocence to recover the costs
of such litigation from the Federal Government.

When the present Internal Revenue Code was first put into effect
and the $600 personal exemption was established, the purchasing power
of our currency was far in excess of what it is today. The present $600
exemption is totally inadequate to meet the living costs of even the most
modest American citizen. It is well below the povertyy level" set forth
in many federal programs,

Therefore, out of a sense of equity, I believe Congress should
immediately adjust We personal income tax exemption upward. If the
total adjustment cannot be made In one year, it should be made in stages
that will not unduly upset the Nation's economy, but that will assure the
Amer ican taxpayer that the equity will be established within a reasonable
time.

H. R. 13270 contains provisions which strike heavily at the two
industries which have done far more than their share in keeping this
Nation strong, in holding the line against inflation, and in making us the
best-fed people on the face of the earth, I refer to the agricultural,
mineral and energy industries which are of such vital importance to the
strength, security, and prosperity of this Nation and which are of parti-
Cular importance to my own State of Oklahoma.

The fact is that agriculture, since World War II and even before,
has been in serious financial trouble. As one who has spent most of his
adult life in agriculture, I can assure you that except in unusual circum-
stances, most food and fiber producers have been selling their products
at or near the costs of production.

As a result, agricultural operations have not produced the financial
resources farmers and ranchers need to improve and conserve our soil,
drain or clear new land for production, or develop improved livestock, or
new plant varieties. These developments are needed to keep our agri-
cultural production ahead of the demands of our growing domestic popu-
lation and the food requirements of our customers and friends in other
nations. Therefore, agriculture rnust attract outside capital if it is to
continue meeting the needs of our Nation.

Many provisions of HR 13270 will have the effect of driving out-
side capital away from agriculture and thereby freezing our agricultural
production capacity into its present pattern.

It is ironic that such changes would be proposed at this time when
there is growing concern for world hunger and a greater than ever need for
maximizing the agricultural productive capability of this country for the
future. Unless these agricultural development efforts continue year after
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year, the improvements will not be available as they are needed. As a
result, our abundance may disappear and our food prices may be forced
upward, sharply, as our population grows, In the Nation's interests, the
Congress cannot afford to adopt changes in our tax laws which will drive
outside capital away from agriculture.

Much of the same arguments can be made for the mineral and
energy industries. I have before me a statement made by Mr. Andrew
Fletcher, Honorary Chairman of the St. Joseph Lead Company, when he
appeared before the Subconnittee on Minerals, Materials, and Fuels of
the Senate Interior Committee. I would like to quote briefly from his
remarks.

"The United States is a prodigious consumer of minerals and
fuels. The startling truth is that we have consumed more of
these resources in the last 30 years than the entire peoples
of the world in all previous history. In the single decade from
1965 to 1975, It is estimated that our mineral consumption will
have climbed 40 percent. Today, the worldwide per capita
consumption of iron and copper is about one sixth that of the
U.S., and for lead it's about one eighth, Looking further into
the future, we can see that not only will our own growing
appetite continue, but other nations and particularly under-
developed nations will increase their demand at an even more
rapid rate than ours.

"It is becoming somewhat trite, I know, to cite expectations
about the year 2000. But it is also sobering to realize that
the millennium is about as far ahoad of us as the beginning
of World War I1 is behind us. With this in mind, let's look
at the statistics. Comparing the figures for 1965 and
estimates for the year ZOO0, based on Bureau of Mines
projections, we find:

U.S. zinc consumption will increase by almost
375 percent; the worldwide total by about the same.
. U.S. lead consumption will increase by over 200 per-
cent; the worldwide total by more than 250 percent.
. U.S. iron consumption will increase by nearly 175 per-
cent; the worldwide total by more than twice that much,

U.S. coal consumption will increase by over 250 percent;
the worldwide total by over 575 percent.
.U.S. copper consumption will increase by over 200 per-
cent; the worldwide total by nearly 375 percent.

"It will be no easy task to meet these soaring demands, and
it is notoriously difficult to estimate the resources we will
have at our command. This is not only because we camot
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foresee what geological discoveries may lie ahead. It is also
because the exploitation of orebodies depends on so many
factors: location, quality, technology, marketability, etc.
Nevertheless, a study by Resources for the Future, Inc. has
concluded that over the next three decades, the U.S. will be
largely dependent on imports for such vital metals as
manganese, chromium, nickel, and tungsten. More ominously,
it believes that total world demand will begin to outstrip the
known mining potential of copper, lead and zinc in all parts
of the globs.

"Given this situation, there are those who argue that the U.S.
should sharply curtail its domestic mining production, relying
on imparts for as long as possible and husbanding its own
resources. In our judgment, this would be extraordinaAy
shortsighted.

"First, it is fatuous to believe that good foreign relations
could survive this sort of behavior, with us carting home
foreign treasure while carefully hoarding our own. This
would become increasingly impossible as the rest of the
world experienced a constant narrowing between supply
and its own growing demand.

"Second, it would make us dangerously reliant on our
present stockpiles or would call for a vast increase in
those stockpiles. Moreover, once we allow mines and
machinery and men to fall into disuse, it can take a long
time -- in the case of a national security emergency,
a perilously long time --. to restore them to productivity.

"Third, this is simply not a- sound way to increase our
command of mineral resources. Essentially there are
only two ways to do that: either by exploration that leads
to the discovery of new resources, or by developing the
technologies that will permit more effective and economic
exploitation of the ones we already know about.

"Exploration is no longer a matter of a lonely prospector
with a pick and a mule. Today it is often a search for
deeply buried deposits, requiring aerial photography;
geochemical, aeromagnetic, electromagnetic, and ground
magnetometer s,rvevs; induced polarization; gravity
surveys; and eventually diamond drilling or trenching. It
is an expensive, arduous and frightfully risky enterprise.
Even when an economically viable discovery is made,
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there can ensue a long period of huge capital expenditures
before the minerals can begin to flow to the marketplace.
For example, it will be in the mid-1970s, after a decade
of development and costs of bout $ZOO million, before
American Metal Climax, Inc. will bring its new molybdenum
mine in Colorado into production.

"Besides new discovery, we can expect to increase our avail-
able resources through improved exploitation. For example,
at the turn of the century the grade of copper mined in the U. S.
wasaround five percent. The profitable mining of lower-grade
ore has become possible only because of immense investments
of capital and ingenuity. There may be unbounded riches in
what we now consider dross, if we can but find a way to win
its value."

As far as future needs of petroleum are concerned, Secretary of
Interior Udall probably summed up the situation best in an address before
the National Petroleum Council in March of 1966 when he said:

"In the case of oil, if domestic sources continue to supply
approximately the same relative proportion of our total
demand for liquid hydrocarbons as they now do and if we
elect to hold to the historic reserve-to-production ratio at
12:1, we will have to add 83 billion barrels to our proved
reserves between now and 1980. This begins with a require-
ment of 4..? billion barrels for the year 1966, and ends with
a need for 6. 9 billion barrels for the year 1980, with a
yearly average for the period of 5 1/2 billion barrels. This
will not be easy. In only one year - 1951 - has the industry
been able to record a gross addition of as much as 4 1/Z
billion barrels of liquid hydrocarbons to its proved reserves.
Of more significance, the average of the yearly additions
since 1955 has been 3. 3 billion barrels.

"For gas, under the same basic assumptions and choosing to
maintain a reserve-to-production ratio of 18:1, we shall
need to add 450 trillion cubic feet tc our proved reserves.
This is an average of 30 trillion cubic feet a year. At no
time in its history has the petroleum industry ever added
as much as 25 trillion cubic feet to its reserves of gas in
any one year. The average since 1955 has been 20 trillion.
The meaning of these figures becomes even more clear if
we compare our recent past experience with a comparable
period of time in the immediate future.
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"... My point is simply that there is enough evidence at hand
now to suggest strongly the need for us to consider mote
carefully than we have so far done. the question of how these
enormous future demands for petroleum energy will be
supplied."

Secretary Udall further stated to the National Petroleum Council
in July 1968:

"The implications of this imbalance are for a gradual deterioration
In the nation's capabilities to supply itself with crude oil. No
precipitate, near-term crisis is in prospect, and the deficits
could go on accumulating for several years. But it is clear
that sooner or later the account must be balanced; no I
industry can go on indefinitely shortening its stocks in the
face of a steadily rising demand for its products. "

As is well known, my own State of Oklahoma has made a generous
contribution to the energy need of this nation over the years and our
economy has come to depend hrfsvily upon the oil and Sas industries. The
distinguished Chief Eeutive of thfo State of Oklahoma, Governor Dewey
F. Bartlett, has appeared before, the Committee and introduced compelling
testimony relating to the critical nods of the oil and gas industry, and I
do not propose to take the Committee's time to reiterate his position. I
would like to emphasize and associate myself with his remarks.

These proposed changes in the tax provisions applicable to the
oil industry wil), without doubt, reduce the industry's incentive and ability
to explore and drill. A recent study made by the Bureau for Business and
Economic Research at the University of Oklahoma indicates that during a
recent two-year period, independent oil producers drilled 86. 5% of the
exploratory wells and 20% of the development wells completed in the State
of Oklahoma. In terms of the risk capital employed, the survey showed
that 70% of the capital employed by independent operators is obtained
from outside investors who are not connected in any other way with the
independents' oil operations. Thus, it is clear that the independent oil
producer in the State of Oklahoma relies heavily on outside investment
funds as a source of capital to supplement his own funds obtained through
capital recovery. Anything that will adversely affect the value of the
ventures considered by the oil operator will also adversely affect the
ability of the operator to attract the capital needed to continue drilling -
for new oil. If this results in a reduction in the activities of the indepen-
dent oil operators as a group, it will have an adverse impact on the
economy within which he operates, y
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The degree to which changes in tax legislation will affect the
economy of the State depends upon the changes themselves. If the current
Orite-off of intangible drilling costs is restricted and the proposed re-
duction in the depletion allowance to 20% is carried out, the survey to
which I referred indicates that the drilling operations of independent oil
producers in Oklahoma might be reduced by as much as 45%.

I have concentrated on the 'Orovisibum in the House Bill and the
Treasury proposals which affect domestic oil operations, particularly
those of the independents. With respect to the foreign area I certainly
support the Treasury in urging that Section 501, which would eliminate
depletion on foreign oil and gas production, be deleted.

In considering the Tai Reform Bill of 1969, 1 feel that the key
point, as it relates to the mineral,, fuel, and agricultural industries is
whether or not this Nation wishes to maintain a strong position of self-
sufficiency in these vital areas. If it is the determination of the Congress
that we want our Nation to become dependent upon imported minerals, fuel,
and food then there could be justification for some changes proposed by
HR 13270. If, on the other hand, we desire our Nation to be well fed with
a reserve to be shared with other nations, if we desire a dependable low-
cost source of energy from domestic sources for the citisens of our urban
centers, and if we desire to have available on this continent the sources of
the minerals which are vital to our industrial society, then there is need
to iract capital into the development and operation of these economically
hazardous occupations. Present tax laws provide such incentives. They
must be retained and strengthened.

I do not wish to offer myself as an experton tax matters. I
recognisze that many of the distinguished members of this committee have
devoted much of their' careers in government to study our tag matters,
and that in addition, they have the counsel of highly qualified members of
congressional staffs and governmental departments. However, I would
like to suggest one possibility, so far, as helping this Nation retain a
strong supply position in minerals and fuels. As many of you know, I am
a land owner, and if I sell a portion of my land, our present law allows me
to treat the income as the sale of a capital aeet and to pay taxes under the
terms of our capital gains law.

On ths other hand, if the owner of an ore body sells a quantity of
the ore, ha must show the income from this source as current income and
pay tax after deducting a cezrain amount for "depletion allowance."

Over the 'years the depletion allowance, particularly as related to
the petroleum industry, has come under sharp and in many cases totally
unjustified attacks. As has been stated here, these depletion allowances
have nuL been excessive, since reserves of both minerals and energy
sources have not kept up with our growing needs. Additional incentives
are needed. I believe one way they could be provided would be for the
Congress to pass legislation providing that the sale of mineral, or
petroleum production be treated as the sale of a capital asset and
taxed under the terms of our present capital gains laws. I would suggest
that the depletion allowance be left at the present level and that the above
approach be allowed as an option.
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As's former Governor of the State of Oklahoma, I am fully aware
of the growing needs of state and local governments, and I know from first-
hand experience how many of these needs for additions services and facilities
are met with funds made available by the sale of tax-exempt municipal bonds.
Our own State of Oklahoma and its many sub-,4ivisions could not come close
to meeting our needs for hospitals, sewers, water systems, highways, air-
ports, educational facilities, and many other necessary governmental
services without the frequent sale of municipal bonds. Such sales would
become virtually impossible under the provisions of HR L3270, and I would
like to add my voice to the others you have heard opposing these changes.

As I said in the beginning of my statement, I strongly favor the
passage of "tax reform legislation.' There Is great need for such legis-
lation and a great impatience among the citizens of this country for more
equitable and less complex tax law.
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SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY BY
SEA'TOR CHARLES M04 MATHIAS, JR.

SUBMITTED TO THE
SENATE CO141TTIB ON FINANCE

OCTOBER 2a 1969

I. PHILANTHROPY: H.R. 13270 is a severe challenge to spirit of
philanthropy. Reported abuses of tax exemptions justify better
oversight and auditing but not a wholesale assault on the volun-
tary sector.

A. Limit on charitable deductions should be raised to 50
percent of adjusted gross income as in H.R. 13270. Ad-
ministration's recommendations on charitable trusts and
gifts of appreciated property are substantial improve-
ments over house bill but more modifications should be
considered. Gifts of appreciated property to foundations
should not be in separate, prejudicial category.

B. In regard to foundations:

1. Proposed tax on Investment income should be reduced
to 2 percent, as recommended by the Administration,
and explicitly imposed as a user charge or fee to
defray auditing programs.

2. Provisions requiring 5 percent yield are unrealistic
and could be mischievous. More flexibility should be
permitted.

3. Stock ownership limitations of H.R. 13270 would im-
pose real hardships on private foundations whose
assets consist of stock in closely-held family cor-
poration and whose major contributors are family
members. If attribution rules remain so broad, such
foundation would have to dispose of all such stock
even if non-voting stock. Legislative mechanisms are
needed to permit redemption by the issuing corpora-
tion In such cases without adverse tax effects to the
foundation, the corporation, its stockholders or the
original donor of the stock.

4. Rules restricting foundations' activities in public
policy fields should be clarified and rationalized.

II. STATE AND MUNICIPAL BONDS: HR. 13270's proposals have al-
ready caused chaos in the bond markets. Congress should not wake
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any changes which would increase difficulties tor state and
local governments in financing needed capital improvements.

I1. PENSION PLANS AND DEFERRE CONPIEN8ATION:

A. Present tax treatment of lump- sum distributions
from qualified pension plans should not be changed.

B. As .-ecommended by Secretary Kennedy, changes in tax
treatment of deferred compensation plans, proposed in
sections 331 and 541 of HR. 13270, should be dropped
pending further study of overall economic impact.

IV. LIVESTOCK: Proposed changes in Capital gains treatment of
Income from sales of livestock'would create havoc in an industry
already beleaguered with economic problems.

• .
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STATEMENT OF

SENATOR CHARLES HoC. MATHIAS, JR.

SUBMITTED TO TE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

OCTOBER 2, 1969

Mr. Chairman, it has been sad that. a real opportunity for
tax reform comes only once to each generation. If this is true,
this is our opportunity and we must use it well.

.R. 13270 Is undoubtedly the most far-ranging bill we shall
consider this year. As the mail pouring Into our offices testifies,
there is great public concern over the growing weight .of taxation
-- Federal, state and local -- on the nation's wage-earners. As the
mail also indicates, each section of this bill will have a lasting
impact on some segment of our economy and society. Thus our task
is the difficult one of balancing general concepts and specific
complaints, and producing an equitable and durable bill.

I claim no special expertise across the whole spectrum
of taxation, and I would therefore like to confine my remarks today
to four areas which are of deep concern to me and to many
Marylanders: philanthropy, state and local bonds, pension plans,
and livestock. I choose these subjects not out of any limitation
of interest and concern, but out of a limitation of your time.

I. CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS AND FOUNDATIONS

The House-passed bill constitutes a severe challenge to the'
philanthropic activities which have been a uniquely American
asset throughout our history. As far back as the 1830's, Alexis
do Tocqueville noted the tendency of Americans to form voluntary
associations to meet public needs. This week the launching of
annual United Givers Fund campaigns across the nation reminds us
again of the tremendous contributions which the voluntary sector
has made to our social health and national welfare.

The spirit of philanthropy has built and sustained many of
our greatest educational and medical institutions. It has founded
and supported many of our finest libraries, museums and orchestras.
It has enriched our cultural life and underwritten many valuable
community services, such as scouting and the Red Cross, which
otherwise would have to be provided by government or not at all.

Private foundations have been a vital expression of this
philanthropic spirit. As HEW Secretary Robert Finch wrote
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recently:

In every area of thought and action -- In all
the arts and sciences, in basic research, in
public health, in scholarship and creativity,
in the building and preserving of independent
social Institutions -- the catalogue of
foundation-supported efforts provides many
benchmarks in the progress of recent civilization.

It Is true that a few individuals have used charitable
contributions or created foundations to reduce their tax
burdens excessively. Also, a few foundations have abused their
tax-exempt status. Such excesses do justify improvements in
the laws and far more extensive oversight and auditing of tax-
exempt activities. But they do not justify, In my judgment, a
wholesale assault on the voluntary sector -- especially at a
time when government's social burdens are already vast, or when
diversity and Innovation should be promoted rather than squelched.

A. In regard to charitable contributions, therefore, I
support the House provision which would increase the limit on
charitable deductions from 30 percent to 50 percent of adjusted
gross income. I am concerned, however, about other provisions
of the House bill which could discourage very large contributions,
the creation of charitable trusts, and gifts of appreciated
property, including works of art and literature. The Administra-
tionls recommendations to this Committee represent a substantial
improvement over the House bill, but further modifications should
be considered.

In particular, I cannot understand any justification for
placing In a separate and prejudicial category gifts of
appreciated property to private foundations as.opposed to similar
gifts to other types of tax-exempt entities.

B. In regard to foundations, I am especially troubled by
four aspects of H.R. 13270:

1. The proposed tax of 7 percent on the investment
income of foundations is to me excessive and unwarranted. I
therefore support, as a compromise, the Administration's
recommendation to reduce this to 2 percent. To maintain the
traditional tax-exempt status of foundations and other philan-
thropic institutions, moreover, I believe that such a levy should
be clearly and explicitly imposed as a user charge or fee,
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earmarked to defray the administrative expenses of auditing and
examining exempt institutions. Such an approach would support
a fully adequate IRS auditing program. It would also avoid
encouraging states and localities to follow the Federal lead by
attempting to tax this one portion of the universe of tax-exempt
institutions.

2. The "income equivalent" provisions requiring a
minimum 5 percent yield for foundations is unrealistic and could
be mischievous. Foundation managers are obliged to maintain a
prudent investment portfolio which would, presumably, include a
mixture of growth and income-producing investments. The House
bill would upset this management concept and could lead foundation
managers to chase the vagaries of the stock market in pursuit of a
5-percent return, rather than concentrating on their philanthropic
responsibilities. Far more flexibility should be permitted.

3. The stock ownership limitations of section 101 of
H.R. 13270 would impose special hardships on private foundations
whose assets consist wholly or primarily of stock in closely-held
family corporations, and whose major contributors are members of
that family. Even where these holdings are of non-voting stock,
the extremely broad attribution rules of the House bill would require
such a foundation to dispose of all its securities in the family
corporation, because of the stock held by family members. Pre-
sumably the funds received in return would then be reinvested by
the foundation in other securities not subject to the 20-percent
limitation.

I am not convinced of the necessity for such complete
divestiture where the stock involved is non-voting tock.
However, I am more concerned by the fact that in such cases,
compliance with these provisions would be extremely difficult
since no ready market would exist for the non-voting stock other
than the family or the issuing corporation. Realisticallyonly
redemption by the issuing company would provide the foundation with
a reasonabl; value for the securities held.

While the House bill does not forbid such redemption by the
issuing company, the Internal Revenue Service has sometimes taken
the position that where a corporation redeems shares which have
been received by a foundation as a gift, the redemption amounts to
a dividend taxable to the persons who made the gift. As far as
the redeeming corporation is concerned, there is a possibility that
the IRS would assert the penalty tax for unreasonable accumulations
of income. The uncertainty of this situation is extremely dan-
gerous and could effectively prohibit redemption as a practical
matter.

3-758 0 - 69 *- No. 16 -- 2



At the very least, therefore, an explicit legislative
mechpnlAm should be provided to allow redemption by the issuing
company in such cases over the lOyear period with no adverse tax
effects to the foundation, the redeeming corporation, Its stock-
holders or the original donor of the stock involved. In related
areas, too, I would encourage this Committee to provide the required
assurances to permit such foundations to comply in good faith with
the concept of divestiture without incurring penalties for their
compliance..

4. Finally, I urge this Committee to clarify the
highly confusing and ambiguous language of the House bill
restricting the permissible activities of foundations in public
policy fields. The line between lobbying and educational
activities Is a delicate and elusive one, but -- as Secretary
Finch has stated -- a rational definition must be found. It would
be a real mistake, I feel, to discourage foundations from
sponsoring innovative efforts in education or medical research,
or to deny legislators and public administrators the benefits Of
the experience and knowledge of many eminent Americans simply
because those individuals are connected with foundations. For
example, under some interpretations of the House bill, public
officials could discuss the Heller-Pechman revenue-sharing
proposals with Dr. Holler, who is at a university, but not with
Mr. Pechman, who is associated with a foundation. Such inane
situations should be precluded by clarification of these provisions.

II. STATE AND MUNICIPAL BONDS

A second area of special concern to me is the proposed
change in the treatment of interest on previously tax-exempt"state and local bonds.

In 19, .$16 billion In such bonds was issued to finance a
portion of the vast capital needs of our nation. The tax bases
on which state and local governments depend are already over-
burdened. In this context, I believe we should be extremely
cautious in considering measures which could make It even more
difficult for states and localities to finance much-needed
Improvements such as schools, hospitals, streets, libraries, and
water systems.

The mere discussion in Congress of removing the traditional
exemption from these bonds and of including such income in the
LTP and allocation of deductions provisions has engendered chaos
in the market. In the period from February to August 1969, the
Bond Buyers' Index of 20 representative municipals rose from.,
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5.04 percent to 6.02 percent considerably larger jump than
occurred in federal and corporate debt Zinancing. As our
colleague from New York pointed out before this Committee, the
market rate of return on state and local bonds has been steadily
rising. It would appear that the revenue effect of the proposed
changes my not be great, but that themarket effect could be
catastrophic.

If we are to design a true tax-reform measure, we must not
force local governments to abandon bonds and turn to increases in
regressive sales, property and utility taxes.

Protracted litigation to test the limits of the doctrine of
"Intergovernmental immunity," regardless of the eventual outcome,
promises to keep the municipal market in confusion for years If
changes similar to those in H.R. 13270 are ultimately enacted.

Federal grants-in-aid for capital purposes in F.Y. 1970
will total some $6.5 billion. The bulk of the required matching
funds will be raised through bond issues. As the Federal govern-
ment holds out promises of revenue sharing, a mass transit fund,
and welfare reform on the one hand, it must not seriously erode a
significant source of state and local government financing on the
other.

III. PENSION PLANS

Since 1942 lump-sum distributions from qualified pension
plans and similar sources have been accorded capital gains treat-
ment. The House bill would prospectively limit such treatment
to the amount in excess of employer contributions.

The fact that these distributions involve receipt in one
year of funds accrued over a number of years suggests that the
entire amount should continue to be.taxed at special rates.' I
am confident that this Committee will carefully examine the .
relevant portions of H.R. 13270 to insure that the reasonable
expectations of the numerous employees participating in such plans
are not thwarted.

I am concerned that other changes.in pension treatment called
for in H.R. 13270 may have broader ramifications than initially
appear. Future growth In the private sector of our economy is
dependent upon the availability of a large pool of capital which
will enable older businesses to expand and new ventures to be
created. Any narrowing of this pool of capital should be regarded
with concern if we are to keep what will soon be a trillion-dollar
economy growing In a healthy manner. Profit-sharing and pension
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funds have increasingly become important sources of capital for
investment in the private sector.

Before any further limitations are placed on deferred
compensation plans, considerable stbdy should be given to the
effect of such limitations upon this pool of investment capital.
I thOrefore endorse the request of Secretary Kennedy that changes
in deferred compensation plans proposed in Section 331 as well as
in Section 541 (referring to subchapter S corporations) be dropped
from the bill for further study.

IV. LIVESTOCK

Finally, I am concerned about proposed changes in present
capital gains treatment of income from the sale of livestock.
Lengthening the required holding period and including livestock
in the depreciation recapture rile could create considerable
havoc in an industry already beleaguered with economic problems.
Here, as in the case of foundations, we must avoid penalizing
the vast number of legitimate operations to reach alleged abuses
by a small number of taxpayers.

Mr. Chairman, in conclusion, I wish to congratulate you
and this Committee and its staff for the intensive scrutiny you
are giving to this massive bill and the hospitality you have
shown to all witnesses. I look forward to working with you
toward the enactment of tax reform legislation which will promote
the interests of tax equity and our national economic health.
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Statement on H. R. 13270
Senate Comittee on Finance

October 2, 1969
Dan Throop Smkith

Mr. Chairman and Membors of the Senate Committee on Finance:

It is a pleasure and honor to have this opportunity to appear before

you with reference to H.R. 13270 which would make the most extensive revisions

in the tax laws since the adoption of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. Many

of the substantive revisions are long overdu-. They will prevent abuses which

have developed under the letter of the existing law but seem rather clearly to

flout its spirit and the intent of the Congress. In that category, one may

readily Include the Clay-Brown provisions and the extension of the unrelated

business income t~x to the exempt organizations to which it does not yet apply;

the tighter rules on farm and hobby losses; the prevention of tax benefits

through a proliferation of multiple corporations; the tighter rules for taxation

of cooperatives; the recapture of depreciation on real estate; the rules for

peculiar forms of stock dividends and separate classes of coemon stock and the

proposed limitations on certain aspects of mergers, which are discussed subse-

quently. The reasons for the foregoing changes are all well stated in the Report

of the House Committee on Ways and Means.

* Other substantive provisions represent new departures, some of which

seem unduly complicated and questionable from the standpoint of economic or

social policy.

State and Municipal Bond Interest

The proposal for an option to states and localities to issue taxable

bonds, with a Federal interest subsidy which would more than offset the higher

9
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interest costs, is the best approach thus. far devised to deal with a poblem which

each year becomes more perverse in its effects. The issues of state and local

bonds have become o large' that they cao''bel bs6rbed only by offering yields

vhich do not' reflect their tax advanta8gito"u t holders. The Interest savings

to borrowers are'far less than the tevinue. losses to the Federal government;

under the proposed new procedure both levels of government would be better off,

a distorting element tn the flow of investmnt funds would be'removed and the

highest-bracket taxpayers would no longer have an opportunity for # large intra-

marginal tax benefit.

But any change in the treatment of municipal taxes should be made only

with respect to future issues. The Inclusilon of municipal bond interest in the

limit on tax preferences would be a form of retroactive legislation. And it

has already disturbed the bond market. The Treasury recomendation to remove this

item from the limitation on tax preferences should be accepted - and the sooner

the better for our hard-pressed state and local governmnts.

Private Foundations '

As regards private foundations, the prohibitions on self-dealing seen •

thoroughly reasonable and desirable.' There have been significant ibuses and the

proposed constrainti would not appear to hamper any reasonable objectives of

foundations. The same statement seems valid with respect to the liaitation'on

stock ownership and thet'use of, setat though a long period should be 'allovd "for

divestment. It should also be recognized that in a good many cases companies in

which foundations hold a largi interest will become vulnerable to raids by other

corporations seeking .t*ergers.

The Imposition of a tax on Investment Income.' by'contrast, seems to

be an undesirable and uncalled for penalty. Tax-exempt charitable and educational

organizations have been a source of real strength in our society and their

continued activity will help to maintain diversity in areas where there Is danger

10
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of excessive uniformity through expanded goverment program. Once adopted, the

applicable tax rate is likely to be increased as a response, t unpopular programs

financed by one or a few foundat.tops, therqby dopleting the strength of all foun-

dations. It would be much more desirakle o impose *ecesssry restrictions directly

as Is done in other parts of the applicable sections and to confine any tax to a

fee sufficient to cover the costs of admuistering returns of tax-exept founda-

tions as has been proposed by the Treasury. -

Furthermore the line of demarcation between permitted and forbidden

activities concerning legislation is too vague and would almost certainly, prevent

outlays on such Important subjects as the population explosion and the prevention

of further pollution of the environment. Some constraints are necessary, .especially

those related to expenditures for a particular candidate or selective voter

registration, but revision in the statutory language or some very strong and

clear examples of exemptions in .the Comittee Reports seen necessary if: the

country Is not to lose the benefit of leadership of foundations in dealing with

social problems which almost Inevitably involve- legislation of one sort or another.

Specifically, the prohibition of expenditures, "to carry out propaganda, or other-

vise attempt to influence legislation" in section 4945 (b) (1), described further

as "any attempt to influence legislation through an attempt to affect the opinion

of the general public or any spent thereof" in section 4945 (c) is such too..

comprehensive. I repeat for. emphasis that programs to alert the general public to

the problems of the population explosion and the pollution of our environent

wound appear to be ruled out. Governments have been very slow to develop their,

own progrs In these two most vital areas; society needs all the leadership. and

education it can get on subjects such as these, ad 'tax legislation which prevents

bold action would be little short of tragic.,



Restricted Property

Options in restricted stock will probably not be used to any appreciable

extent in the future if the proposed changes in their tax treatment are adopted.

Options in this type of stock have developed in recent years to circumvent some

of the limitations imposed on qualified stock options which are given special

favorable treatment in the tax law. Since options in restricted stock may be

used to secure more favorable tax treatment, it is not unreasonable that their

value should be taxed fully as ordinary income.

Though the subject of options is controversial, there is a good deal

to be said for long-term stock ownership by management in the companies for which

they are responsible. Unfortunately, stock options have too frequently been

abused, with quick sales as soon as stock qualifies for capital gains treatment.

The present law on qualified stock options might well require a longer holding

period and permit a longer period for options to run before exercise.

But the' maximum marginal tax rate of 50 percent on earned income will

significantly change the relative attraction of options and cash compensation for

both executives and corporations in favor of cash compensation. The use of options

of all sorts will probably decrease in any case, and the new provisions on options

in restricted stock'will turn out to be relatively unimportant.

Deferred Compensation

The 50 percent maximum marginal rate on earned income will also very

substantially reduce the advantages of deferred compensation contracts. The

difference in the tax rate applicable to pro-retirement and post-retirement income

will be such less for executives with large salaries, and they will tend to find

that the advantage of Immediate receipt of income, with opportunities for immediate

investment, will outweigh the advantages of postponed receipt for relatively

minor tax differentials. Thus the use of deferred compensation contracts nay be

expected to diminish considerably.

12
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One of the reasons for the existing revenue ruling In 1960 was to

remove an annoying area of uncertainty .in the tax law. There are many ways to

write compensation contracts to make income payments after normal ritrement

appear to be related to continuing advisory services. Extensive litigation

occurred and skilled tax practitioners were usually able to construct a contract

which ostensibly related later payments to later years. The proposed leglelatlon

would throw into the courts again this whole subject with an advantage given to

those who sought the advice of specialists. In view of the probably substantial

reduction in the use of deferred compensation contracts, it seem doubtful ,lat

It would be worthwhile to recreate this area of uncertainty.

When the revenue ruling was adopted in 1960, it was feared that large

established companies whose credit was unquestioned might have an unfair tax

advantage over small or new companies with which a defined compensation contract

would be of questionable value. There is no evidence that the ruling has had

this effect and the only issue thus has become one of equity which, as noted

above, will be minimal in the future. Certainty would seen to be more important

than a minor refinement of equity. The Treasury recommendation to postpone action

in this area is reasonable.

If legislation is adopted now, it would appear to be unreasonable to

exclude deferred compensation from earned income to which the 50 per cent maximum

-marginal rate applies. Though compensation is deferred it is still compensation

and should be treated like' all other form of earned Income.

Percentsod Depletion on Foreign Production

As the House Comittee Report Indicates, any revenue gain from the

repeal of foreign percentage depletion will be elilunated in the long run by

increased foreign taxes. This change in the law is thus not only pointless but

actually perverse in Its effects. The profits of U.S. companies will be reduced

by higher foreign taxes.. Our balance of payments will be hurt because there will

13
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be smaller foreign profits to be rsptiited, And to the extent. that. foreign

countries pose higher taxes solectivily on U.S. companis, American oil com-

panies will be at a competitive diisdvantse' In comparison vith corporations of

other countries. In viw of the Importance of income from foreign oil operations

for our balance uf payoets, it seem c6ntrarv to our national interest to

invite other countries to put U.S. companies at a tax disadvantage. The Treasury

has wisely recommended that this provision bedropped.

Caital Gains and Losses

Though the tighter definitions of capital galns are generally reasonable,

the removal of the 25 per cent maximum rate under the alternative tax is unde-

sirable and, in the minds of many people, unfair. The U.S. tax law has recognized

the special status of capital gains for almost 50 years. Though the net accretion

concept of incomee is popular in much of the theoretical writing in public finance,

the distinction between capital And income is basic in corporate accounting and

lwe, in trust law and indeed in family financial management. A family, a corpo-

ration, or a trustee which Is so Imprudent'as to fall to recognize this distinction.

i headed for trouble. A government which falls to recognize the distinction,

ezd by its tax laws encourages its citizens to disregard the' distinction, seas

Imprudent to a high 'degree.

The economic and equity arguments regarding the taxation of capital

gains areall familiar and need not be repeated here. The 25 per cent maximum

has been in the law for many ysarsand it seems quite inappropriate to single out

this one rate for such substantial increase to 35 percent for those in the c.p

bractt (and higher if "ve takes'account of the surcharge). ft fact, to put this

rate up by 10 percentage points while reducing the maxima rate by only 5 per- g
centage points seems extremely unfair in a bill which purports to Sive general

relief to all income levels.

14
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It should be noted further that the realization of a capital gaIn

is an indeflnitely postponable act.. Though there Is no mvaIc in the 25 per cent

maximum, 9 large increase In the rate m y so reduce transactions that it will

actually reduce both revenue and mobility of capital fpnds.

The extension of the holding; priod from six months to a year. to

qualify for long-term capital gains treatment is appropriate; gains on short-term

holdings may be expected to represent .trading profits regarded as available for

consumption rather then true capital appreciation embodied in an individual's

capital fund. The longer holding period will probably reduce total transactions

In the security markets, but it is questionable whether rapid turnover does not.

represent mere churning in the markets with little benefit with regard to moblU-

stion of savings or corporate financing.

lovever, the extension of the holding period suggests the reintroduction

of a series of steps for percentage of Inclusion of capital gains. This seems
reasonable both from the standpoint of equity and economic policy!. As a matter

of equity, the longer-term gains are more likely to be regarded as a part of

one's c ipital, and a tax on a shift in the particular investments held thus

become a capital levy rather than a tax on income. From the standpoint of

economic effects, as noted above, short-term gains represent trading activity

rather than investment, and though a certain amount of trading is necessary to

assure liquidity in the market, excessive trading may involve mere churning and

even lead to greater fluctuations In security prices which on balance wI repel

rather than induce investment.

, pecifically, I ure that consideration be given to a sliding scale

with a range of percentage inclusions such ast

15
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Up to one year - full inclusion

I - 2 years - "75 per cent

2 - 5 years - 50 per cent

5 - 10 years 30 per cent

over 10 years - 20 per cent

With a sliding scale such as this, there would of course be no need

for an alternative tai to keep a reasonable maximum rate on those capital gains

which are most likely to be the capital gains in which the proceeds, net of tax,

are kept embodied in capital investments.

Charitable Contributions

Some aspects of the proposed change in the treatment of charitable

contributions of appreciated property seem reasonable to prevent artificially

high deductions. Apparently there has been a good deal of abuse in claims of

bigh values for art objects, with recipient museums and galleries having no

adverse interest against excessive valuations. In spite of the Treasury's statement

that the abuse has been brought under control by new administrative procedures, a

limitation of the charitable contribution for art objects to cost would not be

urreasonable nor should it, in the long run, prevent ultimate gifts to museums.

Ownership by successive generations would be likely to be prevented by estate

taxes.

However, this should be the only exception to the general rule of

charitable deductions measured by value, without any general attempt to tax

appreciation directly or indirectly. The Treasury's recommendation to remove the

appreciation on contributed property from the limit on tax preferences and the

allocation of deductions was most welcome. If this is not done, many educational o

institutions and hospitals will be badly hurt in their drive for funds. There is
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little if any room for abuse through artificially high valuations in gifts of

securities. The pattern of private gits for education and charities is so

important to maintain our pluralistic society that the tax laws should not be

changed to curtail them.

Accumulation Trusts

The proposed new rules on accumulation trusts are exceedingly compli-

cated. Secretary Cohen's merciful and vise recommendation that they be made to

apply prospectively should be adopted to avoid the impositipn of a really impos-

sible task of reconstructing for past years the income of young people for whom

no income records were kept because it was known that they would have no tax to

pay. Even when applied prospectivelyt the task is a formidable one. To assure

an accurate tax on termination of a trust, records will have to be kept for even

a few dollars of income for every infant who may turn out to be the beneficiary

of a trust which has accumulated income.

On various occasions, I have proposed a change in the law to deal with

abuses under accumulation trusts which I believe would be both tighter and

simpler than the present proposal. The alternative approach would tax income of

an inter vivos trust to the grantor unless it was distributed and taxed to a

living beneficiary and require the consolidation of income from all testamentary

trusts and inter vivos trusts after the death of the grantor. If the proposed

change in H.R. 13270 is adopted, it would seem reasonable to make it apply only

to accumulations after the beneficiary has come of age by which time a young

person may be expected to keep adequate income records anyway. There are many

trusts established by grandparents for grandchildren with no thought of tax

avoidance.

In 1954, when this Committee approved new rules permitting double

personal exemptions for dependent children and their parents, one of the reasons

was to prevent young people from discovering that the income tax law was irrational

17
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and perverse in its effects at the time of their first personal contact with it.

The neow rule on accumulation trusts, unless modified to apply only to accumulations

after a beneficiary comes of age, is likely to become a horrifying eotaiple of

complexity and destroy respect for the tax law, wfich is the mainstay of our

revenue system, on the part of another generation of young people.

Investment Credit and Amoetization

The Investment credit should nver have'been adopted and its repeal

is no loss. But at the same time the reserve ratio test in the use of the

depreciation guidelines should be removed by administrative action or, if that

Is not deemed possible, by statutory authorization. This test will place severe

limitations on the use of the guidelines in the future. No other major industrial

country has any similar constraints. If it is continued, the United States tax

law will put U.S. business at-a significant disadvantage compared to foreign

competition in maintaining modern plant and equipment which is essential to

increase productivity and thereby justify noninflationary wage raises, increase

the real national Income and strengthen our balance of payments.- :. '. .

The special amortization of pollution control facilities may be

justified because of the overwhelming Importance of the subject. But this is

both an inadequate and incorrect solution to-the problem. Severe fines and other

penalties are necessary and appropriate. When costs are-Imposed on society by

Industrial processes which pollute the environment, those costs should be thrown

back on the producers, and in the last analysis borne by the consumers of, those

products (or products, produced by those processes), rather than absorbed by

,society generally.' Special' tax treatment in a sense shifts to other taxpayers.

part of the costs which should be borne by the industry' and its consumers. /
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Corporate Mergers

A balanced Judgment on the economic significance of mrgers, especially

the recent rapid increase of conglomerate. mergers cannot now be made. A great.

deal more study Is necessary, and only with .the passage of time can we accumulate

evidence on the effects of the new large and virtually random types of acquisitions.

In many instances mergers may strengthen individual firm and Increase

their competitive effectiveness. ew management may be provided to a small or

family-dominated company and additional financing made aval.lable to a company

which is too weak or too small to tap capital markets economically. Centralized

staff services may permit an innovative manager to pursue ideas without being

bogged down in administrative work for which he has little taste or talent. Well

matched companies and individuals may develop new strengths from their complementary

attributes. And the threat of a merger through a take-over may scars a lethargic

mansSement into activity.

but mergers may also reduce competition. They may lead to a dominance

by financial manipulators instead of truly constructive mansgerse. The threat

of raids may divert attention from long-run growth to defensive actions. New

ownership under a holding company may repel innovators and lead ,to a substitution

of unimaginative organization men. And the capital structures of some of the

new conglomerates are uncomfortably reminiscent of some of the holding company

imverted pyramids of the late 1920's. lWbfen the fixed charges on new securities

Issued in acquisitions exceed the pre-tex income of the companies acquired it

seems likely that leverage Is being pushed too far, and that a tax law which

discriminates against equity financing Is leading to unstable financial structures.

Perhaps the mst serious result of the conglomerate merger movement

is the prominence it gives to the wheeler-dealer type of entrepreneur whose

well-publicized manipulations confirm the worst suspicions of the many young

people who are disposed to regard the business establishment as predatory. Though
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there are numerous thoroughly constructive individuals in merger activity,

there are . considerable rauber who would in fact be regarded as at best neutral,

and at the worst, truly predatory under most people's standards, including the

majority of business executives. The disenchantment of young people with our

present economic structure Is so widespread that society can ill afford to permit

continuation of an aspect of business which, even though it may be minor and

unrepresentative, Is so prominent and distasteful to many people that it strengthens

their disposition to reject the entire system.

In the absence of detailed studies on mergers, it is difficult to be

sure of the soundness of the specific changes in the tax law contained in the

bill. They seem reasonable, however, and if anything perhaps too lenient rather

than too stringent. Certainly the denial of the installment sale provision to

sales of companies in return for securities is necessary to protect the legitimacy

of the concept. The very idea that such transactions could qualify as Installment

sales was a travesty of the principle.

General Comments on Balance of Provisions in H.R. 13270

Though many, probably most, of the substantive changes are desirable

on their merits, any major tax legislation must be appraised on its over-all

balance. On this basis, H.R. 13270 seem seriously deficient, as dramatically

shown In Tables 3 and 6 in Secretary Kennedy's presentation to your Committee on

September 4. A reduction in individual tax burdens of $7.3 billions and an

increase in the corporate tax burden of $4.9 billion does not seem wise in a

country which needs continuing new Investment In order to Increase labor produc-

tivity (and thereby make wage Increases somewhat less inflationary than they have

been), to strengthen our position in International competition, and help to

provide funds to finance the innovations which are essential to maintain the

vitality of our economy.
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The distribution of tax burdens between individuals and business

unfortunately may come to have political overtones. It should always' be remembered

that the Kennedy Administration in Its first set of tax recommendations in 1961

proposed relief solely - and I emphasize solely - to encourage investment through

the Itivestment credit. Though many of us regretted that particular form of tax

relief, preferring, as we did, more liberal depreciation, the wisdom of recognizing

that investment is important along with consumption was notable especially when

It was shown in an AdministratJon which might have been presumed on political

grounds to favor consumption. The present lack of balance, involving as it does

an actual increase In taxes on the principal sources of funds for investment and

on the returns from Investment.is a sorry contrast indeed. It will be unfortunate

if circumstances prevent the adoption of a better balance In this first tax

legislation of the new Administration and the present Congress.

The adoption of a maximum marginal rate of 50Z on earned income Is

probably the most important single change which could be made to reduce the

continued search for new tax loopholes and restore an atmosphere conducive to

truly productive work. The 50 per cent figure is particularly Importaqt; it has

a symbolic significance In terms of an "even-break" or "50-50 partnership" in the

taxpayer's relationship to his government. It is unfortunate that a similar

maximum has not been set up for all income. In view of the probable redirection

of efforts and removal of constraints, any revenue estimate of these changes ts

conjectural. The 50 per cent maximum rate may, in fact, increase revenue. Without

the 50 per cent ceiling on the marginal rate of tax on earned income, H.R. 13270

would be even more seriously unbalanced.

The reasons for the 50 per cent ceiling are splendidly stated in the

Report of the House Committee on Ways and Heans. The same arguments apply to

investment income as well. A general top marginal rate of 50 per cent would

cleanse the tax atmosphere more thoroughly than any other feature of tax reform

legislation.
.4
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The net effect of the bill viii be to make the tax system such more

progressive than it is now, even with the 50 per cent ceiling. This result Is

shown conspicuously in Table 3 of Secretary Kennedy's statement of September 4.

The percentage of tax relief descends steadily from the smaller to the larger

incomes thereby shifting the burden to the larger incomes. And in the top

bracket shown in the Table, incomes over $100,000 there is an actual increase

of 4.7 per cent in total taxes Though most of us have a quasi-intuitive acceptance

of progressive taxation as fair, prorsulon can be pushed too far and an absolute

increase in taxes at the top when individuals generally are being given over

$7 billions of relief seems unfair. Only the 50 per cent ceiling on earned

income makes it acceptable without deep resentment.

One final point cannot be ignored in connection with any legislation -

making extensive changes in the individual income tax. I have saved it for the

last for emphasis. The tax law has thus far Included no provision relevant to the

world's greatest social and economic problem - the overwhelming expansion of the

population. Uncontrolled population growth has. finally been recognized as leading

to the doom of civilization as we know it - even to the doom of mankind. Though

the tax law may now be one of the least effective ways to attempt to deal with this

problem, one change could be made to 'dramatize its importance and in a small way

reinforce other more significant approaches. Deductions for dependent children

should be limited to two at a high enough income level to prevent hardship for

larger families now in existence. The choice of the income level is not important.

It night be $15,000 or $50,000. The Important thing is to set a standard and

symbolically help to refute the strange claims by some opponents of population con-

trol that it represents. selective genocide or counter-insurgency. This is probably

the first time testimony on tax legislation by a tax specialist has included

reference to the population problem. I am sure it will not be the last. I would

welcome an opportunity to develop the subject at length.
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SUMMARY

Statement of George 8. Koch
Council of State Chambers of Commerce

October 2, 1969

1. If the Congress should repeal the Investment credit, compensatory

adjustment should be made In the tax burden on corporations through

adequate rate reduction or by liberalized depreciation allowances. Such

action Is necessary to maintain capital Investment levels needed for eo-

nomic growth.

2. All reasonable and legitimate costs Incurred by employees in moving

to a now Job assignment should be recognized in the tax provisions relating

to moving expenses.

3. Present rules relating to restricted stock plans should be continued

but with a provision that would prohibit Issuance to employees of stock

other than stock of the employer corporation or of its subsidiaries.

4. The complex provisions In the bill relating to other deferred compensa-

thon should be deletd pending completion of a current Treasury study of

all deferred compensation arrangements.

S. Revisions in existing provisions relating to the foreign tax credit

should be deleted and the subject should be considered in relation to the

overall subject of foreign source income taxation on which the Treasury

plans to submit recommendations to Congress at a later date.

6. Percentage depletion allowances have servedd ti.e nation well, both as

to defense and consumer costs, and hae not resulted in unwarranted after-

tax profits to extractive Industries. Present allowances should be retained.
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7. The objective of reform provisions in the bill relating to depreciation

of buildings can be accomplished through the recapture provisions which

would eliminate capital gain treatment with respect to all depreciation

claimed in excess of straight line depreciation. Accelerated depreciation

should not be denied to any facilities which are used in the trade or

business.

8. Certification of pollution control facilities for rapid amortization

should be limited to appropriate State authorities rather than both State

and Federal. Election by the taxpayer to write off the cost in any period

shorter than five years would be desirable.

9. Elimination of the 25% alternative capital gains tax and extension of

the holding period to 12 months would inhibit transfers of capital and now

investments and should not be enacted. The 25% capital gains rate for

corporations should not be Increased.

10. Both the limit on tax preferences and the allocation of deductions

are moves toward taxation of individual gross income and should not be

enacted. The allocation is especially onerous because it discriminates

between taxpayers with the same amount of income.

11. Steep progression and existing high rates for taxation of Individual

incomes are the red cause of many of the problems this bill seeks to meet

through a maze of complicated provisions. The new individual rate

schedules and the maximum rate of 50% on earned income are commendable,

but this maximum should apply to all income without distinction.
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12. The taxation of Interest on state and local bonds through the tax

preference and allocation of'deductione provisions In the bill should be

eliminated. Such taxation can only add to bond Interest rates and

Increased state and local taxes.

13. Retroactive application of several provisions In the,bill Is inequitable

and should be modified.
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STATEMENT OF GEORGE S. WOCH
On Behalf Of

MEMBER STATE CHAMBERS OF THE
COUNCIL OF STATE CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE

Befom he
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

October 2, 1969

My name is George S. Koch. I am an attorney-at-law in New York

and am Chairman of the Federal Finance Committee of the Council of State

Chambers of Commerce. Mr. Eugene F. Rinta, the Executive Director of the

Council, is with me today.

We are submitting a statement of our views on H.R. 13270 and ask

that it become a part of the record of these hearings. Our specific views on

particular provisions of the House Bill are expressed In the statement and,

because of the number of subjects on which we submit our views, I shall limit

my oral presentation to a general summarization.

The Council of State Chambers of Commerce Is an organization

which studies and firmulates views on national issues for the use of its 31

member State chambers of commerce throughout the nation. As you will note

at the end of the statement, 24 of such chambers have endorsed the statement

which represents a virtually unanimous consensus of our Committee. The

fact that some of the member State Chambers have not endorsed the statement

Is primarily due to lack of time for Its consideration by their policy making

bodies, not disagreement with the views it expresses.

The Faderal Finance Committee of the Council Is composed of

financial and tax oriented people from numerous business enterprises and the

chambers of commerce. These men are all capable of understanding the

problems of Federal finance as well as the tax law since much of their time is

dkvoted to these subjects. From these men come expressions of deep concern

regarding H.R. 13270.
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Never has the membership of our Committee seen in a single tax bill

so much that Is in their judgment wrong for our nation.

The bill would enact the "Tax Reform Act of 1969." The key to each

provision, therefore, is presumably reform. When one thinks of reform the

usual impression is of improvement. The basic definition of the term In

Webster's Dictionary Is "the amendment of what is defective." Conceding

that our income tax law contains defects, changes are not justified unless they

are Improvements. Our position is simply that too many of the proposals In

H.R. 13270 are not improvements in the true sense and should be rejected.

In our time a new principle has emerged. It Is that high income

taxation Is so vital a consideration of business and Individual decisions that

Its application must be understood and be predictable. Look at the market for

State and Municipal bonds. Look at the confusion surrounding the 7% Invest-

ment credit. While Congress can, of course, change the tax law, such

changes must be tempered by what is best for the nation as well as by an aware-

ness of and adherence to the rules of the game. This requires a thorough

understanding of how the changes will work. H.R. 13270 certainly fails to

meet these principles.

One needs to reflect on the fact that the objects of the so-called

reforms proposed in H.R. 13270 were passed by Congress over a long period

of time. May I say that they have, by and large, been put into the law over

the years because they were needed. The Inordinately high graduated tax rates

applicable as a taxpayer's income increases have required safety valves In

order to work. Capital formation and investment are Imperative In order to

provide jobs so people can work and be productive. But the bill attacks the

very people who provide the capital. If they are eliminated, who provides it?

We can guess that only the Federal Government could do It. This is, we hope,
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not what is wanted or expected, not to mention its inadequacy.

Generally speaking, we think that the tax proposals in the House

bill for state and local bond interest, the oil industry, the capital formation

markets, contributions to schools and other institutions, the obvious trend

toward a gross income tax, the attacks on the foreign tax credit, and so on,

all are wiong for the nation and ou economy. Because of a few isolated and

frequently misrepresented cases, the whole nation should not be penalized.

For example, the Supreme Court has M~led tbat the Federal government

cannot constitutionally tax interest on state and municipal bonds. No doubt,

this accounts for the indirect ways in which this bill attacks exempt interest.

It is worth repeating that recipients of such interest do in effect pay something

to the local governments involved by taking less return on their investment.

Thus the local taxes on others are less. Take capital gains. Some tax

systems do not treat such gains as income at all, for which a good case can

be made. Then there is percentage depletion which repeatedly has been shown

to be in the best interests of our nation quite aside from the fact that depletion

at the existing rates is thoroughly integrated into the economics of the nation

and industry so that no windfall from it can be identified except for the consumer.

In the case of the recipients of donated property, great advantage to the nation

and its people has resulted from the donor's giving up his property.

A curious factor pervades numerous provisions of the House bill.

This is the frequent absence of any meaningful revenue effect or gain. With

small, relatively insignificant revenue effect, how can these changes be Justi-

fled as against the predictable serious and adverse effects on our economy

that many foresee.

The bill passed by the House has a number of retroactive features

which in fairness should be eliminated in any event from the final bill.
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Here are some examples. The increased capital gains tax on individuals

and corporations applying to increnints in property accruing before the change.

Such increment often is in fact nothing but inflation and does not represent

eal growth in value. Inclusion of state and municipal bond interest in the

tax preference provisions is retroactive as to existing bonds. This is also

true of the application of the limit on tax preferences and allocation of deduc-
to capital gains,

tionsAo appreciation in donated property, to excess depreciation on real estate,

and so on. Any reduction in depletion rates would inequitably apply to exist-

ing reserves and properties and thus be retroactive. Such new rates, if

enacted, should apply only to reserves or properties discovered hereafter.

We urge this Committee to delay Its decisions on this bill so as to

provide the time needed for everyone, including Congress, the Administration,

taxpayers and tax specialists, to study the bill and be more nearly certain of

its effects on the economy and the nation's institutions. We would suggest

that at least the balance of this year is not too much time for this purpose.

Given such added time, much better legislation could be developed. What is

right in fact for the nation should be right as well for political reasons.

Before concluding my oral presentation, on behalf of our Committee

I wish to commend several provisions of the bill which are constructive. They

include a start toward rate reduction for individuals, more realistic rules

regarding moving expenses, a more equitable approach to taxing co-operatives,

accelerated depreciation for pollution control items and irved income aver-

aging.

We appreciate this opportunity to present our views to you. Our

more detailed comments on specific provisions of the bill follow.
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Bias Against Businees 1H.R. 13470

The estimated Impact of H.R. 132 70, when fully effective, would

be a net reduction of $7.3 billion on an annual basis for Individuals and a

$4.9 billion increase for corporations. This shift in favor of consumption

and against investment could produce serious economic consequences in the

years ahead.

We submitted a statement to the House Ways and Means Committee

In opposition to repeal of the investment credit, and we continue to believe

that the credit should be retained. It helps to offset in part the adverse effect

of inflation on capital recovery and, because of high labor costs, it or equiva-

lent relief to corporate tax burdens Is needed by American businesses to permit

their competing In foreign markets. If the Congress should decide that repeal

of the credit Is desirable, compensatory adjustment should be made In the tax

burden on corporations through adequate reduction in the tax rate or by liberal-

ized depreciation allowance.

The Treasury has recognized the imbalance between corporate and

individual tax burdens resulting from the House bill. The Secretary recommends

a partial correction of this imbalance by lowering the corporate tax rate one

percentage point In 1971 and an additional point In 1972 while at the same time

reducing the net tax reduction for Individuals. We commend the Administration

for this action. But even with these adjustments the relative tax burden for

corporations would be substantially greater than before the tax reductions of

1964 were enacted.

Individual income taxes were reduced 20% by the 1964 Revenue Act

while corporation tax liabilities were cut 8%. This smaller reduction In corpor-

ation taxes was justified on the ground that corporations had the additional

benefits of the investment credit and the new depreciation guidelines. Now It
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Is proposed in H.R. 13270 that the Investment credit be repealed at an annual

cost of $2 billion to corporations and that Individual Income tax rates be

reduced an average of 5% In addition to other significant reductions In Individ-

ual tax burdens.

We urge the Finance Committee to weigh with care the economic

consequences of the shift In relative tax burdens between corporations and

individuals that would be effected by enactment of the House bill in Its present

form.

Moving Exenses

Liberalization of existing provisions relating to employee moving
expenses as provided in the bill Is a step in the right direction. But the

$2,500 overall limit on deduction of Indirect moving expenses Is not realistic
when the sale and acquisition of homes are Involved and on foreign moves.

In our view the reimbursed costs of employee transfers are In no

sense economic Income to the employee and, consequently, should not be sub-

ject to Income tax. In recognition of this fact, and because all but the "bare
bones" expense reimbursements are now taxed to the employee, some employers

provide an additional reimbursement to cover the employee's Income tax on the

basic reimbursement. Many employers, however, do not and may not be able

to absorb this extra cost of employee relocations.

We believe it I only fair and proper that all legitimate costs incurred

by new or existing employees In moving to a now job assignment be recognized

In the tax provisions relating to moving expenses. Where the employer reim-
buses the relocated employee for loss in connection with sale of his home by
reason of the job transfer, the reimbursement should properly be considered as
a capital transaction rather than ordinary income.

We Mel to am why a dollar lmit should be Included In any Improvement
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In this area. Limiting the recognition to legitimate or normal items should

suffice.

Restrlic-ted Stock Plans

Existing provisions relating to these plans provide for taxation of

the stock only when the restrictions upon its sale, or other restrictions, expire.

The value of the stock when received by the employee Is treated as ordinary

Income and appreciation in value to the time the stock is sold Is treated as

capital gain. Under the bill a tax Is imposed when the employee receives the

stock unless It is subject to substantial risk of forfeiture. In the latter case

a tax at ordinary rates is imposed when the stock becomes nonforfeltable.

Present rules should be continued, but with a requirement that would prohibit

Issuance to employees of stock other than stock of the employer corporation

Itself or of its subsidiaries. This will ensure an ownership as well as employ-

ment Interest of the employee In the employer company and so meet the basic

purpose of the plan.

The Treasury has recommended that the highly complex provisions

in the bill relating to other deferred compensation be deleted pending comple-

tion of a current Treasury study of all deferred compensation arrangements.

We support ts recommendation.

Foreman Tax Credit

Inasmuch as the Treasury plans to submit comprehensive proposals

to Congress relating to the U. S. taxation of foreign source income, revisions

in existing provisions relating to the foreign tax credit should be deleted from

the bill. The foreign tax credit should be considered in relation to the other

proposals on taxing foreign source Income which will be submitted by the

Treasury. Any urgency for action on the credit at this time Is not apparent. In

any event the provisions of the House bill do not conform to the basic reason
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for the foreign tax credit, which is to avoid double taxation.

Natural Resources

Depletion allowances have seed the nation well as an Incentive

for exploration and development of oil, gas, and mineral resources. Because

of depletion, the availability of these resources has been far greater than

would have been the case without depletion. The greater availability and sup-

ply has been an Important defense asset and has held down costs to the con-

sumer. There is no evidence that the petroleum or other extractive industries

have been earning unreasonable after-tax profits. Instead, their net earnings

on investments are In the same range as that of manufacturing companies

generally. For these reasons the reductions in depletion allowances provided

in H.R. 13270 should be deleted. Moreover, the present oil development

incentives of depletion and Intangible drilling expenses should not be penalized

by the LTP and allocation of deductions provisions.

Real Estate Depreclaton

The provisions In the bill revising depreciation of buildings Is an

example of a broad sweep approach In attacking a special problem related to

Investments in rental properties. In response to persistent complaints from

the business community about the Inadequacy of depreciation allowances,

Congress in the 1954 Revenue Act liberalized depreciation for buildings as well

as for machinery and equipment. Now in order to close the door to use of

these provisions by high Income Investors In real estate ventures, the House

bill would eliminate the accelerated depreciation provisions of 1954 with

respect to all buildings except new residential housing. If we can accept the

reduction of construction activity that would result, It would seem that the

objective of the reform In this area could be fully accomplished through the

recapture provisions in the bill which would eliminate capital gain treatment on
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the sale of real estate to the extent of all depreciation claimed In excess of

straight line. In no event should present accelerated depreciation be denied

to any facilities, owned or leased, which are used In the trade or business.

The provisions tightening up on the taxation of cooperatives are an

Improvement over present law. However, the pay-out provision requiring

payment In cash on patronage allocations over a 15-year period Is unduly liberal.

Pollution Control Facilities

Accelerated e~nortization of pollution control facilities, as provided

in the bill, Is highly desirable because such facilities do not ordinarily con-

tribute to efficiency of production. The House provision allowing five year

amiwtzation could be Improved by permitting election by the taxpayer to write

off the cost in any shorter period. 'the certification that would be required to

permit rapid amortization should be liUmted to appropriate State authorities,

rather than both State and Federal, so that certification would be more expeditious

and less cumbersome.

Income Averaoino

Changes in present income averaging provisions in the bill are a

significant improvement and simplification. While these new provisions should

be adopted, with possible additional Improvement In the Senate, the Treasury

should continue to study the matter with the objective of still further Improve-

ment and simplification.

Caitl Gains
In our testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee on

April 2, 1969, we urged that no action be taken with respect to capital gains

taxation that would tend to Impair the savings and capital formation that will be

needed In Increasing amounts for job creation and more efficient production In
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the years ahead. We pointed out that special treatment of capital transfers,
as distinct from income, serves several important purposes.

First, the present special treatment of capital gains recognizes the

distinction between capital and income, and it helps to preserve and expand
the former so that the latter can continue to grow. It provides Incentives for

savings and investment which are basic to economic growth, and it helps to
channel investment to the best uses of resources by encouraging mobility of

capital. Finally, it is partial recognition that the appreciation in many assets

sold is largely, if not wholly, the result of inflation rather than true increase

in value.

The House bill, however, adversely attacks present treatment of
capital gains in several provisions. These include elimination of the 25%
alternative tax for individuals, extension of the holding period to 12 months

from the present 6 months, inclusion of one-half of net long-term capital gains

as a tax preference item, and Increasing the capital gains rate on corporations

from 25% to 30%. The Treasury has recommended that the provisions elimin-

ating the 25% alternative tax and extending the holding period be deleted from

the bill. We certainly concur with this recommendation. But we further

recommend that the corporation capital gains rate be retained at 25% and that
one-half of capital gains not be included as a tax preference item if Congress

should enact provisions for allocation of deductions.

The bill would also eliminate capital gains treatment for the employer-

contributed portions of lump-sum distributions from approved pension, profit
sharing, and savings programs. It appears from the Ways and Means Com-

mittee report on H.R. 13270 that an important consideration in the Committeets

action was its understanding that the present provision is of primary benefit to

taxpayers with Incomes in excess of $50,000. While we do not agree that this
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is a valid reason for the change, we point out that this Is a gross misunder-

standing. The fact is that the provisions can and do benefit very large

numbers of employees at modest as well as higher Income levels, as testimony

submitted to your Committee by employers clearly Indicates.

The House provision would adversely affect all employees who look

forward to a lump-sum payment upon retirement. Even though the special

5-year averaging provision might provide for an eventual refund, the amount

would be unknown and, In the meantime, the taxpayer would be deprived of the

use of his money. The present capital gains treatment was adopted originally

to provide a fair averaging method which has the advantage ot being positive

and Immediately known, as well as being fair. The House bill would create

Impossible problems for most retirees. For these reasons and because of the

relatively insignificant revenue effect, we urge that the present treatment of

lump-sum distributions be continued.

Limit on Tax Preferncgs and Allocaton of Deductions

Two related provisions in the bill--Umit on tax preferences and

allocation of deductions--are designed to reduce the tax benefits which are

now available from certain so-called tax preferences. These preferences

include tax-exempt State and local bond interest, one-half of net long-term

capital gains, appreciation in property donated to charity, depreciation claimed

in excess of straight-line depreciation, and farm losses under certain circum-

stances. Both the LTP and the allocation of deductions are a move toward

taxation of individual gross income and should not be enacted. The allocation

of deductions provision is especially onerous because It discriminates between

taxpayers with the same amount of Income.

3-758 O - 69 -- No. 16 -- 4
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Limiting taxation of earned income to a mxmum of 50% and the new

individual rate schedules proposed for all income both are commendable.

They move in the direction of lessening the impact of the steep progression of

the deadening present income tax rate schedule. Existing high rates are the

real cause of many of the problems this bil seeks to meet through a maze of

complicated provisions. We suggest that the maximum rate on all income

without distinction should be 50%.

Ste and Local Bonds
Interest on state and local bonds should not be subjected to Federal

income tax. The House bill does not provide specifically for taxing such

interest but it does indirectly by including this interest as a tac preference

item In both the 50% limit on tar'. ;references and the allocation of deductions

provisions. Thus interest on presently outstanding state and local bonds, as

well as future Issues, would be taxed when the taxpayer's tax preference Items

including such Interest xceed 50% of total income as a result of the LTP.

Further, when the taxpayer's preference items exceed $10,000, his interest on

state and local bonds will contribute to a loss of deductions under the alloca-

tion of deductions provision.

It is obvious that the unprecedented needs of state and local govern-

ments for debt financing will continue to grow in the years ahead. Even under

the best of circumstances, including the present exemption of bond interest,

ths financing problems of these governments will be substantial. Clearly, the

provisions of the House bill affecting exempt interest will aggravate their

problems. In addition to the direct adverse impact that these provisions will

have on Interest rates of state and local bonds, the fear on the part of investors
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that the exemption may be further eroded by future Congressional action

will add to interest costs. The end result can only be increased taxes at

the state and local levels to cover the higher financing costs.

The Treasury has recommended deletion of state and local bond

interest as a preference item in the LTP provision but supports its Inclusion

in the computation for allocation of deductions. We urge its deletion from both.

The bill in several instances In effect calls for retroactive application

of proposed changes. Such retroactivity is objectionable and Inequitable,

and should be eliminated. Among the major provisions in which retroactive

application is involved are the following: application of increased capital gains

tax on Individuals and corporations to appreciation In property accruing before

the change in tax rate; Inclusion of exempt interest on presently outstanding

bonds in the limit on tax preferences; application of the LTP and allocation of

deductions to prior appreclaton in property sold or donated; and application

of reduced depletion rates to existing reserves and properties. No doubt thire

are other significant instances of retroactivity In the bill.

(See following page for list of State Chambers of Commerce
which have endorsed this statement.)
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The following State Chamber organizations have expressed basic

agreement with Mr. Koch's statement:

Alabama State Chamber of Commerce
Arkansas State Chamber of Commerce
Colorado Association of Commerce & Industry
Connecticut State Chamber of Commerce, Inc.
Delaware State Chamber of Commerce, Inc.
Florida State Chamber of Commerce
Georgia State Chamber of Commerce
Idaho State Chamber of Commerce
Indiana State Chamber of Commerce
Kansas State Chamber of Commerce
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
Maine State Chamber of Commerce
Montana Chamber of Commerce
New Jersey State Chamber of Commerce
Empire State Chamber of Commerce (New York)
Ohio Chamber of Commerce
Pennsylvania State Chamber of Commerce
East Texas Chamber of Commerce
South Texas Chamber of Commerce
West Texas Chamber of Commerce
Virginia State Chamber of Commerce
West Virginia Chamber of Cofhmerce
Wisconsin State Chamber of Commerce
Michigan State Chamber of Commerce

In endorsing Council statements, such as this one, dealing with

many Issues and considerable technical detail, the member State Chambers

reserve the right to take exception in one or more particulars.

The Connecticut State Chamber wishes to be recorded on the percentage

depletion question as supporting adequate depletion allowances to assure

essential supplies of oil and gas for energy purposes, but without specifying

the appropriate percentage allowances.

The Delaware State Chamber had not resolved a position on the natural

resources issues discussed in this statement.
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STATEMENT OF

OWNHF1CE AND INDUSTY ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK, INC.

Concerning H. R. 13270

The Tax Reform Act of 1969

Prepared for Presentation at a Hearing of the
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.

By

Stanley Nitzburg
Tax Counsel

October 2, 1969
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SU*RY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

1. Tax incentives are not "loopholes" but a proper part of the socially and
economically justifiable dynamics of a free enterprise system.

2. Raising corporate taxes and reducing incentives for technological advance-
ment and new plant construction adds to the competitive burden of United
States business with foreign trade and will aggravate our trade and pay-
ments problem.

3. Tax relief will be attained through tax reform. Tax reduction at this
time is an inappropriate response to continued inflation.

4. Our inequitable and complex system of taxation requires both reform and
simplicity.

5. APPROVE §121 restricting business activities of tax-exempt organizations
by subjecting their unrelated business income to tax at ordinary corporate
tax rates.

6. APPROVE §231 which would liberalize deduction of moving expenses, but
DISAPPROVE unreasonable dollar limitation imposed.

7. DISAPPROVE §301 which would restrict the amount of tax preference income
which an individual could eaW without being subject to tax.

8. DISAPPROVE §302 which require& the allocation of expenses between taxable
income.

9. APPROVE §311 which would liberalize income averaging by reducing the qual-
ifying percentage to 120% and by including capital gains in the computations.

10. DISAPPROVE §331 which would impose an additional "minimum tax" on deferred
compensation payments.

11. DISAPPROVE §401 which would penalize dmall business by changing the tax
treatment of multiple corporations.

12. APPROVE §1412 which limits the application of the election to have an in-
stallment sale.

13. DISAPPROVE §413 which requires a pro-rata portion of original issue dis-
count to be included in a bondholder's annual income and requires a
corporation to file an information return recording the mount of discount
,earned by each bondholder.

14. DISAPPROVE 1414 which limits the deduction paid by a corporation on re-
purchase of its convertible securities.

15. APPROVE §421 which restates the existing law making stock distributions
taxable where the stockholders not accepting cash or other property receive
a proportionate corporate interest.
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16. DISAPPROVE §461 which would increase the alternative capital gains rate
for corporations from 25% to 30%.

17. DISAPPROVE §515 which would eliminate capital gain treatment on total dis-
tributions from qualified plans made to an employee in one year.

18. DISAPPROVE §521 which eliminates the use of the double declining balance
and sum of the years digits methods of accelerated depreciation on new
buildings but APPROVE the provision encouraging rehabilitation of low-
income housing.

19. APPROVE §§801-804 which would afford tax relief to individual- taxpayers
with a reservation as to fiscal soundness of enacting such provisions
at this time.

20. DISAPPROVE all provisions of tho bill which would have retroactive
application.
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Statement of
COMM* CE AND INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK, INC.

CONCERNING H.R. 13270
PREPARED FOR PRESENTATION AT A HEARING .OF THE O0WITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE
WASHINGTON, D. C.

BY STANLEY NITZBURG, TAX COUNSEL
October 2, 1969

Commerce and Industry Association is the largest service chamber of

comerce in the United States. Its more than 3,500 members represent a true

cross-section of American business and industry both as to size and nature of

enterprise.

We comend the effort that produced the Tax Reform Act of 1969

(H. R. 13270). Tax reform has been too often neglected, to difficult to face,

and virtually impossible to effect. It should not, however, be attained by sacri-

ficing other equally comendable objectives of government or by disavowing basic

principles inherent in our economy.

The 1968 Republican Party platform stated the "imperative need for tax

reform and simplification". The 1968 platform of the Democratic Party promised

the elimination of corporate and individual preferences "that do not serve the

national interest". H. R. 13270 meets neither objective. The ingeniously complex

formulae and interrelated provisions contained in the bill are virtually in-

comprehensible and can only result in taxpayer confusion and administrative

headaches. The restriction and repeal of so-called "loopholes" may satisfy

public clamor, uut such action does not take into account the effect on the

national economy.

Incentives Are Not "Loopholes"

The capitalistic system' we know, has made this country a world leader in

social and economic achievement. It will sustain our continued effort to eliminate

poverty and raise our tdational standard of living. Such a system must allow and

encourage the accumulation, investment and reinvestment of capital. Such a system
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must encourage individual initiative, creativity aid work, providing a higher

reward for the greater accomplishment. Our tx. laws often encourage and support

some of these activities.

Enforcement of private. investment and private philanthropy is clearly

preferable to expanded government activity. Accelerated depreciation, the invest-

ment credit and otoer tax relief provisions now under attack, actually provide the

impetus for new plants, technological improvement and expanded productivity at re-

duced cost. This is essential for real growth and is the cornerstone of our

vitality. Such provisions do not constitute "loopholes". They are the safety

valves on high tax costs and a proper part of the socially and economically

Justifiable dynamics of a free enterprise system.

Aggravating Our Trade and Payments Problem

The pending legislation is politically expedient rather than economically

sound. Shifting the individual's tax burden to corporations will have a short-

lived beneficial effect. The prosperity of this nation cannot be fragmented.

Labor cannot prosper unless business prospers, and the prosperity of business is

not determined solely by its ability to sell in domestic markets. International

trade must be in balance for true economic growth to take place, and the balance

has been askew.

The primary reason for United States business having less of a share in

world markets is simply the higher price of our products. Cost increases in the

form of exorbitant wage rises has been a major contributing factor. Contracts with

wage increments of more than 30% over three years are no longer rare and 60% hikes

have been won by building trade unions.

Higher tax costs and inadequate inducements to export are other factors.

Yet this bill raises corporate taxes, reduces incentives for technological advance-

ment and new plant construction and in other respects adds to the competitive bur-

den of business. In doing so the bill intensifies the pressure on rising prices.
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Higher priced United States goods will be less weooae in foreign mw

kets while the domestic market will be i dwndted by imports. The e'avated

imbalance of trade win result in a new spate of demands fo' rmW*l leglsation.

Corrective legislation cannot be effective so long as the a.oros of the problem

is ignored, nmely, higher oats due to higher wages and 'Lost tax incentives.

The existing incentives tee inadequate and should be expanded rather

than restricted. This was the cinclusion reached in a otudy published by the

Depm-tment of Caueroe:

*Increasing the investment tax credit from 7 to perhaps 14 per-
cent either for trade-sensitive industries or for all indtAstries
would provide a powerful added incentive to modernize mazufactur-
ing plants and could significantly increase, U. S. opetitiveness
in international trade both on the import ,ad export sides. Such
a step, however, mould have to be carefully weighed against the
loss of U. S. tay revenue and other eooncic oonsideations, and
might be put fornrd when tax reduction becomes posAble. If,
however, the U. S. trade balance continues to worsen, the proposal
should be given urgent consideration." (U.S. Department of
Comerce, "A Five Year Outlook With Recmedations for Action",
April, 1969, p. 76.)

Tax Relief Through Tax Reform Not Tax Reduction

The need for tax relief at both the individual and oorpora ' level is

inappropriately achieved at this time by tax reduction. Tax relief will be

attained by true tax reform. Reform, however, does not call for the repeal of

incentives. It demands the elimination of abuses and distortions of the in-

tended purpose of existing provisions. It demands reestablishing the statutory

broad tax bsse and the consistent application of effective rates. This will in

turn prodfe tax relief in that tax revenue will be maintained, if not increased,

and the tax burden will be properly distributed.

The case for tax reduction at this time is based on enotionalism. It

is unqestioned that net income after taxes buys less tody than It did five

years agos, but this is the result of inflation and not of higher taxes. The

Revenue Acts of 1962 and 1964 reduced tax rates for individuals. Except for
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the surcharge, the rates have remained the same and the amount of tax has been a

stable cost In the taxqeres budget.

The family budget can only be brought back into balance by the success-

ful continuation of the fight against inflation. This bill attempts to check

inflation by extending the surcharge, repealing the investment credit and impos-

ing restrictions on accelerated depreciation. It inconsistently fuels inflation

by contributing new money to the flow of commerce in excess of the mount gener-

ated by all the restraints and so-called reforms combined. Clearly, curtailment

of capital expenditure by business while stimulating consumer spending can only

result in continued inflation and crisis.

Although Congress is appropriately responsive to demands of the electorate

for tax reform, it is inappropriate to accept a demand for tax reduction which

cannot be enacted if we are to have fiscal integrity. Increased spending and

reduced taxes are incompatible and cannot be achieved. If taxes are reduced,

government spending at present levels cannot be sustained without creating

another monetary crrisis. The Viet Nan conflict still takes its toll in human and

financial resources and, even Ath the surcharge in effect, a balanced budget is

hard to maintain. Federal programs of proven value have been curtailed because

of insufficient funds. New and innovative programs to cope with long-standing

domestic problems have been shelved because revenue is lacking. This is reality.

Tax reduction is wishful thinking and not today's reality. The people

of this country are mature enough to accept in goverment the same responsibilities

they accept in their own households, namely, sound budgeting and fiscal integrity.

Borrowing affords only temporary relief before it adds to the burden. At the

national level the annual interest expense to carry debt is in excess of $16

billion. It is time to reassert and follow the principle that only one dollar

is to be spent for each dollar earned, rather than burden future generations

with our fiscal follies.
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Tax EutZ ad Siwlioity
We should seriously question whether there ever can be a truly equitable

system of taxation. It is unlikely that historical research will uncover a

prototype tax system which we can adopt or adapt. We might also question whether

there is any ultimate good to be obtained in working toward a theoretically

equitable system if it will be so unwieldy and complicated that, except for the

creative originators, and a handful of skillful practitioners, it winl not

be understood. Moreover, an equitable system might not receive the expected

acclaim if work incentives are stultified, if capital investment is discouraged,

if persons on a poverty level are required to bear a minimum burden of taxation

in exchange for the privilege of voting and enjoying the basic benefits of national

government, etc. Such a system may, in fact, cause substantial economic disruption

and political unrest.

A more basic question is whose sense of equity is to provide the guide-

line for taxation. The divergence of opinion amongst just and equitable men as

to what is equitable may never be resolved. Resolution 1,, further complicated by

dynamic changes in economic conditions.

We acknowledge that our present tax system is not equitable. An extra

exemption is afforded a blind person, but not a deaf person, quadruple amputee

or other equally handicapped person. This is an accepted part of our tax code,

but lacks reason and equity. No one would suggest removing this additional exemp-

tion, yet the revenue strain and administrative difficulty of extending an addi-

tional exemption to all handicapped persons prevents such "reform".

Stockholders are still subjected to double taxation on thair investment

return, once as corporate income and again as dividend income. Hardly equitable,

but a part of our tax law.

We begin, therefore, with an inequitable system of taxation which is

overly complex, difficult to follow and difficult to enforce. Clearly, there
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are M isprovments which can be made to further the sense of fairness and

further simplicity in administration.

But fairness and simplicity we equally important objectives that

ccql1ment each other. Nothing is to be gained by sacrificig one to the

other. The complexities of our tax system are, in part, the progeny of in-

equity. Simplification and reform are possible when we deal With the case

rather than the symptom of inequity. H. R. 13270 fails to do this. Its

complexities challenge the intellect of the expert tax practitioner. There

are too few such experts available to help implement these provisions. Tax

paying and tax practice will become more of a challenge than it is now.

Ignoranee and inadvertence will play an increased part in tax avoidance and

further undermine public confidence.

We believe that every individual who has substantial income also has

a responsibility to pay a fair share of tax. In an attempt to reach this

objective, the present bill wreaks havoc with established tax concepts,

basic individual freedms, the formation of capital and the future growth

of this nation's economy. If the present bill is enacted, we Will face a

situation in which the proverbial forest will be destroyed in an effort to

out down the urpruned growth of 155 trees.

The position& contained in this paper further the objectives of

simplification and greater equity in our tax law. They affirm the tenets

of capitalism and are directed toward the continued orderly development of

our national economy.
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APPROVE 21 - Tax on Urlated Business Income
The YClq-Drowul type of transaction is am dao of the intent of eadet-

ing oode provisions. Allowing such deals contributes nothing to the national

interest while it reduce tax revenue. It Is this tpe of tax avoidmace which

undermines taxpqer confidence. We approve of the provision requiring an exempt

organization to treat as unrelated business income that portion of Income wbhic

the indebtedness on acquired property bears to the total value of the property.

Many tax exempt organizations receive income from business activities

unrelated to their exet purpose. Churches, civic leagues, etc. are now per-

mitted to enjoy such business income without paying normal corporate income tax.

This constitutes a distortion of the exemption concept and results in proper

government financing of the activities of the exempt organization.

Permitting unrelated business income of exempt organizations to escape

tax places comparable private business endeavors at a disadvantage. Moreover,

new private business undertaldugs are discouraged since they cannot expect to

compete successfully with an established business that operates free of income

tax. The revenue gain from enactment of this provision may be higher than

estimated, since creating a truly competitive situation will increase business

activity. It is equally appropriate to restrict an exempt organization from

engaging in business through a controlled subsidiary corporation.

Recreation and family entertainment is an expanded part of our national

living pattern. Clearly a personal expense, it should be paid for with after-

tax dollars. To the extent that certain social clubs have been able to shelter

passive investment income, they are able to provide facilities with pre-tax

dollars. This is inequitable and we approve of the corrective provision which

would tax such income.

We approve of the new definition of "trade or business" which treats

as unrelated business income advertising revenue in excess of publication
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costs reoeiveA by an exspt organisation. The domqetition for advertising dollars

in intense. Recently a number of national magazines have disoQtinued publication

as a result of inadequate advertising revenue. Neither the advertiser seeking

exposure, nor the subscriber reading an ad, considers the tax statue of the

publisher as a factor in the ad's effectiveness. Hence, there is no basis for

giving favored tax treatment to the exempt publication.

APW(OVE 5231 - Movina Expense
A high level of national eployment is made possible by a mobile labor

force. Mobility is also essential for the internal growth of nationwide business.

Although Congress has recognized this in principle, the existing restrictive mov-

ing expense deduction is unrealistic and must be brought up to date.

Facilitating an employee's effort to advance his family's standard of

living is in the national interest. In those cases where the move permits a

dependent family to become a wage earning family, the cost of providing government

assistance is avoided. A family move motivated by higher income results in an

increased tax contribution.

In business today single site operations are as much a thing of the

past as "momn and pop" grocery stores. Corporate employees must endure a mnner

of moves as part of their development. In these situations, where the move is

required by an employer, the employee does not necessarily receive a salary

increment. Even when his salary is increased his unreimbursed moving coats

often will result in a net financial loss that cannot be deducted from taxable

income. Full reimbursement results in some taxable income and the after-tax

situation will still be a net loss.

These problems are recognized and partially treated in 1231. However,

to the extent that the dollar limitations imposed are not comensurate with

actual costs in today's market, the bill falls short of providing the necessary

relief.
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A family of four occupying taporary quarters in a metropolitan area can

easily expect to spend More than $1,000 in a thirty-dey period. Searching for a

new hcme can take a few days. Hotel costs plus air fare can easily add another

$600 disbursement. There should be no dollar limitation on this provision.

Although delqed occupancy of a now residence is considered, no provi-

sion is made for deducting the temporary storage charges which will have to be

paid during this sme period. Temporary storage charges should be included as

a (b)(1)(A) expense which is not subject to limitation.

The section provides for inclusion in gross income as "compensation for

services" any reimbursed moving expense. Thus, the employer will have withheld

those taxes normally taken on wages paid. This will result in an out-of-pocket

cash loss to the employee that will not be replaced until he receives a refund

on filing his annual return. Another problem is presented in a situation where

the employee does not use itemized deductions. In this cue, the deduction would

actually v be lost while the mount of reimbursement would remain in income. We

recommend that reimbursed moving expenses, to the extent that they are deductible,

should not be treated as "compensation for. services" and should be omitted frok

gross income.

DISAPPROVE 1301 - Limit on Tax Preferences
DISAPP bVE t302 - Allocation of Deductions

We disapprove of both of these provisions as arbitrary, extremely comlex

and contrary to established principles of tax law.

The bill classifies certain income as tax preference income, namely, tax-

exempt interest on state and local bonds the deduction allowed individuals of

one-half of net long-term capital gains, charitable contributions of property

which has appreciated in value, the allowance of accelerated depreciation on real

estate and the treatment of farm loss. Section 301 introduces the new and in-

tirely novel concept of placing an overall limitation on these so-called tax

preferences for individuals. This overall limitation is imposed even thoujk bhe
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propriety and extent of safeguards with respect to each "preference" item has been

separately dealt with in other parts of the bill.

The objective of 11301 and 302 in to impose a higher tax on a comparatively

small group of wealthy taxpayers who make extensive use of existing tax provisions

and thereby pay a relatively small mount of tax. The "preference" items are

still considered sound and, as safeguarded by present and proposed law, will be

available in full to the average taxpayer. Hence, the socially and economically

desirable effects of these provisions are retained while the politically expedient

step is taken of imposing a greater tax on wealthy persons.

Creating new taxpayer classifications is contrary to the concept of equal

treatment before the law. If an item is deductible, such deduction is new avail-

able to all taxpayers. Allowing deductions and permitting tax incentives to some

taxpayers and not others, proposes a method of tax discrimination which has no

place in our system. As precedent for future legislation, treating taxpayers

differently although the taxable event is the same, marks the accelerated decline

of taxpayer confidence and promises further complexity in our tax Law.

Section 302 has a similar limitation provision applying to deductions

and is equally novel in our federal tax system. This provision segregates non-

business deductions and requires them to be allocated between taxable and tax

preference income. The mount allocated to preference income is disallowed under

a complicated formula. The theory apparently is that one having both taxable in-

come and tax preference income could have paid these expenses proportionately out

of both sources. Hence, it in arbitrarily presumed that he has done eo regardless

of any connection between income and expenses. We find such presumption to be

unreasonable.

An example of tax distortion resulting from the application of this pro-

vision would be present in a situation where a taxpayer, having some preference

income, realizes a substantial capital gain, i.e., on the sale of his wholly-owned
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business. Here the infusion of a large mount of "preference" income will result

in the disallowance of otherwise deductible expenses even though the proceeds from

such long-term gain were not available to pay these expenses. This formula attempt

at "reform" will actually produce new inequities which will certainly require fur-

ther "reform".

The most serious and significant criticism of 1302 is that it will affect

the treatment of deductions that arise out of transactions completed well in ad-

vance of any proposal now embodied in the current legislation. The orderly

planning and predictability of business and investment, which has always been a

part of our tax laws, is unceremoniously discarded.

Both provisions create the problem of unintended tax consequences arising

through the application of the formulae. Neither formula serves a sufficiently

useful purpose to justify such result. The bill deals specifically with each of

the "tax preference" items. We submit that the tax treatment of preference items

and deductions should be made head-on. The direct handling of tax events permits

taxpayers to evaluate the consequences of their transactions.

There should be no overall limitation on any kind of income nor should

there be an overall arbitrary allocation of deductions. The complexity of the

proposed formulae makes an exhaustive analysis of their effect impossible. This

alone should be sufficient reason not to enact them.

APPROVE §311 - Income Averaging

We approve this proposed amendment as a step toward equality mongst tax-

payers and as a striking demonstration of how tax simplicity is attainable when

the primary problems are faced.

Eliminating the distortion of tax liability resulting from the timing of

income was the primary objective of the existing section. Excluding capital gains

and certain other income from the average was done in order to avoid manipulation

and because of certain misconceptions. These exclusions, however, resulted in
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complexity and limited use of the provision by taxpayers.

The House Comittee Report stated, after discussing the aendments,

"these changes will permit the elimination of 21 lines out of the 3 lines

presently on the income averaging tax return form". This combination of reform

and simplicity is an example of constructive tax legislation.

Liberalizing the averaging provision encourages taxpayers to take their

income currently and avoids deferral schemes. It advances equity and furthers

confidence in our tax system. "-

DISAPPROVE §331 - Deferred Compensation

The proposed change in the taxation of deferred compensation introduces

two new formulae: The application of one formula requires extensive recordkeep-

ing and places a burden on the taxpayer, matching deferred payments to income

years, that can only encourage litigation. The alternative formula arbitrarily

provides that if you aren't willing or able to comply with the recordkeeping

requirement you must pay a higher tax since the deferred payment is related back

to peak income years.

This involved procedure is intended to equate taxation of funded de-

ferred payment arrangements with non-funded arrangements on the erroneous premise

that the two are the same. The premise is incorrect since it assumes that a cor-

porate promise of payment is equivalent to money set aside. The bankruptcy and

reorganization of publicly-held corporations is not a unique occurrence. More-

over, financial misfortune in closely held companies often results in unfilled

compensation promises.

A significant problem in applying the proposed section is the absence

of a definition of "deferred compensation". Compensation agreements with execu-

tive personnel often include legitimate provisions for post-employment consulting.

Many contracts are dependent on a post-employment, non-competition and non-

disclosure of trade secrets provision. These clauses have real value to the
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company and are usually assigned an equivalent dollar mount. To change the tim-

ing of income by relating these negotiated payments back to the year of active

aployment is tax distortion and not tax reform.

We disapprove of this provision as unnecessarily complex, too vague in

application, and inappropriately based on ,t inaccurate premise.

DISAPPROVE 1401 - Multiple Corporations

This subject is almost a perennial in the annals of tax reform. Congress

has repeatedly weighed the pros and cons of allowing multiple exemptions 'o a

"controlled group" of corporations and the present law reflects this exhaustive

study. No new development in the past five years warrants any change in the

treatment of multiple corporations. Adequate controls are contained in our law

to prevent abuse of existing provisions.

The proposed amendment will effectively restrict the competitive ability

of small business and discourage new business endeavors. For example, if Mr. A

now successfully runs a single unit, take-out food store and forms a new corpora-

tion to operate at another location, he is placed at a competitive disadvantage

in operating at the new location. His competitors will have less tax to pay on

the same income and can maintain a fair return on investment using a lower

selling price. The same result would obtain if Mr. A sought to enter an entirely

unrelated field.

It is unquestioned that important business reasons exist for the operation

of multiple corporations: limiting new venture capital to a set mount and pro-

tecting the capital of the original business from exposure to excess losses;

limiting tort liability in the same way; permitting managerial incentive through

stock participation in the operating unit; permitting labor and general business

practice to conform easily to local standards. A corporation pursuing sound

business and management objectives, via the multiple corporate route, would be

paying a tax penalty under the proposed amendment. This is true for the smaller
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as well as the larger controlled group.

The independent operation of retail oublets, whether part of a reg6nal

or national chain., habe as much need for individual corporate status as business

in a wall controlled group. Each store requires competent anagameant and appro.?

priate incentives. The economic success of each store, in determined by Its local

competitive position. Ono again there should be tax qualityt between two com-

petitors selling the sme product in the same area. Changing the tax "cost",

because of the legalim c' ownership, upsets the free market balance and creates

inequity rather than reform.

APPROVE 1412 -Installment Method

The formula contained in existing 1w to avoid the arbitrary allooation

of installment payments between return of pr.knoipal and profit has proved to be

equitable. We disapprove of the wq in which the provision hn been literally

read and applied to situations that are not true installment sale.

We support the proposed mendment which restricts the installment provi-

sion to sales in which paWments are actually made periodically. The treatment

of a readily marketable debenture as a cash equivalent accords with generally

accepted concepts, and should be proved.

DISAPfROVE .§13 - Original Iasue Discount on Bonds etc.

Objection is raised to this proposed change both on the theory advanced

as well as the practical application of the amendment. There is no inherent

virtue in parallel tax treatment between individuals and corporations. Attempting

to assert parallelim as an objective that is preferable to maintaining the in-

tegrity of the cash and accrual accounting methods is to embark an a course of

independent special tax rules that contravene existing accounting principles.

The wisdm of further divergence of tax principles from accounting principles is

questionable but totally unnecessary in the absence of a favorable revenue change.

No revenue change is expected from this amendment.
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The Report of the Weys and Means Ccuiittee observed that there to no basis

for maintaining the current treatment of original issue discount. Overlooked Is

the fact that the earned discount on the retained bond i similar to the apprecia-

tion on a capital asset. Until the time of redeption or sale the taxpqar has

nothing more in hand than an evidence of debt (ownership if it wre stock) and no

taxable event has ococh-ed to fix the time or mount of income. What is the

equitable tax treatment when the market value of the bond declines more than the

mount of the "earned" discount? It can't be paying tax on the latter and having

no deduction for the former, but that's what would happen under this meadment.

The extremely complex nature of the computations which will be required

of bondholders, especially holders other than the original owner, will cause

hardship and result in an unjustified recordkeeping expense. The burdensome

administrative expense which enforcement would demand is avoided by shifting it

to the issuing corporation. This situation provides no justification for saddling

corporations with the costs of additional recordkeeping and preparing and mailing

thousands of information returns.

DISAPPROVE §11 - Limitation on Deduction
of Bond Premium Upon Repurchase

The proposed treatment of the premium paid upon repurchase of a con-

vertible indebtedness does not sufficiently clarify the current situation. It

limits deductibility to a "normal call premium" on non-convertible bonds except

when the corporation demonstrates that a larger premium was paid as a cost of

borrowing. This allegedly provides the flexibility necessary to take into account

market and credit conditions. In effect it provides that unless the corporation

and the Service agree upon the deduction, they can litigate the issue, and this

hardly qualifies as tax reform.

This provision continues the practice of setting a value on the conver-

sion feature of a convertible debenture which is issued for a price above par
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while denying any value to such feature on a bond issued at par or at a discount.

Since such treatment is not consistent it should not be extended.

APPROVE 1421 - Stock Dividends
This proposed mendment to the eisting provisions of law, dealing with

stock dividends is necessary to carry out the section's intended purpose. It

frustrates the tendonoy to resort to complex financing and tax maneuvers in an

effort to avoid the existing statutory provision. We approve of this memnbent

and the principle that receiving a proportionately increased stock interest in

lieu of cash is taxable as equivalent to a cash distribution.

DISAPPROVE §461 - Increase Alternative
Capital Gains Rate for Corporations

This provision simply raises corporate income taxes and has no relation-

ship to anything akin to "reform". As a higher tax levy it is unwarranted and

constitutes an ill-conceived method to assist in balancing the politically ex-

pedient individual rate reductions.

The reasoning advanced for this provision is specious. It is said that

having proposed an increase in individual capital gains, corporations should be

taxed similarly. It would be equally valid to suggest that corporations be

allowed to include one-half their capital gain in income subject to tax at a 48%

rate. There are many places in the Code where individuals and corporations are

treated differently and trying to find parity in rates alone is neither equitable

nor economically realistic.

It is also suggested that capital gains for a corporation is essentially

the same as ordinary business income. This just is not true. The sale by a

manufacturing company of a minority stock interest in another corporation is the

sale of a capital asset and bears no relationship to the ordinary income derived

from manufacturing.
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DISAPPOVE 155 -Total Distribution
From Qualifi~d Pension etc. Plans

The existing treatment of limp-sum distributions from qualifid plane

encourages an employee to take his capital on retirement and put it into a busi-

ness or other investment situation. This stimulates the economy and encourages

continued individual productivity.

The proposed change imposes an unnecessary hardship on retirement if

an election is made to take a lump-se= payment. A more severe result is obtained

ehen the lwp-swi pqment is made as a result of involuntary termination of serv-

ice during normal income years. In the latter situation the extra tax burden is

faced from the unenviable position of unemployment. In a case where the termina-

tion occurs after an employee receives nearly a full year's ordinary income, the

amount of tax due would be substantial.

Furthermore, this section will apply to plans covering more than five

million employees most of whom are not high income individuals. The tax return

preparation tasks of these people will be made horrendously complicated. Moreover,

many of them who have kept their savings and employer contributions in such plens

to obtain capital gain treatment may, where possible, withdraw from the plans.

This would be an unfortunate, and certainly an unintended, consequence of this

section.

We believe the present provision works well and carries out long-range

economic objectives. It should be retained. Amending the existing provision

will result in strained planning techniques which, in turn, will evoke demand

for tax reform.

DISAPPROVE §S21 - Dereciation of Real Estat.

Any alleged abuse in the use of accelerated depreciation should be cor-

rected, but the proposed amendment does not constitute reasonable remedial legis-

lation. It eviserates the construction industry and in the process creates

unintended hardship for all business.
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The currently allowable depreciation rates have been a strong stimulus

for new construction. To the extent that it remains available for residential

housing it will continue to spur new building. The proposed restrictions, in

the light of current mortgage conditions, would further curtail modernization of

manufacturing facilities. The lack of ready mortgage money has already forced

business to either postpone new plant construction or provide a greater portion

of the required capital. This setback in modernization comes at a time when ris-

ing labor costs are squeezing profit margins and pressing price levels. Only

through modernization has industry managed to compensate for higher unit costs

and hold down price increases. We see no justification for discouraging modern-

isation, which will occur if business cannot take accelerated depreciation and

retrieve badly needed investment capital.

The proposal will also increase the cost of cmmerial rental space and,

in turn, add to the cost of doing business. The not short-term result of this

provision is inflationary and cotrary to current objectives. We urge that the

status quo be maintained at this time.

APPROVE 1801-8§A - Tax Relief Provisions

These four sections of the bill afford tax relief in*a variety of was

but the relief proposed is actually a tax reduction. As previously stated, we

support the proposed reductions but do not believe that our present inflationary

economy or our budgetary problems permit such reductions at this time. If any

priority is to be given to se of these proposals our attention would focus on

the low-income allowance formula and the maximum rate on earned income. The

former would bring taxable income above the poverty level and set a realistic

minimum level for levying an income tax. The latter corrects the confiscatory

nature of our present graduated system and thus relieves the constant pressure

for tax gimickry. Both go a long wq toward achieving greater equity in our

tax law.
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We urge the enactment of these provisions as soon as such legislation can

be reconciled with our fiscal policy and a balanced budget.

DISAPPROVE OF ALL PROVISIONS
HAVING RhMOACTIVE APPLICATION

A nuber of proposed provisions will apply to investments made and trans-

actions concluded prior to the time that H. R. 13270 was introduced. The tax

effects considered at the time these transactions were undertaken were reasonably

based on the then existing law. Taxpyers have a right to enter into long-range

business and investment plans that offer a calculated return. Predictability of

action based on existing law is one of the basic principles sustaining the

integrity of our system of laws. It is unfair to change the results of irrevocable

contracts etc. by changing the treatment of existing income or deductions.

Although this is generally recognized, not all provisions of the present bill limit

their impact to prospective events.

We urge that equity requires all amendments of existing law to be limited

in their application to taxable events and conditions which occur after the date

of enactment.

CONCLUSION

No inference is to be drawn from the fact that certain provisions of

H.R. 13270 have not been discussed in the foregoing remarks. The extensive nature

of the proposed changes exceeded our ability to do a complete analysis of the

entire bill. Our efforts were limited to those provisions having the greatest

effect on the majority of our diversified membership.

We trust that this Committee will report a tax reform bill that will

benefit the national economy and neither attempt to provide short-lived advantages

for individual taxpayers nor penalize the business and investment community. The

prosperity of our nation cannot be fragmented. We expect legislation that will

preserve a free enterprise system and foster the economic and social development

of this nation for the good of all our citizens.
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SUMIARY STAUh1IT OF THE AEPICAN IOTEL & IOTEL ASSOCIATION

BEFORE THIE SENATE FINANCE COw'ITTI;~ t0. S. SENATE

ON H. R. 13270

PROPOSED INCREASE IN COPPORAT"M ALTERNATE CAPITAL

The American Hotel & Aotel Association conteCs that tho pro-

posed change under Section 461 of H.R. 13270 should be deleted be-

cause it is grossly unfair. Corporations having taxable income are

taxed thereon and the same income is taxed again to its stock-

holders as dividends at normal tax rates. It can therefore be seen

that the beneficial owners of a corporation, i.e,, the stockholders#

are taxed twice on the same income. 11here a corporation realizes a

capital gain, and pays tax thereon at corporate gains rates, such

gin when distributed to stockholders as an ordinary -1vilend is

taxed again at normal tax rates.

RI.TENTION OF ALTEMP.TIV: "WTHODS OF DEPV"CIA-IONPR6V1IffsMTT13DP E Dff"SOV L-REV ECD

Section 521 of fl.,. 13270 -roposes chanqos in the use of tho

accelerated methods of de-reciation. These '-roposed changes are

obJectiona'le for the reason that they are unrealistic.

dhile Section 521 of the proi-osed bill allows use of the 150

• percent declining balance method on new construction of hotel an-

motel properties, older rrooerties nurchased do not share such

treatment, yet the depreciable factors remain the name. Thire is a

difference, however, between the depreciation on newly constructed

properties as corared ,it'i used -roporties purchased. t is a

fact that more depreciation occurs in tio case o! newly constructed
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properties than in used properties during the earlv years of their

useful lives. This fact has been recognized by the provisions of

Section 167 of the Code which permits the 200 percent declining

balance and the sum-of-the-year digits methods in the case of newly

constructed properties and a maxinun of 150 percent declining balance

method for used prorarties, and these nrovisions should e .a.,nlLained.

R11TMLTION O PRE SENT RULES Rn/.ARDI"G RECATURED

Another rart of Section 521 of i.!R. 13270 rrovides for a tax at

ordinary rates on any gain realized on the dis',osition of lepreciable

real proerty to the extent of the excess of Ce"reciation claimed on

any accelerated method over the amount of depreciation which iould be

allowed coo'uted on a straig't-line method with respect to denrecia-

tion atrnlicable to taxable .,ears ending after July 24, 1969.

;1o matter how long a de-reciable asset has been uied in trade

or business, no consileration is given to the part .v!hich inflation

!)lays in fixing tlh selling rice of an asset. hs a consequence, in-

come tax is iW.oosed on the increase in value due to inflation, ,-ith

the result that the asset dis.,osed of cannot be replace' with an asset

of equal value withoutt borrowing funds to re-lace the income t-x

paid.

The current law gives some effect to the inflationary asroct of

the economy. It is resectfully suhnitted that to convert ,:hat ' would

in whole or in rart be -,resently taxed as ca-ital gains into ordinary
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income to individuals and taxed to then at their highest surtax

bracket is drastic ani excessively burdensome° Since the beneficial

owners of corporations, i.e., the stoc!-holders, in effect nay double

taxes, to convert the corporate gain from ca-ital gain status to

ordinary income tax classification is equally offensive.

EFP CT ON EARTI'yS AM PROM"S OP DEPRECIATIO!

The Association is opposed to Section 452 of H.R. 13270 dealing

with the effect on earnings and profits of accelerated depreciation

on the basis that it introduced a double standard (1) for the deter-

mination of taxable net income, an (2) for the com"utation of earn-

ings an%. profits.

It is submitted that when deoreciation is covwutd in accord-

ance with the provisions of the law, such depreciation equates that

which is proper, reasonable anl just; ottertfise, such ..enreciation

method should not be allowed in the first instance. If de-recia-

tion is consi,.ered corrctcty anl recognized in the &*etermination of

net income to be taxeJ, then such denreciat4.on should be accepted

in computing earnings an,' nrofits.

ZLI'INATIO1 OF 1UIPLE. SU"'AX CO"MPORATE

The Association objects to the rrovisions of Section 401 of

H.,. 13270 which would eliminate the nultirle corporate surtax

exemption and other related benefits and such objection is on the

broad basis of inequality.

Section 401 of the bill discriminates among taxnayers. This

observation is 'redicated on the fact that two or r.ore separate

business activities owned by different interests ,ill na, less income
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tax than if the same business were owned by cormon control. It is

clear# therefore# that a .enalty is being imposed on a multiplicity

of business activities which can only be labeleA as repressive and

discriminatory. There should be no tax -penalty imposed uron the

business community in conducting buiness activities in a multirlic-

ity of cor orate forms that are found, essential an, Pesirable in the

ordinary course of business. All members of t~ho community should be

given an equal opportunity to conduct their business activities in a

corporate setup found to be desirale ane competitive without beinq

penalized for doing o 2by our tax laws.

UNREMITD BUSISS TAX SECTIONS

le are in general agreement with the provisions contained in

Section 121 of H.R. 13270 which wpuld extend t!-e unrelatedd business

income tax" to virtually all exempt organizations and Wnuld also

impose a tax on the investment income of such organizations. '1s

request, however, that the. bill be amended so as to exclude from

"unrelated trade-or business* the activities of a trade sho sron-

sored by a business leaque coming under Section 501 (c) (6).

The final I.R.S. regulations recardinq certain activities

of 501(c) (6) organizations# as issued on Deceiber 12, 1967, and

Section 278 (c) of the bill woul- sevi tto in~l:, that a trade show of

a type coramon to th. hotel/motel in.!ustr, represented an lunrelatedI

trade or business." as defined in Section 513, an, that the qross

income derived therefrom was taxable as 'unrelated business income'

as provided for in Section 511.

In Rev. Rul. 67-219 and the regulations, the I.P,. takes the

position that income from trade sbows is not unrelated income where
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the exhibits are f'r products or services utilized by the sponsoring

organization's members. Ile respectfully ;iish to mint out that if

the I.R.S. approves of traele shows at which in'.ividual Wmubers of i

tax-exempt business league display tCeir products to their potential

customers# than surely the display at an industry trade show by

suppliers of products used in the industry is within the activities

and purposes of the industry's business league.

It isp therefore, rerpiested that Section 513(a) of the I.R.C.

be amended to exclude from the category of unrelated trade or busi-

ness" the conduct of a trade show snonsored by a business league

exempt from tax under 501(c)(6).
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October 2, 1969
STA TENT OF THL

A- lRICAN HOTRL G - OTEL ASSOCIATION

BEFORE TImE

SV"ATE Fl!IANC CX{'tITTBE

U. S. S ATE

ON H. R. 13270

I am Arthur J. Packard, President of the Packard Hotel Coiany

and Chairman of the Governmental Affairs Comittee of the. American

Hotel G hotel l Association.

The Association is a federation of hotel and motel associations

located in the fifty states, the District of Columiia, Puerto rico,

and the Virgin Islands having a membership in excess of 6,800 hotels

and motels containing in excess of 750,000 rentable rooms. The

American Uotel & .3otel Association maintains offices at 221 West 57th

Street# tHew York, New York, and, at 777 - 14t1h Street, N. 11.r 'ash-

ington, D. Co

I am accompanied by 11r. Paul V. Volfc of the national hotel anP'

motel accounting firm of Harris, Xerr, Forster & Company, who will

testify on behalf of the Associ'tion on tax areas innortant to the

hotel/raotel industry ,hich are a ?)art of these tax reform hearings.

liy name is Paul V. Uolfe, a partner in the national accounting

firn of Harris, Kerr, Forster & Cnmpany,, whic:i is headquartered at

420 Lexington Avenue in !ew York City.
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I am apnearing today on behalf of the American Hotel & 1otel

Association to testify on portions of H.'. 13270 i..hich are of

primary interest to the Associ-tion.

GEEPAL COI!PETS REGARD!NG :ITfIELS MID I )TP"Tq

In considering the comments I am qoinq to ma'e reqardinq the

taxation of capital gains ani accelerated depreciation, I feel it

is important to have in mind that hotels and motels are retired

to invest very substantial sums in land, structures and equinwent

and they actually operate a business. They are not passive invest-

ors. In addition, they emnloy vast numbers of unskilled anA semi-

skilled halp consisting of maids, bellboys, waiters, maintenance

personnel and similar service employees. 11otels arn motels, besides

being a very important segment of our social and business community,

play a very important role as host to foreign travelers in our

country. This role of host to foreign travelers trill he starred un

very substantially in the near future 1,' reason of t1e fact that

there is on the horizon mass inter-continental transportation due to

the construction of larger jet planes. In view of this observation

it can be expected that hotels anJ motels should he encouraged to

fulfii1 their destined role as a contributor to the improvement of

our balance of payments program.

PROPOSED IflCn ASE ;N (CfrPORATE ALNATE CAPITAL

The American Votel & 'lotel Association contends that tile aro-

posed change under Section 461 of H.!U. 13270 is grossly unfair to

corporations. It must be borne in min, that cororations having

taxable income are taxed thereon and that t'e same income is taxed

again to its stockholders as dividends at normal tax rates. It can
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therefore be seen that the beneficial ow ere of a corporation, i.e.,

the stockholders, are taxed twice on the sijie income. W1hprs a

corporation realizes a capital gain, and nays tax thereon at corpor-

ate gains rates, such gain when distributed to stoc'-holders as an

ordinary Jividend is taxed agaiin at normal tax rates.

One of the reasons given for thn increase in the alternate ca.p-

ital gains rates from 25 percent to 30 'ercent is the alternate car-

ital gains tax for individuals is !,einq eliminated. It is submitted

that te alternate canital gains rate on individuals and corporations

are not apposite since as pointed out above corporate capital gains

are taxed twice whereas individual ca'%ital qains are taxed once.

By reason of the foregoing analysis, it is felt that the

changes in the corporate alternate canital qains tax nropose( in

Section 461 should be eliminated, and that the present tax nrovi-

sions of our Code dealing ,iith alternate corporate capital gains

rates should be retained.

FWAl!TION OP ALTE!MTYVE ""'T!O'S Or %1RrCIAT104

Section 521 of H.R. 13270 roposes changes in the use of thl

accelerated netho's of depreciation. These nrono ed chanqes are

considered by the American otel & otel Association to be objec-

tionable for the reason th't they are unrealistic An' unfair. 4ith

respect to proposed changes in the use of th.i 200 percent declining

balance and suz:-of-the-years diqits method ontained in Section 167

of the I.R.C., it is desired to highlight the observation that these

methods are economically soun- an' factually realistic.
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The purpose of depreciation is to allows a taxpaver to recoup

its tax basis over its economic useful life. It is a fact that an

asset depreciates more in the earlier years of its useful life and

less in later years. Perairs are less in the earlier years of the

life of an asset and increas, at an accelerated rate as the asast

gets older. Accelerated depreciation, therefore, gives effect to

physical realities an! results in equalizing charges aqainst income

over the useful life o a depreciable asset. This result is accom-

plished by a larger write-off for depreciation ,Yith snall repair in-

cidents in earlier years and larger repairs ani smaller depreciation 4

as useful life progresses.

While Section 521 of tic proposedd bill allo.-,s use of the 150

percent declining balance method on nen- construction of hotel and

motel properties, older properties purchased do not share such treat-

me.nt, yet the de~recialle factors remain the same. There is a dif-

ference, hotyever, between the depreciation on ne-l constructed

oroverties as compared Yith used rronerties rurchased. It is a

fact that more depreciation occurs in the case of newly constructed

properties than in used properties during the early years of their

useful lives. This fact has been recognized hy the provisions of

Section 167 of the Code !,hich permits the uqe of the 200 percent Oe-

clining balance and the sm-of-the-years digits 'ethod in the case

of newly constructed properties and a maximum of 150 percent de-

clininq balance netbod for used proierties.

Factually, it would bo unjust and improper to cut dovm th.

present permissible rates on newly constructed hotel and motel pror-

erties from the 200 percent declining balance method or the sum-of-
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the-years diqits method to the 150 nercent declining !alance method

and to also cut down the present rate of depreciation on used proo-

erties from the 150 percent declining balance method to th. straight-

line method. The changes .roposed in the permissible use of accel-

erated methods of depreciation would be completely at variance with

the true loss of economic value in the form of depreciation in co-

puting taxable net income.

The retention of the present allowable 200 nercent declining

balance and the sum-of-the-years digcits method er;ablces business or-

ganizations to re:)ay their loans quicker, thereby reducing interest

expense. In addition, th presently allotted accelerated .met Os

help hotel an. motel industries to cope to some extent with infla-

tionary costs. ThiR is accompanied! by an earlier larger cash throw-

off being p-ayable through the use of such .methods.

In view of the foregoing, it is requested that Section 167 of

the Internal Revenue Code be left unrevised.

RLTENTIO.- OF PRESPIET RULES P--..ADIN• .'CAPTUPED

Another .art of Section 521 of R.n, 13270 provides for a tax

at ordinary rates on any gain realized on th, disposition of der're-

ciable real property to the extent of the excess of depreciation

claimed on any acce3arated method over the amount of lerreciation

which would be allied commuted on a straight-line met'orl with re-

spect to depreciation applicable to taxable years after July 2.,

19)69.

The American Hotel & 'Iotel Associption is firm in its opinion#

un4er our present inflated economy, that any qain realized on the
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disposition of hotel and note properties should not be taxed at all,

but feels that if a tax must he imnosed, the tax provision of the

present law should be retained and anplied.

On the sale or taxable exchange of derreci.ble asRets, qain or

loss is computed on the difference between adjusted tax cost an'. the

sales price. Adjusted tax cost is original cost less de-reciation

allowed or allowable. No matter hot, long a depreciable asset has

been used in trade or business, no consideration is given to the nart

which inflation plays in fixing the selling rice of an asset. As

a consequence, income tax is innosed on the increase in value due to

inflation, with the result that the asset t'isnosed of cannot he re-

placed with an asset of equal value without borrowing funds to re-

place the inconte tax paid.

The current law oives effect to the inflationary aspect com-

mented upon by giving some relief at ca-ital gains rates on the gain

realized on the sale of depreciable real estate held over 20 months

on declining rates with full ca-ital ga.ns tax on profits derived

from the sale of such assets he!l. nore th-n 10 years.

It is respectfully submitted that to convert ,.hat ,nuld in. hole

or in part be presently taxed at capital gains rates into ordinary

income to individuals an,! taxed to them at their highest surtax

bracket is drastic and excessively burdensome. ,nince the bene-

ficial owners of corporations, i.e., the stockholders,,in effect ,

double taxes, to convert the corporate gain from capital gain status

to ordinary income tax classification is equally offo-nsive.

In view of the foregoing, it is recommended that the present

provisions of Section 1250 of the I.R.C. :e retained' as nrosently

constituted.

a
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EFFCT ONl EARUZNGB AFD PROPFI"SOF -OFFMAN&I 1 '

The Association is oppoped to Section 452 of P.R . 13270 dealing

with the effect on earnings and profits of accelerated depreciation

on the basis that it introduces a double standard (1) for the deter-

mination of taxable net income, an (2) for the computation of earn-

ings and profits.

It is submitted that when depreciation is computed in accord-

ance with the provisions of the law, such depreciation equates that

which is proper, reasonable and just: otherwise, such depreciationn

method should not be allowed in the first instance. If depreciation

is considered correct, and recognized in the determination of net

income to be taxed, then such depreciation should be accent' in

computing earnings and profits. For the reasons stated, it is urqed

that Section 452 of the proposed bill be deleted.

ELI'!IV'-ATO OF "IULIPLE MORP)PAT. RTRTAX

The .Association desires to express its objection to the pro-

visions of Section 401 of H.P. 13270 which vould eliminate the mul-

tirle corporate surtax exemption and other related benefits aW. such

objection is on the broad basis of inequality.

Presently, in order to obtain a rmultirle surtax exenntiont an

election must be made by each member of a controlled group of corw-

orations. As a consequence of this election, each cotroration in

the controlled group is required to pay an added 6 percent tax on

the first $25,000 of their taxable net income nurmuant to Section

15C2 of the Internal Revenue Code. This privilege carries with it

other concomitant benefits which are nronosed to be eliminated to-

gether with the iultinle surtax exemption under the nronosed bill.
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It is submitted that Section 401 of the bill discriminates

among taxpayers. This observation is predicated on the fact that

two or more separate business activities owned by different interests

will pay less income tax than if the same business were ownei by

common control. It is clear, therefore, that a penalty is being

imposed on a multiplicity of business activities which can only be

labeled as repressive and discriminatory. There should be no tax

-enalty imposed u-jon the business community in conducting business

activities in a multiplicity of corporate forns that are found es-

sential and desirable in the ordinary course o# business. All mem-

bers of the community should be given 3n equal opportunity to con-

duct their business activities in a corporate setun found to be

desirable and competitive without boing penalized for doing so by

our tax laws. The provisions of Section 401 would have that effect.

All members of tha business community should be given an onnortunity

to expand and diversify their business activities without being

hampered by penalty taxation.

U'.IRZLATED DUSIM!SS TAX S)CTIO'IS 511 P', 513 n-% Tvi, I.z.C.

We arc in general agreement with th, provisions contained in

Section 121 of h.R. 13270 iihich ,,oule. extend tOn "unrelated business

income tax* to virtually, ..11 exe. nt organizations and 4nuld alqo

iL-"ose a tax on the investment income of snc.! organizations. T'?e

request, however, that the bill be arended so as to exclude from

"unrelated trade or business" the activities of a trade shou, snon-

sored by a Section 501(c)(6) organizations.

(a) Section 511 of the I.R.C. should be extended to cover

Section 501(c)(4), 501(c)(7), and 5')l(c)(8) organizations.
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The Association has been constantly alerted by its members to

the *business* activities of various organizations which have been

granted tax-exempt status. This is esneci.lly true of organizations

which come under Sections 501 (a) and 501(c) of the Code. 1Evidence

of such activity is most often in the form of either public invi-

tations from the organizations or published infor ation of the ac-

tivities after they have occurred.

It has been our regular practice to forwar-' evidence of such

*business* activity to the I.S. To date le have seen little cur-

tailment of the activities ,ihic" form the basis of our objections.

If anything, the volume of *business* by such organizations a,",ear

to be on the increase.

lost often this activity--which tie nrefer to term 'unfair compe-

tition*--consists of solicitations on behalf of tax-exmrt organiza-

tions fcr the business of the general nublic. Organimationa which

have been granted a tax exeration under Sections 501(c) (.) (7) and

(8) openly seek ant' obtain business which would other-ise be avail-

able to tax-paying hotels and motels. "ore specifically, civic

organizations, social an. recreation clubs an:! fraternal beneficiary

societies *open their doors to the rublip" in the solicitations of

lodging and food service business.

Uncier the provisions of the Code and tle regulations thereto,

Section 501(c)(4), civic organizations, must be neither organized nor

ormrated for profit; Section 501(c)(7), social and recreation club-,

must be organized and operated exclusively !or pleasure, recreation

aid other non-profitable purposes and must not nal-e their facilities

available to the .ulilicy and Section 501(c; (8) fraternal beneficiary
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societies, must be operated in furtherance of their fraternal pur-

poses and may not engage in business activities of a kind carried on

with nomembers for a profit.

In 1964 the I.R.. issued Revenue Procedure 64-36 regarding cer-

tain activities of Section 501(c)(7), social and recreation cluis.

In these so-called Oguidelinesw the Service stated t at advertising

or other solicitations for business by such organizations would be

prima facie evidence that such a club is engaging in business and is

not being operated exclusively "for pleasure, recreation anA other

non-profitable purposes.* This portion of the quidelines merely

reiterated past I.. .S. regulations.

The guidelines further stated that a 501(c)(7) organizations

would be allcwed annual gross receip.ts from business activities of

$2500 or less without Jeopardizing its exemption. "here such re-

ceints exceeded $2500o they must have been 5 percent or -more of the

organization's total receipts before tax-exe'ot status would be

Jeopardized, The guideline further noted that member sponsorshi- ar-

rangemonts would not circumvent tie gross rece.-t limitation. If the

organization's members' constituted less than 75 percentt of the total

number of Persons utilizing te organization's facilities on a par-

ticular occasion, all of the receipts received thirefro ,iould be

considered nonmember receipts unless the organization can nronerly

ap'oortion such receipts between members and nome-i-bers.

Revenue Procedure 64-36 appears on the surface to be a recoqni-

tion by the I.R.S. that 501(c) (7) organizations do, in fact, often

extend their activities to those who are outside their memberghin

and their guests. lie submit that .Ievenue Procedure 64-36 has not
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deterred such activities which are in addition to a club's OurOose

and are, therefore, unrelated an(! should be taxed as such.

'a view of the similarity in hrth the manner in ,which tax-exenrt

status its granted to 501(c)(4) and 501(c)(8) organizations and the

methods employed by such organizations in soliciting business from

the general public# we request that the provisions of Section 511 of

the Code be likewise extended to these organizations.

By complying with the request to have 501(c)(4), 501(c) (7) ant.

501(c) (0) organizations covered lay Section 511 of the Code, such or-

ganizations will be contrihutinq a nroner share to the revenue from

the profits realized on activities that are foreian to PurDoses for

which they were form~ed.

AbU PAqtAl 513(a) AL th I.R.G. should ! , =ki exclude
f Unrelated Trade or Business the Activities of 4 'rado

Sh.. SLonsored bv Section 501(c)(6) Organizations.

The final I.R.S. rpgulations regarding certain activities of

501(c) (6) organizations, as issued on Decem'ier 12, 1967, ie lied that

a trade show of a type couon to the hotel/notel industry represented

an unrelated trade or business," as defined in Section 513, an! that

the gross income derived therefrom was taxable as 'unrelated busi-

ness income" as provided for in Sectiorn 511.

Numerous regional, state or city 'hotel an-' notel associations

sponsor a trade show no more than once a year, Snace is assigneil to

various exhibitors desirous of Participating, for which they pay a

consideration. There are nuwerou, exhibitors at the show vhose

products are normally used in hotel anl motel operations. . Some ex-

hibitors may sell their nroduots or services at trale shows whereas
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others rrely display or advertise their wareo. No hotels or motels

participate in these trade shows as exhibitors.

formally, these trade shotis are held at te time of the year

,when there is an annual meeting of the uebershin, i.e., when the

members gather to discuss the affairs of the association# lay out

future programs of the association, have quest lecturers on subjects

of hotel/motel interest and business promotion, an'! elect officers.

In short, at the annual meetinqs, thrre are .'i nv nrnqrams -resented

representing a common interest to the members of the association. In

view of the fact that te members rmeet annually, it in felt a most

ap-roFriate time to infuse into such moetinqs a nroqram of education

for the 'embershi, as well as to call to their attention the devel-

oments in various fields relating to the products which they use ir,

the conduct of their hotel or motel businesql her'ce, the trade hmo.

It can, therefore, ?e seen that these trade shows -ire an es-

sential ant) integral nart of the :urpose for -hich the state and city

association have been formed. Through the tr-'re S9!OU~s the overall

econom", of a m.ultitude of different tves of businesses are rere-

sented and in this regard there is no inclatel 5.ntt,roit in one -ar-

ticular industry, but a ide divergence of industry activity and

services. Through the means of such trade shovis the menbershin of

the various state or cit., hotel and motel associations are I-ent

abreast of the imnrovements in various inc.rtries that are essential

to their operations ant. an integral "art of our national economy.

At such trade shoqs the pu'-lic is qenw:rallv not adnittpl, and

it in only in an exceptional case, were there in sme relationship,

to a hotel or motel activity, that a .erwa'e: of t.c general public niav
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be admitted. The membershin of the hotel or motel association that

sponsors the trade show normally pay a registration fee to attend the

annual meeting and its auxiliary activities includinq the trade show.

It is sutnitted that the foreqcin descrite4 activities fall di-

rectly within those permitted a trade association which is exemnt from

income tax pe.r Section 501(c)(6). Such a trade show is clearly not

the conduct of an Ounrelated trade or business" within the Meaninq of

Section 513. The receipts from such an activity should be clearly

exempt fr, the tax on Ounrelated business income* imnosel by section

511.

In Rev. Rul. 67-21q and the requlationv*, the I.R.S. takes the

nosition that income from trade shows is not unrelated income where

the exhibits are for products or services utilized by the sponsoring

organization's meters. Pe resnectfull1v v|sh to voint out that if

the I.R.S. approves of trade sho'is at w'ich individual members of a

tax-exemp't business leaque dis,-la" their r.roductq to their potential

customers, then surely the disrla, at an inc.dstrv trade show by sun-

pliers of "rouucts used in the industry is witthin thm. activities an.

purposes of the industry's business leaque.

Trade shows saronsored by Section 501(c)(6) organizations for the

-'urnose of enabling their members to kee., un with current product ,'nd

service develo~Nenit all tow ard making more efficient and orofitaole

the meriors business activities is one of the universal purposes of

Section 501(c)(6) organizations. In view of this fact, all trads

show- activities so sponsored and conducted should he cl;-ssified as

related to the purposes and objectives of such orqani-.ationq. and any

income realized from such traf'e shews.so classified.
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It is, therefore, re(!uested that Section 513(a) of thq I.P.C.

be amended to exclude from the category of "unrelated trade or busi-

ness* the conduct of a trade sha, sponsored by a business league ex-

empt from tax under 501(c)(6).
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STATEMENT OF CARL A. BECK
for the

NATIONAL SPALL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
be-fore the

SENATE FINANCE CGHITTEE
on the

TAX REFORM BILL (H.R. 13270)
October 2, 1969

1. The concept of a "normal corporation income tax on profits of $26,000 goes
back to the "Thirties." Since that time the dollar has lost almost 75% of
its value. Today's technology requires proportionately larger investments
by small business in plant and equipment. We believe tax equity demands
that the "normal corporate tax be applied to the first $100,000 of corpor-
ate taxable income because of (1) the depreciation of the value of money and
(2) the added capital requirements of small business. The fiscal effect of
increasing the level of surtax exemption from $25,000 to $100,000 is almost
exactly equal to lowering the tax rate 2% on the first $1 million dollars of
corporate profits.

2. Sec. 452 of H.R. 13270 restricting the use of accelerated depreciation by all
corporations unduly penalizes the smaller firm. In the case of small busi-
ness, Investments are sporadic and any single purchase of equipment is a large
percentage of the total capital invested in the business. In the case of large
corporations the effect of Sec. 452 would be relatively minuscule compared with
the smller corporation. Rapid depreciation more nearly reflects the actual --
and true --. rate of depreciation of plant and machinery. Accelerated depreci-
ation is vital to small business in that It allows the entrepreneur a return
of capital to be reinvested thus permitting the smaller business to expand and
keep modern.

3. Meaningful tax reform with respect to cooperatives Is presented in S. 2646
(Ribicoff) as it places the co-ops on the same tax basis as other business en-
terprises, making them fully taxable on the profits which they earn. We sup-
port the provisions of S. 2646 with respect to cooperatives, and urge their
substitution for Sec. 531 of H.R. 13270.

4. We support, in principle, the provisions of Sec. 121 of H.R. 13270 relating
to the business income of now tax-exempt organizations. Income derived by
such organizations from comercial transactions in direct competition with
taxpaying business should not be tax exempt.

5. Our proposals strengthen fiscal soundness of our nation -- a basic objective
of National Small Business Association -- by encouraging a sound long-range
build-up of a vital productive sector of our economy.
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STATEMENT OF CARL A. BECK

for the

NATIONAL SMALL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION

before the

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

on the

TAX REFORM BILL (H.R. 13270)

October 2. 1969

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Comfittee:

IV name Is Carl A. Beck. I appear as Chairmn of the Board of Trustees of

National Small Business Association. I am President of the Charles Beck Machine

Corporation, King of Prussia* Pa.

1. We urge that the corporit surtax extton be increase

fr" 1.26000 to $100.000.
2. We recomend that Section 452 be amended to permit the use

of accelerated deprciation by sall and mdiu-sitzed businesses.

3. We endorse the provisions of S. 264 (Ribicoff) git, tgect

tocooeratives, and urae their subltitution for Sec. 531,of

H.R. 13270.

4. We support, in principle, the provisions of H.R. 13270 re-

lating to taatin of the business income of now tax.osemt

organic zatiens.
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I. SNALL BUSINESS COMMUNITY
IS BEING OVERLY PENALIZED
IN PROPOSED TAX REVISICM

A. Soroorate Surtax 9xmeIngo -Should B

Secretary of the Treasury Kennedy In his .statement of September 4. 1969
to the Committee pointed out t:t . R. 12170 is weighted In favor of consumption

to the potential detriment of the notion's productive investment." To his state-
ment we would add that the detriment to the nation's productive investment would
be concentrated to a large degree In the smell business sector. The cumulative
effect of monetary and fiscal controls with associated high interest rates, loss
of the 7% Investment credit, the proposed 2% increase in corporate tax rates.
and the current 10% surcharge on tax rates, will be to restrict substantially In-
vestments by small business in now plant and equipment.

The competitive position of stll manufacturing, wholesale and retail es-
tablishments vis-a-vis their big businet counterparts will be adversely affected.
In order to remain competitive with big business in this period of rapidly ad-
vancing technology, small business needs to modernize plant and equipment to keep
pace with the giants. Incentives to investment are there - but small business
must find the capital for investment either through moneys withheld in the form
of profits or by borrowing. I do not think it Is necessary to tell the Commit-
tee that, for all practical purposes, the credit now available to small business
is both too little and too expensive. Sources of funds for small business expan-

sion, except for money generated by the business itself, have Just about dried
up. SBA funds except for disaster loans and loans to minority businesses are
practically non-existent at the present time. Bank loans at under 10% are all
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but Imossible and for obvious reasons preference is given to the large borrower.
Equity financing by floating stock or bond Issue in the current depressed

market is not attractive because of the high premium which the smll corporation

must pay in brokerage fas, legal fees, high Interest and low stock prices.

What is left? Reinvestment of 0h profits from the business.

We believe that as a matter of tax equity and long-range social and eco-

nomic policy, this Comittee must mke an adjustment to the proposed Tax Reform

Act to make It possible for small business to generate sufficient capital from

Income to be able to continue to make investments in new plant and equipment.
Frf enterprise' in this tin of economic readjustment must not be mad to ab-

sorb disproportionately the government-i osed disincentives to economic growth,

efficiency and modernization. We would prefer, obviously, that the 7% Invest-

ment credit be retained up to say $50,000 per year, but sinpp the Administra-

tion is determined-that the Investment credit be sacrificed, we most urgently

recommend to the Comittee that relief in the form of an adjustment to the

corporate surtax structure be adopted.

The concept of giving small business preferential treatment by permitting

it to retain a larger proportion of its Income te be reinvested for grow" Is

not new. The concept of a Onormalw corporation Income tax on profits of $25,000

or less with a surtax on corporate profits of over $26,000 goes back to the

*Thirties. Since that tin the dollar hs lost almost 75% of its value. In

addition today's technology requires proportionately larger investments b'smll
business in plant and equipment.

Therefore, the depreciation of the value of money plus the added capital

requirements of small business, argua that the surtax should not apply until
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the $100,000 level is reached.

We believe that in the light of the current surcharge of 10% and the re-

peal of the investment credit, tax equity demands that the stll corporation be

given som additional tax advantages. We recommend that the "normal" corporate

tax be applied to the first, $100,000 of corporate taxable Income in lieu of re-

structuring the corporate surtax currently In the lw.

The fiscal effect of iUkresing the level of~surtax oxeap-

/ tin fre 125.000 to 10000 is allotexactly equal 'to

lowering t ta rate 2 on the fipt,-,t1,,ono ars Of -A

corporate arofl.. In the first case the government wuld.

lose aOPProxi tly 119.500 in taxes (that Is, 7,000 x

26% a $19.5)i in the latter cselte oenmnt, would

lose 20.000 (2% x $1 milli on, fi ft .

From the standpoint of the small business comuity, we believe it is in

the national interest to have an additional $20,000 become available for invest-

ant to each corporation making less then $100,000 in profits rather than

having it available to the corporation king P million. Corporations with
incomes in excess of $1 million, from the standpoint of tax equity, should not

be given under the Tax Reform Bill a tax position preferable -to that which they
currently enjoy. Disincentives to investment and expansion should fall most

heavily on those corporations best able to absorb them. Incentives to invest-

ment and expansion should be given to those corporations most needful of them,
and this would be accomplished by Increasing te level of surtax exemption from

$25,000 to $100,000.

r
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iusings tKee grown anilto 'Keep Emt1tive

In addition to the possible loss of the investment tax credit and the

continuation of the tax surcharge, additional hardships on the sall business

community would be created by enactment of H.R. 13270 in Its present form.

The effect of Sec. 452 of the Tax Reform Bill restricting the use of ac-

celerated depreciation by all corporations would be to severely penalize the

logical and legitimate objectives of investor-owners of small business corpora-

tions to grow and keep mdern through reinvestment of equity capital.

In the cal of. smll _busness.investentA ere oorad€i,

and any single purchase of equipment is a.large $roenoAge

of the total capital invested in the Igsies. The "re-

turn of capital" In excess of earnings and profits in

essence makes more of the small entrepreneur's capital in-

vestment available for reinvestment in his coqany. This

provides a source of self-generated growth capital for

small business, which otherwise must seek to obtain O.t

capital from some other source, or do without it.

In te case of large cornorAtions. tMre is constant long-ra i.Jjziastmnt

of new capital and the effect of Sec. 452 of the Bill would be relative X minus
cule cpred with the effect on the smller corporation. The awraging of de-

preciation rates by the large corpor:tion results in long.ter- depreciation
which is not substantially different than straight-line depreciation. However,

there will be the transitional effect of adjustment of accelerated depreciation

to straight-line depreciation.
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Rapid depreciation methods were adopted originally in the interest of
the small business an to penit quick recoupment of capital for reinvestment,

because accelerated depreciation methods more nearly reflect the actual --

that is, the true -- rate of depreciation of plant and machinery. To keep
growing and to keep competitive, the small business rate of reinvestment

should at least reflect, or exceed, the true rate of depreciation of plant and

machinery.

Congress and Internal Revenue need to be reminded continuously that no
one has ever suggested that ere than 100% of the value of an Investment should -,

be depreciable. To the extent that rapid depreciation rates are offset against

profits and income in early years the "piper" must be paid In later years,
unless, in fact profits and income generated by substantially-depreciated

assets decline in proportion to the depreciation taken. In the latter case no
one can really complain. In the former case the government ultimately collects

Its pound of flesh In the shape of an Increased taxable.income base.
Now we have no great argument that large corporations, real estate in-

vestment trusts, and certain other business ventures my be able to convert
some ordinary income into long-tMrm capital gains by use of accelerated depre-
ciation, and that such income my not as "return of capital" normally find its
way into capital reinvestment. However, we feel that the tax equity in such
situations Is being achieved and is better achieved through recapture provisions
(such as those now contained in IRC Sections 1245 and 1250) than by the shot-gun
approach of the Tax Reform Sill. The shot-gun approach destroys the valid ob-
jectives of accelerated depreciation ass device to permit timely modernization

and replacement of capital assets by growing businesses.
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1I. ORGANIZATIONS COMPETING WITH PRIVATE ENTERPRISE
IN THE MAR T PLACE SHOULD BE SUBJECT TO THESA4E TAXES AS PRIVATE ENTERPRISE.

A. E tment g! Snti" 121 of HR. 13270 Wou.d ftlp

The earnings of tax-sheltered businesses are indistinguishable in principle

from the earnings of an ordinary tax-paying corporation. The earnings are de-

rived from precisely the sam activities, and with precisely the sawe profit mo-

tivet.

When government provides tax shelters for the profits of these exempt or-

ganizations, the government is fostering and supporting unfair competition

against the tax-paying business firm.

It is not fair to permit the tax-exempt organization to run in the same

competitive race with private enterprise, yet require private enterprise to drag

a ball and chain.

The fact tgat most prilAte enterorisej have more thanhlMd

their own in such an uneven race ,ttsts to thestr noth of

the Drivate enterorise sstm. But how meny-prfvate enter-
orisers h bee force to o~ve ui,:bause of the-unfair•

conduit ons under which they were forced to,4 me?

Section 121 of H.R. 13270 is a constructive step because tit strengthens

private enterprise, the economic foundation of this nation.

B. Taxina Profits of Co-oo

Meaningful tax reform with respect to cooperatives is presented in S. 2646

(introduced by Senator Ribicoff). It puts the co-op on the sume tax basis as
other business enterprises, king the co-op fully taxable on the profits which
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it earns. We endorse the provisions of S. 2646 with respect to cooperatives.
We urge their subti t1t or Sc. f6f R. 1300.

The impact on private enterprise from cooperatives is staggering. The

Cooperative League of the USA boas#s, A:

.. Co-ops are the" s r '0'4w: t 20% of supplies for farmers;

... Mutual insurance is growing at about twice the Insurance-
indulsry rate;

,, rd unions account ,for.,,bout 12% --$9.2 billion -- of

the installment credit outstanding In the United StatpS;
... In addition farmers mrkt about 30% of all their products

, ,thewh cooperatives;

...The co-op share of ill marketing of farm products, is --

67% of dairy Products

29%.,f fNrut, vegetables ,.

251 of cotton and product

14% of livestock and products

9% of poultry and products.

..The co-ops account in this country for
31% of all sales of fertilizer and lime

28% of all sales of petroleum products

22% of all sales of seed

19% of all sales of feed
16% of all sales of pesticides.

IL
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...Five co-ops ere ao the 600 lP guest U.S. cororati ons.

They are:

wing

Agway Inc.,
Syracuse, N.Y. 188th 5$20 million

Farmland Industries
Kansas Ctyq, No. 244th $3784llion

Land O*Lakes Cream"ries .,

Minneapolis, HiM. 251st A$37 million

Cotton Producers Association
Atlanta Ga. 312th $7 million

larlens Union Central Exchange " $
St. Paul, Minn. 471st $153 million

A partial indication of the growth of the co-op movomnt is reflected

In the following compilation prepared by The Cooperative League of the USA.,
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The "big business" diversification aspect of the co-op is refleted in
this report on one of the regional fairm supply co-ops:

"idland Cooperatives' membership now nmers 300.000 famI-
lies through 700 affiliated coops. etrolw contied 3o
hg g gmjor I1 with refineries producing at almost 100%
Captct T j ft&-one OMe wells ero drtilled. Fertilizer,
seed and chemical sales showed a 20% Jump. NA11018d'Jm-

unit trucking fleet Is one of the nation's larmstMivate

cariers."..(Source: CO-OP REPORT, Sept. 196. Emphasis

supplied.)
The shelter now provided special privilege organizations, such as the

co-op. is leading to the destruction of the economic tax base of this country.
The exception is a cancer feeding on tax-paying business and on the federal
revenue. The WALL STREET JOURNAL In discussing farm co-ops gave this correct

analysis:

"Thus the Government has created a kind of Gresham's tax law;

the people who don't pay, taxes drive out of business the people

who do.
"Aside from the economic unfairness of saddling one group of
people with high taxes and granting another group of people
the right to do the same business with no like taxes to pay,

there Is a question about the economic soundness of any such
government policy.

"Actually it coms down to this question: If all the tax-
payers were driven out of business by non-taxpayers, who'd
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pay the taxes?* (Source: Edi torial, WALL ST.ET OUNIAL.

4-106.)
ft f gvor 81he 6lcn0 of So-ops on te gme jax' bests .U

other business ceerr!Is, mkino.,thpfflv~taxbte,,on the,

incom w, taft earn, Wh th.A a.nes n Arsms eulnly
d .btr"bufe 0 owonrDtron,0 .the.nes sho91Iotaxed.the

ame as.€oDorlte dividends .are WvoSenator, Rb1coff, hAl or-

oosed thI.e1n SI %26, and Ie reco1nd your flyorableconlid-

eration RfU saorOch to .the co-opnrbl ,. .

In letters to the WASHINGTON POST published on Sept. 21, 1969. spokes-

men for The Cooperative League of the USA and the Notional Council of Former

Cooperatives criticized Sec. 631 of H.R. 13270 as "o punitive measure (which)
takes away the rlght of co-op memers to leave som of their funds In their

co-op for growth needs and to provide development capital."

The WASHINGTON POST is to be commended for-putting the taxation of co-
ops in proper focus. In on editor's Note, it correctly said:

"C-operative corporations, under present la , avoid all

tax liability by, paying 20 per cent of their patronage

di~ldends'.to iemers in' cash.'' This gi ves the to-o*' a
competitive advantage because 80 per cent of ear1np can

'be tanned for reinvestment. 'But the mer is liable

on his personall income tax report for 100 p4r cent of his
share of the earnings. The House,' therefore, proposed that
the co-aps be reqUired to pay out an dditional 30 per cent

in cash (phaSed. out Wer a 10-yeor period). This would make
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it more likely that the patron would have enough cash

to cover the tax liability on his total earnings, and

at the sm tim would Mduc, th. co-ops' retain .wn.
Iip advanitaP. 1ut wht iS ,iedw, "
first t'tow.d NNW ii sothfno4' -stho 1242'',
bill, which would le i taX on i o-es.,hieelveoh nlu ,

an1 a 5*0 million 1gooo e,4 .(Seuret "WASIHINBTNE POST,

9-21-69. 6 hsis supplied.)

We believe the WASHINSTON POST has understated considerably the sitze of

the loophole.

The public has Sh r1ht kn how10nytaxdlars

are being avoidedby c-cog a ooth e emm-ieaii,.

tons in direct c edition w$th ag-galno bsiesses.

The facts -mnot guesstimates a'- are available to. your Ccmttee from'

the Treasury'Department, the Internal Revenue Service, 'the Farmers'Coopesra-

tive Service of the Department of Agriculture, the Bureau of Federal"Cvdit

Unions# and other governmental agencies.

C. OgCn C onar361 911f.....e isv T"a

Regardless of the sile of the loophole, th re, ii& more important reason

for plugging the loopholes now being exploited by exempt organization, and that
reason is: how can Congress Justify on a factual basi a policy tht is perpetu-

ating unfair cmetiton and promoting m ly?

Our Association consists of 36,0 small business units.

They arm- tAxwaers in SMr than 5W0 ctadodia gf busi.
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nes -- manufacring, wholesling, retailing. orofe-

sional, and service.

Exemt organizations are competing with these taxpaying business units

for the sam consumer's dollar. They perform the san commercial function as
the taxpaying business unit. But because of their tax loophole, they pay
relatively no taxes. Thus the can afford to cut prices to gain a greater
stranglehold on the market; or they can use their profits for expansion; or
they can use their profits to acquire competitors (primarily small business
units). The end result Is the same: less competition and a trend toward

mnopoly.

The idiate damage to sall business, and to the public welfare, is

obvious. The long-range damage to the private enterprise system, the economic

foundation of this country, can be disastrous.

III. OUR PROPOSALS PROWT[ FISCAL S0U1IIESS

Although precise figures are unavailable to us, it Is wir belief that
plugging only those loopholes mentioned in this statement wuld mre than

offset raising the surtax exemption from $26,000 to $100,000.
Fiscal soundness is essential to our nation and we propose nothing to

weaken it.
On the contrary, we believe our proposals will strengthen fiscal sound-

ness by encouraging a sound long-range build-up of & vittl pro4uctive.ector

of. our-eco".

Thank you for the opportunity to present our views.

9*9
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DIVISION OF FEDERAL TAXATION

OF THE

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
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My name is Robert G. Skinner. I am a member of the

Executive Committee of the Division of Federal Taxation of the

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. I am

accompanied by Herbert Finkston a member of the Institute's

tax staff. We are appearing here today on behalf of the

Institute.

The AICPA is the sole national organization of pro-

fessional CPAs. It was established in 1887 and currently has

approximately 70,000 members.

We appreciate the opportunity to express our views

on the vital issue of tax reform. We have prepared for consider-

ation by your Coomttee a detailed analysis an d a summary of

our comments on selected provisions of H.R. 13270. In addition,

it is our firm belief that any continuing effort in pursuit of

tax reform at this time should also include consideration of

substantive technical amendments of existing provisions of the

Internal Revenue Code which perpetuate inequities, give

unintended benefits and create unintended hardships. The Tax

Division of the Institute has prepared a booklet entitled
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"Recoumendations for Amendments to the Internal Revenue Code"

which lists and explains a number of substantive technical

proposals which we believe should be enacted into law.

We would appreciate it if both our summary and

detailed presentation together with our booklet and these

oral comments.are included in thb record of these hearings.

While there was some disagreement wlthin'our Tax

Division on the merits of various provisions of the House Bill,

there was one conclusion on which agreement was unanimoup -

the incredible complexity of the legislation. Provisions such

as those dealing with private foundations, farm losses, the

foreign tax credit and the limit on tax preferences will prove

to be very difficult in application and administration. -In

many cases proposed changes contained in the Bill do not replace

current sections of the law; instead, the new tax reform pro-

posals would further complicate an already too complex self-

assessment tax system.

One of the services performed by Institute members in

their accounting practices is tax return preparation. CPAs

probably prepare the bulk of tax returns filed in the United

States which are not considered simple. We are seriously con-

cerned that the overall effect of this reform Bill will be over-

whelming and may even lead to noncompliance. We urge your

Committee to carefully weth the reform objectives sought here

in light of the burden that the House proposals would impose

upon this nation's taxpayers as they seek to interpret and

comply with them.
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In the remaining time available today, we would

like to emphasize three additional measures that we feel

should be included in any tax legislation approved by your

Committee this year.

Taxation of Payments for Merchandise or Other Property
]Received Prior to the Occurrence oF aie

There has been a significant and widespread .increase

in the efforts of Revenue Agents to tax advance payments and
a deposits for both goods and services without regard to the

matching of related costs and without regard to whether these

*advances are refundable. Adjustments of this nature proposed

by Revenue Agents have been stimulated by a series of recent

court cases in which the Commissioner has been sustained in

taxing advance payments from the sale of goods rather than

just the income from these sales.

In effect, these cases hold that upon receipt of

the sales price, or any part of it, the amounts so received

must be included in taxable income. Only when the merchandise

is subsequently shipped or delivered, or title passes to the

customer, is a deduction allowed for the related costs. The

fact that these two events take place in different years,

distorting the income of both years,-has been disregarded.

One Circuit Court has held that inclusion in gross income of

the entire amount of advance payments, without an allowance

for related cost of goods sold, would constitute taxation of

the return of capital. Nevertheless, the Circuit Court
6 affirmed the decision of the Tax Court because the taxpayer
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did not establish an mount for the cost of goods sold

applicable to the advance payments. The treatment that the

courts have approved in this area violates the annual

accounting concept which requires the matching of revenue

with related costs and expenses. The courts have, in effect,

completely disregarded this principle. The seriousness of

this problem should not be underestimated. It is: etirely

possible that unless relief is granted in this' connection,

some manufacturers could be taxed out of existence.

Several years ago Congress assisted in the resolu-

tion of a similar problem. Automobile clubs had been accounting

for dues revenue ratably over the period to which the dues

applied. The Commissioner proposed that dues revenue should

be recognized in the year received and that the related

expenses should not be deductible until later years when they

were actually incurred. The courts supported the Comissioner's

treatment vhich was completely contrary to the accounting

principle of matching revenue with related costs and expenses.

As a results section 456 was eventually enacted to remedy the

problem.' Code section 455 provides similar treatment for

prepaid subscription income. Our Tax Division urges Congress to

take similar action regarding the taxation of advance payments

for merchandise.

We propose that section 451 of the Code be amended by

adding a new subsection which would simply provide that

o" /'a
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payments received for goods sold by a taxpayer in the

ordinary course of trade 'or business shall be Included in

income in the year in which the sale takes place. For this

purpose the method of accounting regularly employed by the

taxpayer in keeping his books shall be determinative.

Alternatively, section 451 could be amended to make

it clear that gross income from the sale of merchandise or

other property is the jjan from such a sale and not the gross

receipts from the transaction.

Relaxation of Requirements for Advance Rulin s Regarding

Tansactions Involving Foreign Corporations

Section 36? of the Code provides that certain pro-.

visions of Subchapter C (covering liquidations of controlled

subsidiaries, transfers to controlled corporations, and specified

reorganization exchanges and distributions) will not be

applicable to foreign corporations unless prior to the trans-

action the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate determines

that the transaction "is not in pursuance of a plan having as

one of its principal purposes the avoidance of Federal Income

taxes."

The Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate should

be given statutory authority to make a determination after an

exchange that the exchange was not In pursuance of a plsnl

haring as one of its principal purposes the avoidance of

Federal income.taxes.,
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Notwithstanding the similarity of purpose and

structure of Code section 367 and section$ 1491 and 1492,

section 1494(b).provides that the tax otherwise imposed by

section 1491 may be abated, remitted or refunded if, after

the transfer, it Is established to the satisfaction of the

Secretary or his delegate that the proscribed tax avoidance

purpose did not exist. Legislative history discloses no

reason for withholding similar relief from the impact of.

section 367 which, because it requires a ruling in advance

of the exchange, has been and continues to be a trap for the

unwary.

Moreover, recent experience has indicated that

rulings under section 367 have been delayed for six months

and longer -- even where the Internal Revenue Service has

agreed to expedite the case -- resulting in expensive harships

for taxpayers.

Awortisation of IntanxLble Assets

The cost of purchased goodwill, trademarks, trade

names, secret processes, formulas, licenses and other similar

Intangible assets should be amortizable over a stated period

fixed by statute to the extent that these costs are not other-

wise deductible under other sections of the Code.

Under present law, a taxpayer can amortize costs of

this nature only if a definitely determinable useful life can

be established or, failing that, upon proof of the abandonment

of the asset. Many court decisions and Internal Revenue Service
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rulings have held that no amortization is allowable where

these tests are not met -- even though the value of the

Intangible asset obviously has been impaired.

We recommend an amendment of the Code to provide

that if a definite life cannot be determined for a purchased

Intangible asset, its cost can be amortized over a period of

120 months or, at the election of the taxpayer, over a longer

period.

Section 1245 should provide, if it does not now do

so, for recapture of amortization when the intangible asset

is sold or otherwise disposed of in a transaction covered by

that section.

We have presented our recommendations with the hope

that they will prove helpful. If it should appear that our

Tax Division could assist you or your staff in yovr analysis

of the various proposals, we would be pleased to do so in any

way that you wish. We appreciate this opportunity to present

our comments to you.
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This sum zes our views on selected

provisions of HR, 13270, The Division of Federal

Taxation supports manr of the provisions of the

Bill. This suttary will be confined to those pro-

visions A.ere diffioulties are pez'ceived.

AT
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Private Foundations

While we agree with the intention of the Bill to curb

abuses by private foundations, we are unable to express a consensus

of opinion on the provisions of the Bill regarding private foundations.

However, we do support the prohibitions on self-dealing.

Thb Bill in this area is comprehensive and extremely

complex. So much so that it is difficult to determine whether

the abuses sought to be corrected will be accomplished without

unnecessarily restricting the appropriate activities of private

foundations. Equally difficult to determine without extensive

analysis are the socio-economic consequences which may result

from the enactment of the present provisions of this Bill.

Notwithstanding our inability to express a consensus

of opinion on the private foundation provisions of the Bill,

we hope that the following suggested modification will assist

your Committee to properly evaluate the House proposals in

this area.

1. The tax on investment income should be

limited to the extent it is intended to

raise revenue. It should not be imposed as

a "user" fee.

2. While it is difficult to object to the

imposition of the proposed tax on termina-

tion of exempt status for willful repeated

acts or for a willfull and flagrant act

(proposed Code section 507), the computation

of the aggregate past tax benefits is too
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complicated and seems unnecessary in view

of the circumstances under which the tax

would be imposed.

3. The tax on failure to distribute (proposed

Code section 4942) requires that allowance for

amounts set aside for future projects be estab-

lished to the satisfaction of the Internal

Revenue Service at the time they are set aside.

In view of the penalties for failure to distri-

bute, the Service will be able to prevent the

setting aside of amounts merely by failing to

act on applications or through the manner in

which information supporting the amounts set

aside is required to be filed. Foundations

should be permitted to support these "set-asides"

later.

4. The Bill limits to 20 percent the combined

ownership of the corporation's voting stock

which may be held by the foundation and all

disqualified persons. We believe that this

percentage limitation should be 35 percent.

5. The tax on investments which jeopardize charitable

purposes (proposed Code section 4944Y is too

punitive considering the subjective nature of

the act that would give rise to the tax. Any

investments that experience a loss in value would
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be regarded by some as having Jeopardized the

exempt purposes. As a minimum, there should be

a "correction period" as provided in proposed Code

section 4941 (e)(4).

6. The attribution rules included in proposed Code

section 4946(a)(3) for determining "disqualified'

persons" should be modified to follow the rules of

section 318(a) rather than Code section 267(c), or

section 267(c)(3) should be modified to apply only

to partners having .an interest of 10 percent or

more.

Other Exempt Organizations

1. Clay B. Brown Case

Section 121(d) of the Bill is intended to deal with

the Clay B. Brown problem. However, it seems unnecessarily harsh

in attempting to tax all debt-financed income. As an alternative,

the present exemption from the unrelated business income tax fr

rents from personal property leased with realty could be eliminated.

This would prevent Clay Brown-type transactions by taxing the

rent from any lease for whatever term where personal property

constitutes more than an incidental or insubstantial portion of

the property subject to the lease.

2. Extension of Unrelated Bu'iness Income Tax

The Bill would extend the tax on unrelated business

income to additional exempt organizations, including churches,

social welfare organizations, social clubs and fraternal
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beneficiary societies. To the extent these organization operate

business enterprises that are unrelated t6 their exempt purposes,

they are permitted 'to compete unfairly with taxable entities.

We support the extension of the tax in these circumstances; however,

we recommend that the specific deduction allowed in the determination

of unrelated business income be raised from $1,000 to $5,000. This

should eliminate much of the burden of compliance by the organizations

and audit by the Internal Revenue Service.'

In the case of social clubs, the Bill proposes that

income from nonmember activities should be taxed. Allocation of

income and expenses between member and nonmember activities will

present difficult accounting and definitional problems that should

be provided for more clearly.

3. Advertising Income Derived From Periodicals of

Exempt Organizations

Section 121(c) of the Bill proposes to make clear that

the regulations promulgated in December 1967 by the Treasury

Department are in accordance with the intent of the present

Congress. W e believe that these regulations, in which the

advertising activities of a periodical published by an exempt

organization are singled out for treatment as an unrelated business,

are unrealistic in concept. Further, we believe that it is

possible for both the advertising and editorial content of certain

of these periodicals to be functionally related to the exempt pur-

poses of the organization. Accordingly, we believe that section

512 or 513 should be amended to Incorporate' the following concepts:
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a. A trade or business should be defined along

'Vertically integrated lines so that advertising

activity, alone, cannot constitute a trade or

business.

b. If the activities of such defined trade or

business are functionally related to the purposes

for which an organization has been granted exemption,

this trade or business should not be characterized

as unrelated to the exempt purposes of the

organization.

This approach should prevent the unfair competition

that was the original target of Congress in enacting the tax

on unrelated business income.

Charitable Contributions

With respect to sections 201(c) and (d) of the

Bill regarding charitable contributions of appreciated

property, we do not favor the distinction drawn between

-gifts to public and gifts to private foundations. It is our

view that contributions of such property should be treated in

the same manner without regard to the type of charitable

recipient.

Farm Losses

We agree with the intended purpose of the proposed

legislation to curb abuses of capital gain provisions coupled

with the use of losses from farming operations. On the other

hand, we believe that the language of section 211 of the Bill is so

sweeping that it will affect more taxpayers than intended.
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To illustrate, section 211 applies to all taxpayers

who, with respect to any taxable years (1)'incur a farm net

loss, or (2) have a balance in the excess deductions account

at the close of the taxable year. An addition to the excess

deductions account for a current year's farm loss is not

required if (1) nonfarm adjusted gross income Is $50,000 or

less, and (2) the farm net loss is $25,000 or less. However, it

appears that the $50,000/$25,000 de miniis exceptions do not

apply to excuse application of section 211 in the face of 4t

current year's loss, no matter how small. (proposed Code section

1251(a)(1)). Should this be the case, section 211 would apply to

all taxpayers incurring a current farm loss, with the result that a

great many farmers would be faced with loss of capital gain

benefits if they did not elect to adopt certain accounting

methods.

To remedy this apparent defect, we recomend that the

Bill be clarified so that there is no doubt that the $50,000/,

$25s,000 de minlmis exceptions apply also in the case of farm net

losses for the current taxable year.

Hobby Losses

We agree with the intended purpose of the proposal

for dealing with so-called hobby losses. In our judgment,

however, the proposed provisions should be modified to the

following extent: $

1. The $25,000 excess of deduction over gross

income should be changed to $50,000 (proposed Code.

section 270(b)). V"
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2. Wherever it appears throughout the section,

the tern "activity" should be changed

to t rade or business"

3. The application of this proposal should be

limited to Individual taxpayers.

Limitation on Deduction of Interest

We do not agree with the proposed limitation on the

deduction of interest on funds borrowed for investment purposes.

It has long been an established general principle of economics,

accounting and taxation that express incident to the production

of income are deductible from such income. This legislative

proposal in a sense represents an artificial and arbitrary

mutation of this principle which would tend to discourage the

assumption of risk and the investment of capital'-- both of which

have been important factors in the growth and development of,

our economic system. Furthermore, it would constitute an

inconsistent exception to the cash receipts and disbursements

method of accounting under which expenses are deducted when

they are paid and income is taxed when it is received.

If, however, this proposed amendment of the Code Is

enacted in basically its present form, it is suggested that the

limitation be made applicable at both the corporate and the

shareholder level in the case of Subchapter S corporations.

Moving Expenses

.The Bill modifies the present treatment of job-related

moving expenses by broadening the categQries of deductible
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moving expenses, by providing that reimbursed employees are to

be treated in the same manner as unreimbursed old employees

and new employees, and by refining the requirements which must

be met for the deduction to be available. We believe that the

dollar limitations on amounts of certain of these deductions

are unrealistic in todayts econom and that they, should be

increased. We also believe that the deductions provided for

should be extended to self-employed taxpayers and to partners.

Furthermore, we urge that the moving expense proposals

be made effective for taxable years beginning on or after January

1, 1964.

Limit on Tax Preferences

The provisions of the Bill placing a limit on tax

preferences would impose a tax by indirect means on amounts

which presently are fully or partially tax exempt. We agree

that public confidence in our self-assessment system is under-

mined by the ability of individuals to realize large amounts of

disposable income with little, if any, payment of tax. However,

we recommend that the tax preference items be dealt with through

direct legislation. If this is not practicable, then we would

support the provisions of the Bill with one modification. The

tax preference item regarding the excess of accelerated

depreciation over straight line depreciation should likewise

provide for a reduction when straight line depreciation exceeds

accelerated depreciation.
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Income Averaging

Section 311 of the Bill would liberalize current

law by reducing the requirements regarding the amount of

income which qualifies for averaging and also, by broadening

the types of income which are eligible for averaging.

We support this provision of the Bill' but take

exception to the proposed effective date of taxable years'

beginning after December 31, 1969. We note that the provisions

of the Bill dealing with the repeal of the alternative 'tax on

capital gains for individuals (section 511) are to be effective

with respect to sales and dispositions occurring after July 25,
1969. The effective dates of these two provisions coupled with

the 10 percent tax surcharge now in effect subjects any long-

term capital gain realized by individuals in the brief period

from July 26 to December 31 to a severe and inequitable tax

penalty. We believe equity dictates that the effective Oates

for eliminating the alternative capital gains tax and intro-

ducing the new averaging provisions be the same.'

Restricted Property

Section 321 Of the Bill provides that a person who

receives a beneficial interest in property by reason of services

performed is to be taxed with respect to the property at the

time it is received if he can transfer the property and if it

is not subject to substantial risk of forfeiture. The tax

will be on the amount by which the fair market value of the

property exceeds the amount the employee paid for it.
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At present the treatment of restricted property

is governed by regulations which provide for no tax, when the

employee receives the restricted stock. When the restrictions

lapse, the value of the stock at the time of transfer to the

employee (determined without restrictions) is treated as

compensation provided it has increased in value. If the value

decreases, then the lower value is considered the compensation.

We support this provision on condition that any

legislation finally approved continues to provide for the

50 percent maximum rate on earned taxable Income. This provision,

coupled with the capital gain provisions in the Bill, reflects

a recognition of equality of tax treatment between earned income

and capital gain income. We believe that these provisions, taken

together will continue to provide Incentive for those who have

contributed much to our economic progress and will also lessen

the search for transactions motivated by tax avoidance.

Accumulation Trusts. Multiple Trusts. etc.

We generally. support -the provisions of the Bill

applicable to trusts except for effective dates. We recommend

that the restrictive changes proposed with respect to accumulation

trusts be made applicable only to those trusts established or

additions made to the corpus of exsting trusts after April 23, 1969.

With respect to eliminating the exceptions available

under the definition of "accumulation distribution* as contained

in present section 665(b) of the Code, it is recommended that

for those accumulation trusts which cannot qualify under these
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exceptions, the effective date with respect to full or maximum

throwbacW apply only to accumulations in fiscal years ending

after April 23, 1969.

Corporate Mergers

We disagree with section 411 of the Bill, which provides

that a corporation is not to be allowed an interest deduction

with respect to certain types of indebtednesS. /It is our

view that any restrictions on the "tide of conglomerate mergers"

should be imposed outside'the tax law.

More specifically, we feel that the criteria contained

in proposed Code sections 279(b) 'and (a) are arbitrary and of,

doubtful validity, and the $5 million amount contained in pro-

posed section 279(a) is discriminatory. Other difficulties may

involve tracing problems and the question of what constitutes a
"plan" of acquisition. Finally, the proposal will adversely

affect persons who for valid business reasons may desire to sell

their businesses. Such persons may be unable to realize a

proper price because of the depressing effect of the proposal.

We disamse with section 412 of the Bill to the extent

proposed section 453(b)(3) will disqualify from installment sale

treatment transactions which presently have good business purpose.

It would add more uncertainties to an already difficult area.

Furthermore, problems presented by extensions, calls or other

modifications are not covered. It is our view that proposed

section 453(b)(4), with which-we concur, is adequate to cover

present abuses of the installment methQd.
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We also do not agree with section 413. of the Bill,

regarding the tax treatment of original issue discount on

bonds. We feel that the proposed changes violate the well-

established rules of the cash method of accounting and further

that they will add to coaploexity and information reporting

difficulties far out ot. proportion to the problem which section

413 is designed to solve..,

We recommend as an alternative solution of the prob-

lem that present Code section 1221 be amended to exclude from.
the definition of a capital asset all corporate nonconvertible

debt (sometimes referred to'as "straight" debt). Such a

provision would make all gains and losses on sales of nonconvertible

corporate debt ordinary income or ordinary deductions, respectively.

Nonconvertible corporate debt is acquired by an investor

for the principal purpose of realizing a yield on the money

invested. It appears that the market value of nonconvertible

corporate debt obligations fluctuates in large measure with

reference to prevailing interest yields. Accordingly, it seems

reasonable to tax as ordinary income or allow as ordinary deductions

gains or losses on disposition 9f the obligations which are

primarily mere adjustments of yields.

We recognize that changes in market value of nonconvertible

ccrporate debt can also be attributable to, a change in the credit

rating of the issuer, and it 1s true that it might be appropriate

to reflect this element as capital gain 9r. loss. However, on

balance, we feel that the treatment, of nonconvertible corporate
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debt as a noncapital, asset will,.eliminate or reduce the importance

of many complexities, Including those resulting from sections 171

and 1232. of the Code.

Natural Resources--Minergl Production Pments

We recommend that an exception to the treatment of

mineral production payments as loans be made for. production

payments used to equalize the investment of participants in

a unitization..

NaturalI Relources--Mining and Exploration Expenditres

We support the provisions of the Bill dealing with

exploration expenditures. We suggest, however, that a provision

be added to permit taxpayers who have made elections under-

present law to have a0ditional time to make new elections.

Present section 615(f) may prohibit this.

Cgital Gains and Losses

Section 514 of the Bill provides that long-tefm.

capital gain is to be a gain from the sale or exchange of a I

capital asset held for more than 12 months rather than the

present 6 months. Gains realized on the sale r .exchange of

capital assets held for not more than 12 months 'ae fully

taxable as ordinary income.'

Admittedly,' the proposed 12 month holding period

is arbitrary..' We' do feel however, that it is desirable to'

lengthen the' six month period ' We believe" that- a holding period

beyond six months would more accurately indicate the"

intention to invest and thereby serve more closely Congressional-"
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intent that special tax treatment be afforded gains from

investment as distinguished from speculative gains.

The effective date for the capital gain and loss

provisions of the Bill is generally July 25, 1969. This date

can impose serious tax penalties for those sales or dispositions

which are made after July 25, 1969 pursuant to action taken prior'

to that date. We therefore suggest that the effective date
be established at December 31, 1969, or, in the alternative,

eliminate from the provisions of the Bill any transactions to

which the seller was committed in writing on or before July

25, 1969. Further, we suggest that insofar as the repeal of

the alternative capital gains tax for individuals and the

character of the gain is concerned, collections or other dispositions

In connection with transactions in which the installment method

was elected should be treated as if they occurred on or before

July 25, 1969.

Subchapter. 8 Corporations

*We have previously expressed our support for the

principle of conforming the treatment of Subchapter S corporations

more closely to that accorded partnerships, and we believe that

an overall revision of the Subchapter S rules is desirable. The

Bill's treatment of contribributions to retirement plans in our

Judgment is an improper approach to only one Subchapter' S

corporation tax policy matter. We suggest that a better policy

would be to amend the H.R. 10 rules to conform them more closely

with those accorded corporations. Alternatively, no action

should be taken on this matter until the overall revision of
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Subchapter S is further considered.

We suggest a more convenient method be provided

for handling forfeitures applicable to contributions for

years beginning after 1969.
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DETAILED ANALYSIS AND COMMENTS
ON SELECTED PROVISIONS OF H.R. 73270

This detailed analysis contains our

comments on selected provisions of H.R. 13270.

Our failure to comment on certain sections of the

Bill does not mean that we approve them. Generally,

absence of comment means that we have not been able

to arrive at a consensus.
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SECTION 101 OF THE BILL

PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

Proposed Change

The Bill would provide rules for dealing with the

following: tax on investment income, prohibitions on self-

dealing, distributions of income, stock ownership limitation,

limitations on use of assets, other limitations, disclosure

and publicity requirements, change of status, changes in

definitions, private operating foundation definition, and

hospitals.

AICPA Comments

While we agree with the intention of the Bill to curb

abuses by private foundations, we are unable to express a

consensus of opinion on the provisions of the Bill regarding

private foundations. However, we do support the provision

regarding self-dealing.

Generally, the provisions of the Bill regarding private

foundations are so comprehensive and extremely complex that it

is difficult to determine whether the abuses sought to be

corrected will be accomplished without unnecessarily restricting

appropriate activities of private foundations. Equally difficult

to determine without extensive analysis are the socio-economic

consequences which may result from enactment of the present

provisions of this Bill.

Notwithstanding our inability to express a consensus of

opinion on the private foundation proVisions of the Bill, we hope

that the following suggested modifications will assist your

Committee as it considers these prcvisions.
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Section 101(a) of the Bill; Proposed Code Section 506

Tax on Investment Income

New section 506 of the Internal Revenue Code would

provide for the imposition of a tax on the net investment income

of every private foundation in an amount equal to 7-1/2 percent

of such income. The House Committee Report states that since

the benefits of government are available to all, the costs

should be borne at least to some extent by all of those able to

pay and that this concept is as applicable to private foundations

as it is to taxpayers generally. The Committee then goes on

to state that appropriate assurances are needed that private

foundations will promptly and properly use their funds for

charitable purposes. This tax in their view is deemed in part

as being a user fee.

If we accept the concept that this tax is needed

for purely revenue purposes, it might be difficult to argue

against its imposition. But, if.we are more concerned with

"assurances that private foundations will properly use their

funds for charitable purposes," such aims can be attained by

proper supervision, administration and review; and there is no

need to impose any tax. If we accept the latter view, such a

tax should not be imposed as it would deprive private foundations of

funds that would otherwise be available for charitable purposes.

Section 101(a) of the Bill; Proposed Code Section 507

Tax on the Termination of Private Foundation Status

Proposed Code section 507.provides in part that

where there are willful repeated acts or a willful and flagrant
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act, the Internal Revenue Service can terminate the exemption

of a private foundation. Under these circumstances there is

a tax imposed on such an organization, the lower of either

the "aggregate tax benefit" or the value of the net assets

of such foundation. W.ile it is difficult to object to the

imposition of the proposed tax, where the foundation has been

in existence for a number of years it would be a massive job

to prepare all of the required computations for all the

different years with the different tax brackets and tax rates

in order to determine the "aggre,-,ate tax benefit." Subsection

507(e) provides for abatement, which under proper circumstances

should provide sufficient protection against undue taxation.

Section 101(b) of the Bill; Proposed Code Section 4942

Distributions of Income

The tax on failure to distribute (proposed Code

section 4942) requires that allowance for amounts set aside

for future projects be established to the satisfaction of the

Internal Revenue Service at the time they are set aside. In

view of the penalties for failure to distribute, the Service

will be able to prevent the setting aside of amounts merely by

failing to act on applications or through the manner in which

information supporting the amounts set aside i s required to be

filed. Foundations should be permitted to support these"set-

asides" later.

13
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Section 101(b) of the'Bill: Proposed Code Section 4943

Excess Business Holdings

There may be a conflict of interest in some situations

where stock of a closely-held corporation is donated to a

private foundation. This situation generally does not exist

in a 20 percent ownership situation. Even if a 20 percent

interest constitutes effective control, there is not necessarily

any more conflict of interest between the donor and the founda-

tion than between the donor and the other shareholders.

We believe, as did the Senate in 1950, that the loss

to charity which will result from this approach will exceed any

tax avoidance which may be eliminated. Elimination or extended

deferral of Income and estate tax deductions in the instances

indicated will not only remove a factor which encourages con-

tributions, but will also eliminate the ability of some

Individuals, such as business men who own little of value

outside of their business interest, to make contributions.

Tables 10 and 11 (on pages 79 and 83)of the Treasury

Department's Report on Private Foundations dated February 2,

1965 disclose that this proposal could affect 8 out of every

10 foundations in existence. Of more importance, these tables

show that the performance of foundatiorewith more than 20 percent

donor-related influence over investment policy is generally Just

as good as that of foundations with a lesser degree of control.

The following are some relevant ratios:
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Percent of Donor-Related

Ratio of market value of
net assets to book value

Ratio of ordinary Income to
market value of net assets

Ratio of contributions received
to market value of net assets

Ratio of grants made to market
value of net assets

Ratio of grants made to
ordinary income

Influence Over Investment

Not over Over Over
20 percent. 20 percent 50 percent

144%

4.0

3.1

6.0

151

We suggest that any rule restrictir

be limited to 35 percent or more interests.

141%

3.5

7.7

6.9

197

ig investment

132%

3.5

9.8

7.8

222

holdings

Section 101(b) of the Bill; Proposed Code Section 4944.

Investment Jeopardizing Exempt Purpose

The prohibited transaction covered by this proposed

new section of the Code substantially paraphrases the language

contained in tho present Code section 504(a)(3). In both cases

the language is not precisely definitive and inadvertent viola-

tion could occur, since an investment that jeopardizes the

exempt purpose is a highly subjective concept. The proposed

penalty for an inadvertent error is too punitive and such a

penalty should only be imposed after the expiration of a
"correction period" of a nature similar to that set forth in

proposed Code section 4941(e)(4).
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Section 101(b) of the Bill: Proposed Code Section 496(j)(3)
Attribution Rules

This proposed subsection provides for the attribution

rules of Code section 267(c) to apply to indirect stockholdings

for the purposes of determining who is a "disqualified person"

within the meaning of proposed Code section 4946(a). These

attribution rules, and more specifically those of Code section

267(c)(3), are probably too broad and could result in violations

from relatively mini al relationships. For example, Corporation

A is a substantial contributor to Foundation F; X owns 50

percent and Y owns 1 percent of the combined voting power of

A; X and Y, both individuals, are each 1 percent partners in a

widely-held Joint venture. Y has no other relationship with

X, A or F, and yet it appears that he would be considered to be

a "disqualified person" with respect to F.

It is suggested that the attribution rules of Code

section 318(a) be substituted for those of section 267(c). In

the alternative, it Is suggested that the attribution rules of

section 267(c)(3) only apply to partners with a partnership

interest of 10 percent or more.

• .'
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SECTION 121 OF THE BILL--PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO CODE SECTIONS

512 ARD 514-
EXD4PT ORGANIZATIONS--DEBT-FINANCED PROPERTY

Present Law

Under present law, charities and some of the other

types of exempt organizations are subject to tax on rental

income from real property to the extent the property was

acquired with borrowed money. However, this provision does

not apply to all tax-exempt organizations and there is an

Important exception which excludes rental income from a lease

of 5 years or less. #or does the tax apply to income from

the leasing by a tax-exempt organization of assets constituting

a going business.

As a result some tax-exempt organizations have used

their tax-exempt privileges to buy businesses and investments

on credit.

Proposed Change

The Bill amends the Code to provide that all exempt

organizations' income from "debt-financed" property is to

be subject to tax in the proportion the property is financed

by debt. Thus, for example, if a business or investment prop-

erty is acquired subject to an 80 percent mortgage, 80 percent

of the income and 80 percent of the deductions are taken into

account for tax purposes. As the mortgage is paid off, the

percentage taken into account diminishes. Capital gain on

the sale of debt-financed property is also taxed. The
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amendment makes exceptions for property to be used for an

exempt purpose within a reasonable time, and qlso for prop.

erty acquired by gift or inheritance under certain conditions.

AICPA Comments- General

The Supreme Court decision in the Clay B. Brown

case has focused attention on an abuse of tax exemption for

foundations through their activities in debt financing of

acquisitions.

The problems which- mayarise'in- borrowing by "founda.

tions for investment purposes are'

1. Private partiesare 'able to shift .sub-
stantial measure of the financial benefit

of the foundationts tax exemption to them-

selves (the so-called "bootstrap" sale) and
2. The private foundation can convert its"'

tax exemption into a self-sufficient device

for the production of capital, thereby,,

severing itself from reliance upon contribu- -

tions and eliminating the healthful scrutiny

of its activities which is implicit in such
reliance.',

It'is believed that H.R. 13270 goes significantly,

beyond what is necessary to deal with A" Clay Brown-type

transaction.. It 'embraces -the concept that virtually an

type of Income derived by e.n, exempt organization from the use,.

of borrowed funds. hould be taxed'differently than the same .

or similar Income' derived from. th useof, corpus.
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We urge that the scope of the Bill be limited to

the avowed purpose of extending the unrelated business taxable;

income concept to income arising from Clay Brwn.type trans-7,

actions. Thus, the present exemption., from tax on unrelated

business income for.-,entl from personal property leased with

realty could be eliminated, assuming the personal property

constitutes more than an incidental or insubstantial portion

of the property subject to the lease. In effect, the leasing

of personal property would be treated as an unrelated trade or

business.,.

The following cements are submitted in the event

that your Comittee believes the "Clay Brown" provisions of

H.R. 13270 should be enacted substantially as passed by the

House. As indicated above, we believe that the general scope

of this legislation is too broad.

Specific Coments

Proposed Code Stctions 514(a)(1), 51J4(b)(1) and 511(c)

General-

The proposed rules may subject an exempt organization

to a tax liability under circumstances where no, tax avoidance or

genuine "debt-financed" acquisition is involved, and where we,

are sure no tax is intended to apply. Assume that an individual

owns stock (or land, or any other property) with'a basis of'

$3,000, subject to a.loan (less than 5 years old) of '$3,00,

with a current value of $10,000. He makes a charitable ,'

contribution of'the property subject to the'loan. The '

recipient charity puts the property up for sale -promptly.
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In due course it is sold, the loan paid, and the remaining

proceeds (the charitable contribution received) applied to

charitable purposes. There will be a basis of $3,000 and an

acquisition indebtedness of.3,O00 .The percentage described

in section 51(a)(1)'will be 100 percent. The gain of $7,000

($10,000 proceeds less $3,000 basis) will therefore be

fully taxable--surely an unintended result. The same'result

might even follow in the frequently arising situation where

a charitable donor sells property to a charity at a bargain,

price. The purchase price itself, If it remains unpaid

for only a few days, could be "acquisition indebtedness."

To prevent this result, it should be provided that property

acquired by gift, inheritance or bargain purchase shall not

be treated as "debt-financed property" if the'exempt organ-

ization, within a short time after acquisition, takes bona

fide steps to dispose of the property and does in fact dispose of

it within a time whtch is reasonable, taking into account

the nature of the property.

Proposed Code Section 514(g)(7)

Acquisition Indebtedness

In computing the percentage of any gain or loss

to be taken into account upon a sale or other disposition

of debt-financed property, the term "average acquisition

indebtedness" should be defined in a manner parallel to

that in which it is defined for other purposes, i.e., the
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average mount of the acqUisition indebtedness during the

12-month period ending with the date of the sale or other

disposition. It appears Inequitable to use the highest

amount of acquisition indebtedness during the 12-month period.

Proposed Code Section 514(b)(2)

Definition of Debt-Financed Property

The requirement that the tax be paid currently

subject to later refund if the conditions of proposed section

514(b)(2)(B) are met, may harm some exempt organizations.

For example, a university may be struggling under the financial

burden of relocating its campus, or may be establishing

.another campus, and cannot meet the"neighborhood test." it

does actually satisfy the "use test" within ten years.

If the university must pay tax on income earned frm the prop-

erty, it may be seriously handicapped if it depends upon the

earnings to help finance the project. The later refund does

not make the university whole, because it may have needed the

money earlier. It is suggested that where the circumstances

contemplated by subparagraphs (B) and (D) arise,- provision'be

made for disclosure requirements, for holding open the statute of

limitations for assessment and for payment of the tax if the conditions

are ultimately not met. Interest at the rate of 6 percent

would, of course, be payable.

Proposed Code Section 514(b)(2)(D)

Definition of Debt-Finaiced Property

If this section is not revised in accordance with

the immediately preceding recommendation, the rate of
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interest on any overpayment should be the regular rate of

6 percent. There it no reason for the lower rate of 4 percent.'

The reference in section 121(d)(2)(A) of the Bill

on page 106, line 6 should be to"Section 514(b)," not to

"Section 514(c)."

Proposed Code Section 514(c)(6)

AcQuisition Indebtedness

This subsection provides that "acquisition indebted-

ness" does not include an obligation to the extent insured by

the Federal Housing Administratibn. While this relief may be

commendable from a social point of view, it raises the question

why other perhaps equally worthy loans are not granted equal

relief. On the other hand, it might be asked'why any relief

should be given'at all if the true purpose of the Bill

is to.prevent the acquisition of income-producing assets

by exempt organizations through the usr' f borrowed funds.

Proposed Code Section 514(d)"

Basis of Debt-Financed Property' oui1d in Corporate'Liiuidation

It appears grossly iiihuitablet&o'deny to sri exempt

organization the benefits of section 334b)(2) and to deprive

it of the tax benefit of costs which it has actually incurred

in acquiring the property..

Proposed Code Section ,14(b)Cl)(A)

Definition of Debt-Financed Property

It would seem too restrictive to bring within the

scope of taxation and the resultingrequired allocations prop-

erty acquired for the use and purpose of the exempt
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organization as to which nonrelated rentals are incidental

and possibly temporary in nature. Therefore, we recommend

that the word "substantiallfbe inserted before the word "all"

in the first line of proposed section 514(b)(1)(A).
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SECTION 121 OF THE BILL--PROPOSED ANDHMMS TO CODE SECTIONS 511 AND 513

EXEMPT ORGAIZAKIOS--EXTENSION OF UNRIL&TED BUSINESS INCOME TAX

Present Law

Under present law the tax on unrelated business

income applies only to certain tax-exempt organizations.

These include:

1. Charitable, educational, and religious

organizations (other than churches or

conventions of churches);

2. Labor and agricultural organizations;

3. Chambers of commerces business leagues$,

real estate boards, and similar organi-

zations;

4. Mutual organizations which insure deposits

in building and loan associations and

mutual savings banks; and

5. Employees' profit sharing trusts and trusts

formed to pay (nondiscriminatory) supplemental

unemployment compensation benefit.

Proposed Change

The Bill extends the unrelated business income

tax to all exempt organizations (except United States

instrumentalities created and made tax exempt by a specific

act of Congress). The organizations which will newly be made

subject to this tax include churches and conventions or

associations of churches, social welfare organizations,

social clubs, fraternal beneficiary societies, voluntary employees'
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beneficiary organizations, teachers' retirement fund associa-

tions, benevolent life insurance associations, cemetery

companies, credit unions, mutual insurance companies, and

farmers cooperatives formed to finance crop operations.

As under present law, in general this tax does

not apply unless the business Is "regularly carried on" and

therefore does not apply for example in cases where income

is derived from an annual athletic exhibition. Under the

amendments made by the Bill, in the case of any membership

organization, any income resulting from charges to the

members for goods, facilities, and.services supplied in carry-

ing out the exempt function is not subject to tax.

The Bill contains several administrative provisions

including one providing that no audit of a church is to be

made unless the principal Internal Revenue officer for the

region believes that the church may be engaged in a taxable

activity. Churches will not be subject to tax for six years on

businesses they now own.

AICPA Comments

We believe that the principal ais of any reform in

the tax treatment of exempt organizations should be to make

sure that they shall have neither an advantage nor a handi-

cap in those operations in which they are competing with

taxpaying organizations. The Congress has long recognized

that a tax-exempt organization has an inherent advantage over

a taxpaying organization if both are competing in the same

field. Therefore, In 1950, Congress enacted a tax on the
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unrelated business income of some but not all exempt organizations.

H.R. 13270 provides that the unrelated business income

tax be extended to apply to a number of additional types of

exempt organizations. These include churches (or associations

of churches), social welfare organizations, social clubs, and

fraternal beneficiary societies.: Certain exceptions and

limitations are provided in each case to protect exempt activities

from taxation.

We support these provisions. There appears to be

no reason why a church, for example, should be permitted to

engage in activities not related to its exempt purposes so as

to compete on a tax-exempt basis with a taxlaying enterprise.

Any such tax preference tends to impair the proper working

of our free market economy which is based on open and fair

competition.

Section 121(b) of the Bill; Proposed Code Section 512(a)(3)

Social Clubs

At present social clubs are not subject to the

unrelated business income tax. An incidental sale of property

will not deprive the social club of its exemption, but a club

which regularly receives income from sources other than its

membership will generally lose its exemption regardless of

whether the outside income is from investments or from a

business activity. Thus, social clubs which receive any

nonmembership income are currently in an all-or-nothing quandary.

If the outside income is an Incidental item the club remains
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exempt and the outside income escapes taxation. If the item is

more than incidental the club becomes fully taxable. It is

often hard to draw the dividing line.

The Bill provides that social clubs be taxed on all

their income, whether from investments or other sources, except

that which is derived from the members in return for the club's

services as a social club. The proposed taxation of investment

income is intended to prevent untaxed investment income from

indirectly inuring to the members' benefit by subsidizing the

club's services to the members.

We support this provision subject to the following

recommendations:

1. The Bill would allow as deductions items

directly connected with an activity generating

income subject to tax. This could give rise

to considerable controversy as to what is

directly connected. In any case it is

inequitable because clearly a portion of

the indirect or overhead expenses of the

club are also connected with the income

subject to tax. Accordingly, the deductible

items should be defined as including direct

expenses and an allocable portion of the,

indirect or overhead expenses.

2. It should be made clear that a club is

entitled to the same deductions as any other

taxpayer with respect to its income subject to

tax. Thus, it should be entitled to deductions
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for depreciation, interest taxes, repairs,

etc., with respect to rental income; the

dividends received deduction; and to deduct

all expenses connected with income-producing

property. It should also be made clear that

clubs are entitled to the benefit of the tax-

free exchange provisions and the involuntary

conversion provisions.

3. If a club disposes of the property used in its

social functions, either to move to a new

location or to construct new facilities, it

should qot be taxed on the gain from such

disposition so long as the proceeds are reinvest

in other facilities to be used in its social

functions.

Section 121(b) of the Bill; Proposed Code Section 512(b)(12)

Limit on Specific Deduction

We recommend that the specific deduction under

section 512(b)(12) be raised from $1,ooo to ,000. This

will recognize the inflation that has occurred since enactment

of the tax on unrelated business income and eliminate the

compliance burdens of exempt organizations having similar

amounts of unrelated income. -(See Technical Information

Release No. 899, Apr;l 14, 1967, which announced the proposed

regulations under sections 512 and 513 and indicated that the
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Internal Revenue Service would consider the appropriateness of

a legislative recommendation to make the tax inapplicable

where only "small"amounts of unrelated income are involved.)

4

Section 121(b) of the Bill; Proposed Code Section 512(b)(15)

Special Rules for Certain Organizations

Under proposed Code section 512(b)(15), passive type

income received from organizations over which the recipient

exempt organization has control (as defined in section 368(c))

are included in the exempt organization's unrelated taxable

income. This 80 percent control requirement may not be

sufficiently stringent to carry out the Congressional purposes

since it may permit easy avoidance. A lower percentage may

be appropriate.
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SECTION 121--PROPOSED AHWD3M4T TO CODE SECTION 512

EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS-TAXATION OF INVESTMENT INCOME OF SOCIAL.
FRATERN$AL AND SIMILAR ORGANIZATION

Present Law

Under present law the investment income of social clubs

fraternal beneficiary societies and voluntary employees,

beneficiary associations are exempt from income tax.

Since the tax exemption for social clubs, fraternal

beneficiary societies and voluntary employees' beneficiary

associations is designed, at least in part, to allow individuals

to Join together to provide recreational or social facilities

without tax consequences, the tax exemption operates properly

only where the sources of income of the organization are limited

to receipts from the membership. Where an organization

receives income from sources outside the membership, such as

income from investments, upon which no tax is paid, the

membership receives a benefit from the tax-exempt funds used

to provide pleasure or recreational facilities.

Proposed Change

The Bill provides for the taxation (at regular corporate

rates) of the investment income and other unrelated income of

social clubs, fraternal beneficiary associations, and voluntary

employees' beneficiary associations. This will not apply,

however, to such income of fraternal beneficiary associations

and voluntary employees' beneficiary associations to the extent

it is set aside to be used only for the exempt insurance

function of these organizations and for charitable purposes.
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If In any year an amount is taken out of the set-aside and

used for any othor purpose, the amount taken out will be

subject to tax in such year.

We support this proposed amendment to the Code.
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SECTION 121 OF THE BILL--PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CODE SECTION 512

EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS-INTEREST, RENT AND ROYALTIES FROM CONTROMIM1E
CORPORATIONS

Present Law

Under present law, rent, interest and royalty expenses

are deductible in computing the income of a business. On the

other hand, receipt of such income by tax-exempt organizations

generally is not subject to tax.

Some exempt organizations "rent" their physical plant

to a wholly-owned taxable corporation for 80 percent or 90 percent

of all the net profits (before taxes and before the rent deduction).

This arrangement enables the taxable corporation to escape nearly

all of its income taxes because of the large "rent" deduction.

Proposed Change

The Code would be amended to provide that in any case

in which an exempt organization owns more than 80 percent of a

taxable subsidiary, interest, annuities, royalties and rents are

to be treated as "unrelated business Income" and subject to tax.

The deductions connected with production of such income are

allowed.

We support this proposed amendment of the Code.
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, SECTION 121 OF THE BILL--PROPOSED CODE SECTION 278

EXD4PT ORGANIZATIONS-LIMITATION ON DEDUCTIONS OF NONEXEMPT
fQ MWH1 P OROANIZATIORH

Present Law

Some courts have held that taxable membership organ-

izations cannot create a "loss" by supplying their members

services at less than cost. Other courts have held instead

that such a "loss" is permissible. The expenses of providing

such services at less than cost will offset from taxation

additional income earned by the organization from investments

or other activities.

Proposed Change

The House Bill provides that in the case of a taxable

membership organization the deduction for expenses incurred

in supplying services, facilities or goods to members is allowed

only to the extent of the income from such members.

We support this proposed amendment of the Code.
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ACTION 121 OF Til BILL--PROPOM ANMEIW TO CODE SECTION 513

EX~TORGANZAIOMS - INO(E FRM ADVIT S I. C

Present Law

Late in 1967 the Treasury promlgated regulations under

which the income from advertising was treated as "unrelated business

Income" even though such advertising appeared, for example, in a

periodical related to the educational or other exempt purpose of

the organization.

The statutory language on which the regulations were

based was sufficiently unclear so that substantial litigation

could have resulted from these regulations.

Proposed Change

The House il provides that Income from advertising

(or a similar activity) Is included in unrelated business income

even though the advertising is carried on In connection with

activities related to the exempt purpose.

AICPA Coments - General

The primary purpose of the tax on unrelated business Income

originally was to deal with the problem of unfair competition. The

tax-free status of certain exempt organizations enabled them to use
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their tax-free profits to ex:. operations, while their competitors

could expand only with profits remaining after taxes. (See House

Committee Report No. 2319, Eighty-first Congress, Second Session,

accompanying the Revenue Act of 1950, which initially introduced

the statutory predecessor of section 513 of the current Code.

1950-2 C.B. 429.)

While the 1950 House Report makes it clear that the intent

of section 513 was to meet the problem of unfair competition, the

statute itself is not in terms of unfair competition, but rather

Imposes a tax on the "unrelated business income" of certain organi-

zations. Thus, Congress, in 1950, seems to have concluded that a

business that is unrelated to the exempt purposes of an organization

presents unfair competition. Conversely, a business that is related

to the exempt purposes should not be regarded as presenting unfair

competition. Nevertheless, the Treasury Department concluded other-

wise when it adopted regulations under section 513 on December 11, 1967.

The House Committee on Ways and Means agrees with that conclusion and

with the purpose of the regulations. on page 50*of its report,
(No. 91-413-Part 1) the Committee makes this statement- "In general,

it (the Committee) ic in agreement with the purpose of the regulations.

Your committee believes that a business competing with taxpaying

organizations should not be granted an unfair competitive advantage
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by operating tax free unless the business contributes Importantly

to the exempt function. It has concluded that by this standard,

advertising in a Journal published by an exempt organization is

not related to the organization's exempt functions, and therefore

it believes this income should be taxed." Accordingly, the House

apparently agrees with the Treasury's Example (7) in Regulation Section

1.513-1(d)(4)(iv), which states that advertising income derived

by an exempt organization is taxable under the following circumstances:

1. The organization is formed to advance the interests

of a particular profession and draws its membership

from members of that profession.

2. A monthly Journal is published containing articles

and other editorial material which contribute

importantly to the accomplishment of the purposes

for which exemption has been granted.

3. The Journal's advertising promotes only products

which are within the general area of professional

interest of the organization's members.

The Treasury Department concedes that income from the

sale of subscriptions to members and others, in accordance with

the organization's exempt purposes, does not constitute gross income

from an unrelated trade or business. However, the following

fallacious conclusions are drawn with respect to the income from

the limited type of advertising described in item 3, above:
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"Although continuing education of its members in

matters pertaining to their profession is one of the

purposes for which Z is granted exemption, the publica-

tion of advertising designed and selected in the manner

of ordinary commercial advertising is not an educational

activity of the kind contemplated by the exemption

statute; it differs fundamentally from such an activity

both in its governing objective and its method.

Accordingly, Z's publication of advertising does not

contribute importantly to the accomplishment of its

exempt purposes; and the income which it derives from

advertising constitutes gross income from unrelated trade

or business...."

We believe that this interpretation and the conclusions

of the House Ways and Means Committee, quoted above, suffer from

inaccurate analysis on the following three counts:

1. Advertising that promotes only products or services

of professional interest is functionally the same

as editorial content that is concerned only with

matters of the same professional interest (including,

of course, articles that may discuss certain of.

these products or services). Since such editorial

content is acknowledged to contribute importantly

to the accomplishment of exempt purposes, the same
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characterization can be attributed to such

functionally related advertising. They are both

related to the activities of the organization.

2. It is highly unrealistic to categorize an inter-

dependent economic activity, such as the sale of

space in a publication, as a trade or business.

3. Unfair competition, which was the problem intended

to be solved by the Revenue Act of 1950, appears

to be completely absent under the illustrative

facts.

Specific Legislative Reccmendations

We believe that Code section 512 and/or section 513

should be amended to incorporate the following concepts:

1. A "trade or business" should be defined along verti-

cally integrated lines so that advertising activity,

alone, cannot constitute a trade or business.

2. In order to avoid characterization as unrelated

business income, all activities of such defined

trade or businesses must be functionally related

to the purposes for which an organization has been

granted exemption.

Advertising income should not give rise to unrelated

business income under the following circumstances:

1. The income is derived from magazines and other

periodicals published by exempt organizations.
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2. The publication's editorial matter and

advertising are substantially related

to purposes for which the organization has

been granted exemption.

These criteria should considerably ease any anticipated

enforcement burdens of the Internal Revenue Service since

compliance with such standards could be easily observed by Service

office personnel. For example, a centralized unit of the Service

should be furnished with all exempt organization publications

and could determine, through physical inspection, whether the

necessary editorial and advertising policies are being maintained.

The de minimia rule provided by Code section 512(b)(12),

allowing, a $1,000 specific deduction, should be expanded in

order to eliminate the tax where annual unrelated business income

does not exceed $5,000. (See Technical Information Release No.

899, April 14, 1967, which announced the proposed regulations

undeeh sections 512-513 and indicated that the Internal Revenue

Service would consider the appropriateness of a legislative

recommendation to make the tax inapplicable where only "small"

amounts of unrelated income are involved.)

In addition, where the unrelated business income tax is

imposed, net operating loss carrybacks and carryovers should be

allowed to the same extent as in the case of nonexempt entities'

conducting competitive operations. Compare the limitations set

forth in Mplations Section 1.512(a)-l(d)(2)(ii) and (e), Example (2).
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The following three examples are provided to illustrate

the effect of the concepts which we propose be incorporated into

the statute to deal with the tax treatment of advertising income

derived by exempt organizations:

Examples of Effect of Legislative Recommendations

Example (1): No Unrelated Business Income Resulting

from Related Editorial and Advertising Content

Z is an association exempt under section 501(c)(6),

formed to advance the interests of a particular profession and

drawing its membership from the members of that profession.

Continuing education of its members in matters pertaining to their

profession is one of the purposes for which Z is granted exemption.

Z publishes a monthly Journal containing articles and

other editorial material which contribute importantly to the

accomplishment of purposes for which exemption is granted the

organization.

The advertising in Z's Journal promotes products which

are within the specialized area of professional interest of Z's

members. Since the advertisements contain information dealing with

professional interest and development, their informational function

is identical to the function of the editorial content. Accordingly,

the publication of advertising designed and selected in this manner,

pursuant to Z's advertising policies, is an educational activity of

the kind contemplated by the exemption statute.

Therefore, Z's publication of advertising also contributes

importantly to the accomplishment of its exempt purposes; and the
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income which it Oerives from its publishing business, attributable

to both literary and advertising activities, does not constitute

gross income from an unrelated trade or business.

Example (2): Unrelated Business Income Resulting

From Unrelated LiterarM Activity

Assume the same facts as in the preceding example,

except that the editorial content of Z's journal is not exclusively

devoted to professional matters since news and features covering

domestic politics, foreign affairs and sports events are also

published. This nonprofessional content is of a general nature,

appealing to members of the particular profession involved as well

as to the laity comprising the balance of our national population.

Accordingly, the publication of this type of literary material is

not designed nor selected to further Z's exempt purposes and would

thus compete with other generalized magazines published by taxable

organizations. Such editorial content is not an educational

activity of the kind contemplated by the exemption statute.

Therefore, Z's publication of such literary material

does not contribute importantly to the accomplishment of its exempt

purposes; and the income which it derives from its publishing business,

attributable to both literary and advertising activities, constitutes

gross income from an unrelated trade or business.

Example (3): Unrelated Business Income Resulting From

Unrelated Advertising Activity

Assume the same facts as in Example (1), except that Z

also derives income from the sale of space in its Journal for
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general consumer advertising, Including advertisements of such

products and services as soft drinks, automobiles, wearing apparel,

home appliances and vacations arranged by travel agencies,

The publication of such advertisements does not contribute

importantly to the accomplishment of any purpose for which exemption

Is granted and would thus compete with the advertising activity

of magaInes published by taxable orga izatior. Consequently,

the income derived from Zs publishing business attributable to

both literary and advertising activities, constitutes gross income

from an unrelated trade or business.
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SECTION 201(a) OF THE BILL--PROPOsED AMENDMENT TO CODE SECTION 170(b)

CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS-- 50 PERCENT CHARITABLE DEDUCTION LIMITATION

Present Law

Under present law, the charitable contributions

deductions allowed individuals generally is limited to 30 percent

of the taxpayer's adjusted gross income. In the case of gifts

to certain private foundations, however, the deduction is limited

to 20 percent of the taxpayer's adjusted gross income.

Proposed Change

The Bill increases the general limitation on the charitable

contributions deduction for individual taxpayers from 30 percent.

of adjusted gross income to 50 percent of their contribution base.

The 20-percent charitable contribution deduction limitation in

the case of gifts to certain private foundations is not increased

by the Bill. Also, contributions of appreciated property (which

property, if sold, would be treated as giving rise to capital

gain) is to be subject to the 30-percent limitation.

We support this proposed amendment to the Code.
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SECTION 201(a) OF THE BILL--PROPOSED REPEAL OF CODE SECTION
170(b) (1) (C)

CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS--REPEAL OF UNLIMITED CHARITABLE DEDUCTION

Present Law

An individual taxpayer is presently allowed an unlimited

charitable deduction if in the current taxable year and in 8 of

the preceding 10 taxable years the total of the taxpayer's

charitable contributions plus income taxes (determined without

regard to the tax on self-employment income) exceeds 90 percent

of his taxable income (computed without regard to the charitable

contributions deduction, personal exemptions and net operating

loss carrybacks).

Proposed Change

The Bill would phase out the unlimited charitable

contributions deduction over a 5-year period covering taxable

years beginning in 1970 through 1974.

We support this proposed amendment to the Code.
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SECTION 201(a) OF THE BILL--PROPOSED AEMNMENT TO CODE SECTION 170(b)

DISALLOWANCE OF CHARITABLE DEDUCTION FOR GIFT OF USE OF PROPERTY

Present Law

Presently a taxpayer may take a charitable deduction

for the fair-rental value of property which he owns and gives

to a charity to use for, a specified time period. In addition

he excludes from his income the income he would have received

had the property been rented.

Proposed Change

H.R. 13270 provides that a charitable deduction is

not to be allowed unless the taxpayer's entire interest in the

property is donated. Therefore, no deduction will be allowed

for the right to use property for a period of time. The taxpayer,

however, will continue to be able to exclude from income the

value of the right to use property so contributed.

We support this proposed amendment to the Code.
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SECTION 201(c) OF THE BILL--PROPOSED A3DIWTOOF CODE SECTION
170 AND ADDITION OF NEW SECTION 83

CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS OF APPRECIATED PROPERTY
Present Law

A taxpayer who contributes to charity property which

has appreciated in value generally is allowed a' charitable contribution

deduction for the fair market value of the property at the time
of contribution (subject to certain technical recapture provisions),

and no income tax is imposed on the appreciation in value of

the property at the time of the gift.

Proposed Change

H.R. 13270 proposes to eliminate some of the present

tax advantage of contributing appreciated property to certain

private foundations .by requiring the donor of such property to

elect either to reduce his charitable contribution deduction

to the amount of his cost or other basis for such property or

-to take a charitable contribution deduction based on the fair

market value of the property but to include in his tax base the

untaxed appreciation with respect to the property involved.

The charitable donee's basis for- the property would be the

donor's adjusted basis (for purposes of determining n

increased by the amount of gain recognized by the donor with

respect to the contribution).

Under the Bill, the same treatment would be applicable

without regard to the type of charitable recipient, to:

1. All gifts of property if any portion of

the gain on the property (had it been sold)
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would have resulted in either ordinary

income or short-term capital pain;"

2. All charitable gifts of works of art,

collections of papers and other forms of

tangible personal property (fixtures

which are intended to be severed from real

property are to be treated for this purpose

as tangible personal property); and

3. All charitable gifts of future interests

in property.

AICPA Comments

Although we have not been able to reach a consensus

on all of the Bill's proposals with reference to charitable

contributions of appreciated property, we do agree dontributions

of such property should be treated in the same marner without regard

to the type of charitable tecipiento
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SECTION 201(d) OF THE BILL--PROPOSED AMENDMET OF CODE SECTION 1011

CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS--BARGAIN SALES TO CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS

Present Law

If property is sold to a charity at a price below its

fair market value, the proceeds of sale are considered to be

a return of the cost and are not required to be allocated

between the cost basis of the "sale" part of the transaction

and the lift" part. The seller is allowed a charitable contri-

bution deduction for the difference between the fair market

value of the property and the selling price.

Proposed Chane

The Bill provides that the cost or other basis of

the property is to be allocated between the portion of the prop-

erty "sold" and the portion of the property "given" to the

charity on the basis of the fair market value of each portion.

We support this proposed amen,,ment of the Code.,
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SECTION 201(f) OF THE BILr,--PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CODE SECTION 642(c)

CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS FOR ESTATES AND TRUSTS

Present Law

A nonexempt trust (or estate) is allowed a full

deduction for any amount of its gross income which it pays or

which it permanently sets aside for charitable purposes. There

is no limitation on the amount of this deduction.

H.R. 13270 provides that an individual who establishes

a trust to pay the income to a private person for a period of

years with the remainder to go to charity is to be allowed a

charitable deduction with respect to the charitable remainder

interest only if the trust qualifies as a charitable remainder

trust. It is also provided that no deduction is to be allowed

for a charitable gift of an income interest in trust unless

the individual making the gift is taxable on the trust income.

It would be inconsistent with these rules to continue

to allow a trust a deduction for amounts set aside for

charity. Such a deduction I.s unnecessary in the case of a

charitable remainder trust sinct such a trust is to be tax

exempt. In other cases, the allowance of a set-aside deduction

would be inconsistent with the limitation to be placed on

charitable gifts in trust.

Proposed Chane

For the reasons discussed above, the Bill eliminates

the so-called set-aside deduction presently allowed trusts

(or estates However, in computing its taxable income, a'non-

exempt trust will still be allowed to deduct any amount of its
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gross income, without limitation, paid as a charitable contri-

bution. In addition, to enable the trustpe to act after he

-knows the inche for the year precisely, the Bill allows a

trustee to make a contribution in the next following taxable

year and elect to treat such contribution as made during the

taxable year. As under existing law, proper adjustment is to

be made for charitable contributions paid out of capital gain'

income and the deduction is not to diminish the unrelated

business income of the trust, if any. Furthermore, the nonexempt

trust is to be subject to the same restrictions as a private

foundation if it makes charitable contributions.

We support this proposed amendment to the Code.
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SECTION 201(g) OF THE BILL--PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CODE SECTION 673(b)

CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS--REPEAL OF TWO-YEAR CHARITABLE TRUST RULE

Present Law

Under present law, an individual may establish a

trust to pay the income from his property, which he transfers to

the trust, to a charity for a period of at least 2 years, after

which the property is to be returned to him. Although the

individual does not receive a charitable contribution deduction

in such a case, the income from the trust property is not taxed

to the individual. This 2-year charitable trust rule is an

exception to the general rule that the income of a trust is

taxable to the person who establishes the trust where he has

a reversionary interest in the trust which will or may be

expected to take effect within 10 years.

The effect of the special 2-year charitable trust

rule is to permit charitable contribution deductions in excess

of the generally applicable percentage limitations of such

deductions.

Proposed Change

In order to prevent circumvention of the generally

applicable percentage limitations on the charitable contribution

deduction, the House Bill would repeal the 2-year trust provision

of Code section 673(b). Accordingly, an individual no longer

will be able to exclude income from property placed in a trust

(to pay the income to a charity for a period of at least 2 years)

from his income. As a result, a person who establishes a trust
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will be taxable on its income, whether or not the income

beneficiary is a charity, where the individual has a reversionary

interest which will or may be expected to take effect within 10

years from the time the income-producing property is transferred

to the trust.

We support this proposed amendment to the Code.
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SECTION 201(a) and (h) OF THE BILL-- PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO CODE
SECTIONS 170(b) and 2522(c)

CHARITABLE INCOME TRUSTS WITH NONCHARITABLE REMAINDER

Present Law

Under present law, a taxpayer who transfers property

to a trust to pay the income to a charity for a period of years

with the remainder to go to a noncharitable beneficiary, such

as a friend or member of his family, is allowed a charitable

contribution deduction for the present value of the income

interest given to the charity. In addition, neither he nor

the trust is taxed on the income earned by the trust.

A taxpayer receives a double tax benefit where he

is allowed a charitable contribution deduction for the present

value of an income interest in trust given to charity and also

is not taxed on the income earned by the trust. In fact, this

double benefit allows a taxpayer to increase his after-tax

cash position by postponing a planned noncharitable gift.

Proposed Change

The Bill provides that a charitable

contribution deduction is not to be allowed for an income

interest given to charity in trust, unless the grantor is

taxable on the income of the trust or unless all the interests

in the trust are given to charity. The effect of' this is to

deny the double benefit of a deduction and exemption from

taxation which is available under present law.
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The Bill also provides that a charitable deduction

will not be allowed for an income interest given to charity in

trust unless either the interest is in the form of a guaranteed

annuity or the trust instrument specifies that the charitable

income beneficiary is to receive a fixed percentage annually of

the fair market value of the trust property (as determined each

year). The purpose of this rule is to assure that the amount

received by the charity in fact bears a reasonable correlation

to the amount of the charitable contribution deduction allowed

the taxpayer.

If a taxpayer, who is allowed a charitable deduction

under the above rules for an income interest transferred in

trust to charity, subsequently ceases to be taxable on the

trust income, he would receive a double tax benefit with respeet

to the future trust income--he would not be taxed on that income

but would have received a charitable deduction with respect to

it. To prevent this result, the Bill, in effect, provides for

the recapture of that part of the charitable contribution

deduction previously received by the taxpayer with respect to

the income of the trust which will go to the charity but on

which he will not be taxed.

S We support these proposed amendments to the Code.
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SECTION 201(e), (h) and (i) OF THE BILL--PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO CODE
SECTIONS 170(h)o 2055(e), 2106(a) and 2522(c) AND PROPOSED CODE
SECTION 664

CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS--CHARITABLE REMAINDER TRUSTS

Present Law

An individual may now make a charitable contribution

by transferring property to a trust and providing that the trust

income be paid to designated private persons for a period of

time with the remainder to go to a charity. The amount of the

deduction is based upon the present value of the remainder

interest at the time of the gift.

Under the present rules it is possible for a taxpayer

to receive a deduction for a contribution of a remainder

interest to a charity which may be greater than the amount

the charity ultimately receives. This is possible because the

trust assets may be invested in a manner which maximizes income

at the expense of capital.

Proposed Change

To prevent the above situation the Bill provides that

no deduction will be allowed for gifts of a remainder interest

unless the trust specifies that the noncharitable income

beneficiary is to receive either a stated annual dollar amount

or a fixed percentage of the value of the trust assets.

We support these proposed amendments to the Code.
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SECTION 211 OF THE BILL--PROPOSED CODE SECTION 1251

FARM LOSSES

Present Law

Under present law, income or losses from farming

may be computed under more liberal accounting rules than those

generally applicable to other types of businesses. A cash

method of accounting under which costs are deducted currently

may be used, rather than an inventory and accrual method

under which the deduction of costs would be postponed. In

addition, a taxpayer in the business of farming may deduct

expenditures for developing business assets (such as raising

a breeding herd or developing a fruit orchard) which other

taxpayers generally have to capitalize. Furthermore, capital

gain treatment often is available on the sale of farm assets.

The combination of current deductions of farm expenses

of % capital nature from ordinary income with future capital

gain treatmeAt on the sale of farm assets may produce signifi-

cant tax savings.

Proposed Change

The Bill generally provides that gain on the sale of certain

farm property is to be treated as ordinary income to the extent

of the taxpayer's previous farm losses. For this purpose, a

taxpayer must maintain an excess deductions account to record

his farm losses. In the case of individuals, farm losses must

be added to the excess deductions account only if the taxpayer

has more than $50,000 of nonfarm income for the year and, in

addition, only to the extent his farm loss for the year exceeds
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$25,000. The amount in a taxpayer's excess deductions account

would be reduced by the amount of farm income in subsequent

years.

The amount of farm losses recaptured on a sale of

farm land would be limited to the deductions for the taxable

year and the four previous years with respect to the land for

soil and water conservation expenditures and for land clearing

expenditures.

To the extent gain on the sale of farm property is

treated under these rules as ordinary income, this would

reduce the amount in the taxpayer's excess deductions account.

The recapture rules provided by the Bill would not

apply if the taxpayer elected to follow generally applicable

business accounting methods (i.e., if he used inventories and

capitalized Lapital expenditures).

AICPA Comments

We agree with the intended purpose of the proposed

legislation which is to curb abuses of capital gain provisions

in the farming segment of the economy.

Section 211 of the Bill seeks to solve this problem

by denying capital gain benefits in the case of the disposition

of farm property unless the taxpayer (1) accounts for inventories,

and (2) capitalizes all expenditures properly chargeable to a

capital account. The de. minimis exception (later commented on)

appears to be reasonable to limit the application of Section 211

to taxpayers who could otherwise abuse capital gain benefits.
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On the other hand, we believe that the language of

Section 211 is so sweeping that it will affect more taxpayers

than intended. Section 211 applies to all taxpayers who,

with respect to any taxable year, (1) incur a farm net loss,

or (2) have a balance in the excess deductions account at

the close of the taxable year. Addition to the excess

deductions account for a current year's farm loss is not

required if (1) nonfarm adjusted gross income is $50,000.or

lessand (2) the farm net loss is $25,000 or less. However, it

appears that the $50,000/$25,000 de minimis exceptions do not

apply to excuse application of Section 211 in the face of a

current year's loss, no matter how small (proposed Code section

1251(a)(1)). Should this be the case, Section 211 would ap_1y

to all taxpayers incurring a current farm loss, with the result

that a great many farmers would be faced with loss of capital

gain benefits if they did not elect to adopt certain accounting

methods. To remedy this apparent defect, we recommend that the Bill be

clarified so that there is no doubt that the $50,000/$25,0O

de minimis exceptions apply also in the case of farm net losses

for the current taxable year.

In order not to discourage taxpayers from changing to

the accounting methods described in proposed Code section 1251

(b)(4)(A), it Is suggested that section 1251(b)()(C) provide

that additions to taxable income resulting from the change could

be spread over a 10-year period, at the election of the taxpayer.

This type of provision has been helpful in Internal Revenue

Service administration of other changes in accounting methods

and practices, and should be advantageous to both taxpayers and

the Government in this connection.
.1
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SECTION 213 OF THE BILL--PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CODE SECTION 270

HOBBY LOSSES

Present Law

Present law contains a so-called hobby loss provision

which limits to $50,000 per year the amount of losses from a

"business" carried on by an individual that he can use to offset

his other income. This limitation only applies, however, if the

losses from the business exceed $50,000 a year for at least five

consecutive years. Moreover, certain specially treated deductions

are disregarded in cnputing the size of the loss for this purpose.

Proposed Change

The Bill replaces th# present hobby loss provision with

a rule which provides that items attributable to an activity shall

be allowed only to the extent of the gross Income from such activity

unless such activity is carried on with a reasonable expectation

of realizing a profit. If the deductions attributable to an

activity exceed the gross income from such activity by $25,000-

or mere for any 3 of 5 consecutive years ending with the taxable

year, then unless the taxpayer establishes to the contrary, the

activity shall be deemed to have been carried on without a reasonable

expectation of realizing a profit.

AICPA Comments

We agree with the intended purpose of the proposals

which arp aimed at making the application of Code section 270

(as amended) more effective.
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It does appear, however, that the proposed provisions

should be modified to the following extent:

1. The $25,000 excess of deduction over gross

income should be changed to $50,000.

(section 270(b)).

2. Wherever it aw#ears throughout the section,

the term "activity" should be changed to

"trade or business."

3. The application of this section should be

limited to individual taxpayers.

It is our belief that the disallowance of losses

using the $25,000 limitation is too4arsh considering that

the entire loss would be disallowed. Moreover, in these times

of inflation, the $25,000 limitation does not seem realistic

where new business ventures are undertaken. Small taxpayers

often lose more than $25,000 in three out of five years (partic-

ularly the early years of an undertaking).

The statutory word "activity" is bound to cause much

controversy in the administration of the law. This word is not

defined in the Bill; in fact, it would be difficult to define.

An activity can embrace an entire trade or business, it can be

a functional part of a business, or it can be a segment of a

taxpayer's financial activities. For example, a taxpayer operating

a manufacturing enterprise may have several plants, warehouses and

sales outlets. Is each an activity? Where a taxpayer operates

two businesses such as a drug store and an automobile agency, may
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each be an activity? Is the purchasing arm of a retail establish-

ment an activity? Where a taxpayer operates a crop farm in

conjunction with a livestock farm, is each an activity or must

both be combined as one activity? Where individual taxpayers

enter into financial transactions such as investments in securities,

acquiring interests in real estate, etc#, are each of these

"an activity" for the purposes of the proposed legislation?

In order to avoid unnecessary uncertainty and confusion

and to deal in an equitable manner with what is probably intended,

we suggest that the term "trade or business" be substituted for

"activity." This term already has an established meaning under

present law and under numerous court decisions. It embraces a

set of activities that make up a "whole concept" as distinguished

from dealing with possibly meaningless fragments of operations

which could cause severe difficulties in tax accounting, allocations

and administration.

It seems from the wording of the proposed amendment

that it would apply to all taxpayers. We have seen no suggestion

in the Reports of the Committee on Ways and Means nor do we know

of any abuses by corporations, trusts, estates and other taxpayers

in the area for which correction is sought. Accordingly, it is

urged that this proposed amendment be limited to individual taxpayers.
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SECTION 221 OF THE BILL--PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CODE
SECTIONS 163 and 1202

SMITATION ON DEDUCTION OF INTEREST
Present Law

Under present law, individual taxpayers are allowed an

itemized deduction, without limitation, for all interest paid or

accrued during the taxable year.

Proposed Change

The Bill would limit the deduction allowed individuals

and other noncorporate taxpayers for interest on funds borrowed

for investment purposes. The limitation would not apply to

interest incurred on funds borrowed for other purposes, such

as home mortgages, installment purchases, consumer goods,

personal or student loans, or in connection with a trade or

business. Under the limitation, the taxpayer's deduction for

investment interest would be limited to the amount of his net

investment income, plus an amount equal to the amount by which

his net long-term capital gain exceeds his net short-term capital

loss, plus $25,000 ($12,500 in the case of a separate return by

a married individual).

Interest for which a deduction was disallowed in a

year as a result of the limitatton could be carried over to

subsequent years and used to offset net investment income

(including capital gains) arising in the later years to the

extent allowable under the limitation in such a year.

In the case of partnerships, the limitation would apply

at both the partnership and the partner levels.
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AICPA Coments

We do not agree with this proposed amendment of the

Code. It has long been an established general principle of

economics, accounting and taxation that expenses incident to

the production of income are deductible from such income. This

legislative proposal in a sense represents an artificial and

arbitrary mutation of this principle which would tend to

discourage the assumption of risk and the investment of capital --

both of which have been Important factors in the growth and

development of our economic system. Furthermore, it would

constitute an inconsistent exception to the cash receipts and

disbursements method of accounting under which expenses are

deducted when they are paid and income is taxed when it is

received.

If, however, this proposed amendment of the Code is

enacted in basically its present form, it is suggested that

the limitation be made applicable at both the corporate and

the shareholder level in the case of electing small business

corporations as defined in Code section 1371(b).
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SECTION 231 OF THE BILL--PROPOSED CODE SECTION 82 AND PROPOSED
AMENDMENT TO CODE SECTION 217

MOVING EXPENSES

Present Law

A deduction from gross income is allowed for

certain moving expenses related to Job-relocation or moving

to a first Job.

Two conditions must be satisfied for a deduction

to be available. First the taxpayer's new principal place

of work must be located at least 20 miles farther from his

former residence than his former principal place of work

(or, if the taxpayer had no former place of work, then at

least 20 miles from his former residence). Second, the tax-

payer must be employed full time during at least 39 weeks of

the 52 weeks immediately following his arrival at the new

principal place of work.

Job-related moves often entail considerable expense

in addition to the direct costs of moving the taxpayer, his

family and his personal effects to the new Job location.

Moreover, the 20-mile test allows a taxpayer a

moving expense deduction even where the move may merely be

from one suburb of a locality to another, and the 39-week

test denies the deduction where a taxpayer is prevented from

satisfying the test by circumstances beyond his control.
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Proposed Change

The Bill extends the present moving expense deduction

to also cover three additional typos of Job-related moving

expenses:

1. Travel, meals and lodging expenses for pre-

move house hunting trips;

2. Expenses for meals and lodging in the

general location of the new Job location

for any period of up to 30 consecutive days

after obtaining employment; and

3. Various reasonable expenses incident to the

sale of a residence or the settlement of

a lease at the old Job location, or to the

purchase of a residence or the acquisition of

a lease at the new Job location.

A limitation of $2,500 is placed on the deduction

allowed for these three additional categories of moving expenses.

In addition, expenses for the house- hunting trips and temporary

living expenses may not account for more than $1,000'of the

$2,o500.

The Bill also increases the 20-mile test to a 50-

mile test, and provides that the 39-week test is to be waived

if the taxpayer is unable to satisfy it due to circumstances

beyond his control. Finally, the Bill requires that reimburse-

ments for moving expenses must be included in gross income.
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AICPA Coments--eneral
The Bill provides a maxinum deduction of $2,500 for

three additional types of job-related expenses: (1) travel. meals

and lodging expenses in connection with house-hunting trips; (9)

expenses for meals and lodging in the new job location area for any

period of up to 30 consecutive days after obtaining the new job;

and (3) expenses concerning the sale of a residence or settlement'

of a lease at the old job location or comparable expenses at

the new job location. The deduction for the first two types of expenses

may not exceed $1,000 of the maximum $2,500.

We do not believe these amounts are realistic.

Many persons transferred own a house Which has a market value

of $30,000 or more. The average real estate agent's fee for

the sale of such a house is 6 percent, or $1,800. In such

a situation the allowable deduction for the first two types of

expenses would be limited to $700. Thus, a taxpayer transferred

to an area of 100 miles from his present location would prob

ably not be out. of-pocket; however, a taxpayer transferred

1,000 miles would probably be out-of-pocket because of the

additional transportation costs for himself and his family.

We recommend that there be no limitation on the amount allowed

as a deduction for these three types of expenses or, in the

alternative, that the $1,00 be increased to '$2,000 and the

$2,500 be increased to $5,000.

Code section 217, as amended, refers to a deduction by

a taxpayer as an employee. We recomend that this section also
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authorize such a deduction by a self-employed taxpayer or by

a partner of a partnership. There is no reason why such tax-

payers should not be entitled to the same benefits as an

employee.

The proposal requires as a condition to allowance

that the new place of work be 50 miles further from the old

residence than the place of former employment. The require-

ment is excessive. An employee formerly commuting 20 miles

to his old employment in some cases could not qualify for the

deduction unless the new employment was 70 miles from his

former residence. This is not realistic even in our largest

metropolitan areas. The 20-mile rule shQuld be retained,

although an alternative provision of 20 miles or 50 percent

further, whichever is greater, might provide some restriction

on the supposed favored treatment of a person originally commuting

a substantial distance.

Section 231(d) of the Bill should be changed to make

the effective date applicable to taxable years beginning on or

after January 1, 1964, and should permit the filing of claims

for refund within one year from the date the Bill becomes law

for those taxable years for which the three-year statute of

limitations has expired. It is patently unfair to taxpayers who

have moved in prior years and suffered a cash loss not to permit

them to file claims for refund.
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SECTION 301 OF THE BIlL--PROPOSED CODE SECTION 84

LIMIT ON TAX PREMNCS
Present Law

Under present law, there is no limit on how large

a part of his income an individual may exclude from tax as a

result of the receipt of various kinds of tax-exempt income

or special deductions.

Proposed Change

The Bill would impose a 50 percent ceiling on the

amount of a taxpayer's total income (adjusted gross income

plus tax preference items) which can be excluded from tax.

This limitation would not be applicable if an individual's

total tax preferences for the year did not exceed $10,000, or

$5,000 for a married person filing a separate return.

AICPA Comments

The provisions of the Bill placing a limit on tax

preferences would impose a tax by indirect means on amounts

which presently are fully or partially tax exempt. We agree

that public confidence in our self-assessment system is

undermined by the ability of individuals to realize large

amounts of disposable income with little, if any, payment of

tax. However, we recommend that the tax preference items be

dealt with through direct legislation. If this is not practicable

then we would support the provisions of the Bill -- with one

modification. The tax preference item regarding the excess
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of accelerated depreciation over straight line depreciation

should likewise provide for a reduction when straight line

depreciation exceeds accelerated depreciation.
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SECTION 302 OF THE BILL--PROPOSBD CMl AUCTION 277

ALLOATION OF DEDUOTIOa

Present Lam

Under present law an individual is permitted to

charge his personal income tax deductions entirely against his

taxable income without charging any part of these deductions

to his tax-free income. As a result, taxpayers with substantial

tax preference amounts and personal deductions can eliminate

much or all of their tax liability on substantial amounts of

otherwise taxable income.

ProPosed Chane

To prevent individuals with tax preference amounts

from reducing their tax liabilities on their taxable incomes

by charging all their personal deductions to their taxable

incomes, the Bill provides that individuals (and estates and

trusts) must allocate most of their itemized personal deductions

proportionately between their taxable income (adjusted gross

income less nonallocable expenses) and their tax preference

amounts. Only the part of these personal deductions which is

allocated to taxable income is to be allowed as a tax deduction

and the personal deductions allocated to the tax preference

amounts are to be disallowed. Tax preference amounts are

taken into account only to the extent they exceed $10,000

($5,000 for a married person filing a separate return).

We support this section of the Bill.
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BECTIGI 311 OF THE BILL--PROPOSED .MENDMETS TO CODE SECTIONS 1301-1305

INCOME AVERAGING

Present Law

Income averaging permits a taxpayer to mitigate the

effect of progressive tax rates on sharp increases in income.

His taxable income in excess of 133-1/3 percent of his average

taxable income for the prior 4 years generally can be averaged

and taxed at lower rates than would otherwise apply.

Certain types of income such as net long-term capital gains, wagering

income, and income from gifts are not eligible for averaging.

The exclusion of certain types of income from income

eligible for averaging complicates the tax return and makes it

difficult for taxpayers to determine easily whether or not they

would benefit from averaging. In addition, taxpayers with

fluctuating income from these sources may pay higher taxes than

taxpayers with constant income from the same sources or fluctuating

income from different sources. Finally, the 133-1/3 percent

requirement denies the benefit of averaging to taxpayers with a

substantial increase in income and reduces the benefits of averaging

for those who are eligible.

Proposed Change

The Bill extends income averaging to net long-term

capital gains, income from wagering and income from gifts. It

also lowers the percentage by which an individual's income must

Increase for averaging to be available from 33-1/3 percent to 20

percent.
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AICPA Comonts

We support this provision of the Bill but take exception

to the proposed effective date of taxable years beginning after

December 31, 1969. We note that the provisions of the Bill dealing

with the repeal of the alternative tax on capital gains for

individuals (Bill section 511) are to be effective with respect to

sales and dispositions occurringafter July 25, 1969. The effective

dates of these two provisions coupled with the 10 percent tax

surcharge now in effect subjects long-term capital gain

realized by individuals in the brief period from July 26 to

December 31 to a severe and inequitable tax penalty. We believe

equity dictates that the effective dates for eliminating the

alternative capital gains tax and Introducing the new averaging

provisions be the sam.

NOTE: Please refer to our cements in the Summary

regarding the effective dates of capital gains and losses.
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SECTION 321 O THE BILL--PROPOSED CODE SECTIPN 85 AND PROPOSED
AMENDMENTS TO CODE SECTIONS 402(b) AND 403

RESTICTED PROPERTY

Present Law

At present the treatment of restricted property

is governed by Treasury regulations which provide for no tax

when the employee receives the restricted stock. When the

restrictions lapse, the value of the stock at the time of trans-

fer to the employee (determined without restrictions) is

treated as compensation provided it has increased in value.

If the value decreases then the lower value is considered the

compensation.

Proposed Chanae

Section 321 of the Bill provides that a person who

receives a beneficial interest in property by reason of

services performed is to be taxed with respect to the property

at the time it is received if he can transfer the property and

if it is not subject to substantial risk of forfeiture. If

there is a substantial risk of forfeiture a tax is imposed when

the risk lapses. The tax will be on the amount by which the

fair market value of the property exceeds the amount the

employee paid for it.

AICPA Comments

We support this provision on condition that any

legislation finally approved continues to provide for the

50 percent maximum rate on earned taxable income. This provision,

coupled with the capital gain provisions in the Bill, reflects
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a recognition of equality of tax troatsmit between earned Inoome
and capital gain income. We believe that these provisions,
taken together will continue to provide incentive for those who

have contributed much to our economic progress and will also

lessen the search for transactions motivated by tax avoidance.
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szOTIONS 341 hXD 342 OF TON BILL--PROPOSD M(DI SE TO QODI
SCTIONs 665-69 and 677

ACJWIATION TRUST5 !MI1ZPI8 MOMT. TO

Present Law

If a grantor creates a trust under which the trustee

is either required or is given discretion to accumulate the

income for the benefit of designated beneficiaries, then to

the extent the income is accumulated, it is taxed at individual

rates to the trust.

When the trust distributes accumulated income to the

beneficiaries, in some cases they are taxed on the distributions

under a so-called throwback rule. The throwback rule treats the

income for tax purposes as if it had been received by the

beneficiaries in the years in which it was received by the trust.

The beneficiary recomputes his tax for these back years, adding

the trust income to it and taking credit for the tax which had been

paid by the trust on that income, and pays the additional tax

due in the current year.

In addition to the limitation of its application to

the 5 years preceding the year of distribution, the throwback

rule does not apply to several types of distributions.

The progressive tax rate structure for individuals

may be avoided when a grantor creates trusts which accumulate

income taxed at low rates, and the income in turn is distributed

at a future date. This result occurs because the trust itself

is taxed on the accumulated income rather than the grantor or

the beneficiary.
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Proposed Change

H.R. 13270 provides that beneficiaries are to be

taxed on distributions received from accumulation trusts in

substantially the same manner as if the income had been

distributed to the beneficiaries currently as earned, instead

of being accumulated in the trust.. The Bill, in effect,

eliminates the 5-year limitation and all exceptions to the

throwback rule, and provides an unlimited throwback rule with

respect to accumulation distributions. However, only distri-

butions of income accumulated by a trust (other than a foreign

trust created by a U.S. person) in years beginning after April

22, 1964 are to be subject to the throwback rule.

In the case of these accumulation trusts,

all of their accumulated income, other than income

distributable currently, is to be taxed to the beneficiaries

upon its distribution tothem. The amounts distributed are to

be treated as if they had bean distributed in the preceding

years in which income was accumulated but are includible in

income of the beneficiaries for the current. year.

The Bill also provides that in the case of a trust

created by a taxpayer for the benefit of his spouse, the

trust income which may be used for the benefit of the spouse

is to be taxed to the creator of the trust as it is earned.

However, this provision is not to apply where 'another provision

of the Code requires the wife to include in her gross income

the income from a trust.
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AICPA Cownentu

We agree with these provisions of the Bill In principle,

However, it is wholly inconsistent for the equitable administration

of the income tax law to provide effective dates for implementation

of proposed restrictive changes which are retroactive in effect and impact.

Thus, we disagree with the proposal that the changes embodied

in Bill section 341 should be reflected for distributions made

subsequent to April 23, 1969 based on amounts accumulated since

April 23, 1964. Many trusts were set up on the basis of the

exception to throwback available in section'665(b) of the

Code (prior to the proposed changes). These include so-called

minors' trusts which terminate at 4e 21 and payment of amounts

as final distributions by trusts which are made more than nine

years after the date of last transfer to such trust. In

many cases by the terms of the trust instrument, distributions

could not take place prior to April 23, 1969 and in many other

situations taxpayers could not be on notice that action had

to have taken place prior to the proposed effective date in

order to avoid aLdverse tax impact.

Therefore, it is proposed that the changes set forth

in section 341 of the Bill be applicable only to those trusts

established or additions made to existing trusts after

April 23, 1969 with respect to eliminating the exceptions

available under Code section 665(b). Concomitantly, it is

suggested and recommended that for those accumulation trusts

which cannot qualify under these exceptions, the effective date

with respect to full or maximum throwback apply only to accumu-

lations in fiscal years ending after April 23, 1969,
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STON 401 OF TU :hL.--ROPOSED UNVUNTS TO COD SETIONU
4#, 179, 821, 823 15611563 AUM PROPOSED COD SZCTION 1%4

M ollT ORPORATION

Under present law, corporations generally are taxed

at the rate of 22 percent on the first $25,000 of taxable

income and at 48 percent of taxable income in excess of $25,000.

The lower tax rate on the first $25,000 of taxable income is

ccemonly referred to an the surtax exemption.

Present law limits to some extent the ability of a

taxpayer to split his business enterprise into a number of

corporations so as to obtain multiple surtax exemptions by

providing that a "controlled group" of'corporations is limited

to one surtax exemption. Instead of claiming one surtax exemption

for the group of corporations however, a controlled group may

elect for each member to take a surtax exemption if each of the

corporations pays an additional 6 percent tax on the first

$25,000 of its taxable income.

Although the surtax exemption was designed to help

small businesses, large organizations have been able to obtain

substantial benefits from the exemption by dividing the organiza-

tion's income among a number of related corporations.

In addition to the surtax exemptions there are other

provisions of present law designed to aid small businesses.

These other provisions are: (1) the provision which allows a

corporation to accumulate $100,000 of earnings without being

subject to the penalty tax on earnings unreasonably accumulated

to avoid the dividend' tax on shareholders; (2) the life insurance

company small business deduction of 10 percent of the company's
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net investment income (this deduction is limited to $25,000

per year); (3) the exception to the general 50 percent limitation

on the investment credit which allows 100 percent of tax

liability up to $25,000 to be taken into account, and the invest-

ment credit provision which allows up to $50,000 of used (as

distinct from new) equipment to qualify for the credit;

(4) the provision which allows an additional first year depre-

ciation allowance equal to 20 percent of the cost of the property

(limited to $10,000 per year); (5) the provision which grants

mutual insurance companies (other than life and marine) benefits

similar to the surtax exemption; and (6) the provision which

exempts mutual companies (other than life or marine) from tax

if their investment income does not exceed $150,000.

Proposed Change

H.R. 13270 provides that a controlled group of cor-

porations is only to be allowed one surtax exemption and in

addition is not to be allowed to receive multiple benefits under

other provisions of the law designed to aid small businesses.

Generally, the limitation provided by the Bill is to be phased

in over an 8-year period and is to be fully effective for 1976

and later years.

A controlled group of corporations is limited to one

$25,000 surtax exemption and one $100,000 accumulated earnings

credit after an 8-year transition period. This is accomplished

by gradually reducing the amount of the special provisions in

excess of one which is presently being claimed by a controlled

group over the years 1969 to 1975 until these excess special

provisions are reduced to zero for 1976 and later years.
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The limitation on multiple benefits from the investment credit

and first year additional depreciation, becomes fully effective

with taxable years ending on or after December 31, 1969. To

ease the transition, controlled corporations are allowed to

increase the dividend received deduction from 85 percent to

100 percent at a rate of 2 percent per year.

Under the present consolidated return regulations,

preconsolidation losses for a corporation in a group claiming

multiple surtax exemptions may be carried over after consoli-

dation only against the income of the corporation which sustained

the losses. The Bill modifies these present regulations so as to

permit net operating losses for a taxable year ending on or after

December 31, 1969, to be taken as a deduction against the income

of other members of such group in the same proportion as the

additional surtax exemptions of such group.

The Bill also broadens the definition of a controlled

group of corporations.

We support these proposed amendments to the Code.
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SECTION 411 OF THE BILL-- PROPOSED CODE SECTION 219

CORPORATE MERGERS- DISALCWANCE OF INTEREST DEDUCTION IN
CERTAIN CASES

Present Law

Under present law a corporation is allowed to deduct

interest paid by it on its debt but is not allowed a deduction for

dividends paid on its stock or equity.

It is a difficult task to draw an appropriate distinction

between dividends and interest, or equity and debt. Although this

problem is a long-standing one in the tax laws, it has become of

increasing significance in recent years because of the increased

level of corporate merger activities and the increasing use of debt

for corporate acquisition purposes.

There are a number of factors which make the use of debt

for corporate acquisition purposes desirable, including the fact

that the acquiring company may deduct the interest on the debt but

cannot deduct dividends on stock.

Proposed Change

In general, the Bill disallows a deduction for interest on

bonds issued in connection with the acquisition of a corporation

where the bonds have specified characteristics which make them more

closely akin to equity.

The disallowance rule of the Bill only applies to bonds or

debentures issued by a corporation to acquire stock in another corpor-

ation or to acquire at least two-thirds of the total value of the assets

of another corporation. Moreover, the disallowance rule only applies
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to bonds or debentures which have all of the following characteristics;

(1) they are subordinated to the corporation's trade creditors;

(2) they are convertible-into stock; and (3) they are issued by

a corporation with a ratio of debt to equity which is greater

than two to one or with an annual interest expense on its indebt-

edness which is not covered at least three times over by its

projected earnings.

An exception to the treatment provided by the Bill

is allowed for up to $5 million a year of interest on obligations

which meet the prescribed test.

This provision of the Bill also does not apply to debt

issued in tax-free acquisitions of stock of newly formed or

existing subsidiaries, or in connection with acquisitions of

foreign corporations if substantially all of the income of the

foreign corporation is from foreign sources.

AICPA Comments

We disagree with section 411 of the Bill, which would

add new section 279 to the Code. It is our view that any

restrictions on the "tide of conglomerate mergers" should be

imposed outside the tax law. In any event, we feel that the

criteria contained in proposed Code sections 279(b) and (c) are

arbitrary and of doubtful validity. Furthermore, the $5 million

amount contained in proposed section 279(a) is discriminatory.

Other difficulties will involve tracln& problems and the question

of what constitutes a "plan" of acquisition. Finally, the

section will adversely affect persons who for valid business

reasons may desire to sell their businesses in that they may
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be unable to realize a proper price because of the depressing

effect of proposed section 279.
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SECTION 412 OF THE BILL--PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CODE SECTION 453(b)

CORPORATE MERGERS- LIMITATION ON INSTALLMENT SALES PROVISION

Present Law

Under present law, a taxpayer may elect the installment

method of reporting a gain on a sale of real property, or a casual

sale of personal property where the price Is in excess of $1,000.

The installment method, however, is available only if the payments

received by the seller in the year of sale (not counting debt obli-

gations of the purchaser) do not exceed 30 percent of the sales price.

The Internal Revenue Service has not ruled as to whether

the installment method of reporting gain is available where the

seller receives debentures. The use of the installment method of

reporting gain where debentures are received by a seller of property

may result in long-term tax deferral. Present law does not specify

the number of installments which are required if a transaction is

to be eligible for the installment method of reporting. In other

words, it is not clear whether the installment method may be used

when there is only one or a limited number of payments which may

be deferred for a long time.

Proposed Change

The Bill places two limitations on the use of the

installment method of reporting gain on sales of real property and

casual sales of personal property.

First, bonds with interest coupons attached, in registered

form, or which are readily tradable, in effect are to be considered

payments In the year of sale for purposes of the rule which denies
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the installment method where more than 30 percent of the sales

price is received in that year.

The second limitation is contained in proposed Code

section 453(b)(3). It would deny the use of the installment

method unless the payment of the loan principal, or the payment

of the loan principal and the interest together, are spread

relatively evenly over the installment period. This requirement

would be satisfied if either payments are made at least once

every two years in relatively even or declining amounts over

the installment period, or at least 5 percent of the loan principal

is to be paid by the end of the first quarter of the installment

period, 15 percent is to be paid by the end of the second quarter,

and )LO percent is to be paid by the end of the third quarter.

AICPA Comments

We disagree with section 412 of the Bill to the extent

that it would add proposed section 453(b)(3) to the Code. It is

our concern that proposed section 453(b)(3) will disqualify from

installment sale treatment transactions which presently have good

business purpose. It would add more uncertainties to an already

difficult area. Furthermore, problems presented by extensions-,

calls or other modifications are not provided for. It is our

view that proposed section 453(b)(4), with which we concur, is

adequate to cover present abuses of the installment method.
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SECTION 413 OF THE BILL-- PROPOSED AMZWNT TO CODE SECTION 1232

CORPORATE MERGER- ORIGINAL ISSUE DISCOUNT
Present Law

Under present law, original issue discount arises when

a corporation issues a bond for a price less than Its face amount.

The owner of the bond is not taxed on the original issue discount

until the bond is redeemed or until he sells it, whichever occurs

earlier.

The corporation issuing the bonds on the other hand,

Is allowed to deduct the original issue discount over the life

of the bond.

This results In a nonparallel treatment of original

issue discount between the issuing corporation and the bond-

holder. The corporation deducts a part of the discount each year.

On the other hand, the bondholder is not required -.o report any of

the discount as income until he disposes of the bond.

Proposed Change

The Bill generally provides that the bondholder and the

issuing corporation are to be treated consistently with respect

to original issue discount. Thus, the Bill generally requires a bond-

holder to include the original Issue discount In income ratably over

the life of the bond. This rule applies to the original bondholder

as well as to subsequent bondholders.

Corporations issuing bonds in registered form would be

required to furnish the bondholder and the Government with an annual
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information return regarding the amount of original issue discount

to be included in income for the year.
AICPA Comments

We do not agree with section 413 of the Bill. We feel

that the proposed changes violate the well-established rules of

the cash method of accounting and further that they will add

to complexity and information reporting difficulties far out of

proportion to the problem which section 413 is designed to solve.

We should like to recomend an alternative solution to

the problem. We suggest that Code section 1221 be amended to exclude

from the definition of a capital asset all corporate nonConvertible

debt (sometimes referred to as "straight" debt). Such a provision

would make all gains and losses on sales of nonconvertible

corporate debt ordinary income or ordinary deductions, respectively.

Nonconvertible corporate debt is acquired by an investor for

the principal purpose of realizing a yield on the money invested.

It appears that the market value of nonconvertible corporate debt

obligations fluctuates in large measure with reference to prevailing

interest yields. Accordingly, it seems reasonable to tax as

ordinary income or allow as ordinary deductions gains or losses on

disposition of the obligations which are primarily mere adjustments

of yields.

We are cognizant of the fact that changes in market value

of nonconvertible corporate debt can also be attributable to a

change in the credit rating of the issuer, and it is true that it

might be appropriate to reflect this element as capital gain or loss.
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However, we feel on balance that the treatment of nonconvertible

corporate debt as a noncapital asset will eliminate or reduce

the importance of many complexities, including those resulting

from Code sections 171 and 1232.
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SECTION 4114 OF THE BILL--PROPOSED CODE SECTION 249

CORPORATE MERGERS--CONVERTIBLE INDEBTEDNESS REPURCHASE PREMIUMS

Present Law
Under present law, there is a question as to whether

a corporation which repurchases its convertible indebtedness at

a premium may deduct the entire difference between the stated

redemption price at maturity and the actual repurchase price.

The Internal Revenue Service takes the position that the

deduction is limited to an amount which represents a true

interest expense (i.e., the cost of borrowing and does not

include the amount of the premium attributable to the conver-

sion feature. This part of the repurchase is viewed by the

Internal Revenue Service as a capital transaction analogous to

a corporation's repurchase of its own stock for which no

deduction is allowable.' There are however, two court cases which

hold to the contrary in that they allowed the deduction of the

entire premium. Other court cases have been filed by

taxpayers to test the validity of the Service's position on

this matter.

Proposed Change

In order to clarify the treatment of premiums paid

on the repurchase by a corporation of its indebtedness which is

convertible into its own stock (or the stock of a controlling

or controlled corporation), the Bill provides that the amount

of the premium which may be deducted is to be limited to an

amount not in excess of a normal call premium for noneonvertible
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corporate indebtedness. The amount of the premium paid by the

corporation upon the repurchase is to be the excess of the

amount paid over the issue price of the indebtedness (plus

any amount of discount previously deducted and minus any amount

of premium previously reported as income).

It is further provided by the Bill that a larger

deduction may be allowed with respect to the premium where the

corporation can demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Secretary

or his delegate that the amount of the premium In excess of

that otherwise allowed as a deduction is related to the cost

of borrowing and is not attributable to the conversion feature

of the indebtedness. This exception Is designed to allow

for changes in the interest rates and to permit market and

credit conditions to be taken into account.

We support this proposed amendment to the Code.
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SECTION 421 OF THE BILL--PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO CODE
SECTIONS 301 and 305

TAX TREATMENT OF STOCK DIVIDENDS
Present Law

In its simplest form, a stock divide is Commonly

thought of as a mere readjustment of the stockholder's interest,

and not as income. For example, if a corporation with only common

stock outstanding issues more common stock as a dividend, no basic

change is made in the position of the corporation and its stock-

holders, No corporate assets are paid out, and the distribution

merely gives each stockholder more pieces of paper to represent

the same interest in the corporation.

On the other hand, stock dividends may also be used in

a way that alters the interests of the stockholders. For example,

if a corporation with only common stock outstanding declares a

dividend payable, at the election of each stockholder, either in

additional common stock or in cash, the stockholder who receives

a stock dividend is in the same position as if he received a

taxable cash dividend and purchased additional stock with the

proceeds. His interest in the corporation.is increased relative

to the interests of stockholders who took dividends in cash.

Under present law, the recipient of a stock dividend under these

conditions is taxed as if he had received cash.

Sometimes, by means of such devices as convertible

securities with changing conversion ratios, or systematic

redemptions, the effect of an election to receive cash or stock

can be achieved without any actual distribution of stock dividends,

and therefore without any current tax to the stockholders whose

interests in the corporation are increased.
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Proposed Change f
The Bill provides that a stock dividend is to be

taxable if one group of shareholders receives a distribution

in cash and there is an increase in the proportionate interest

of other shareholders in the corporation. In addition, the

distribution of convertible preferred stock is to be taxable

unless it does not result in such a disproportionate distribution.

The Bill also deals with the related problem of stock

dividends on preferred stock. Since preferred stock characteris-

tically pays specified cash dividends, all stock dividends on

preferred stock (except antidilution distributions on convertible

preferred stock) are a substitute for cash dividends, and all

stock distributions on preferred stock (except for antidilution

purposes) are taxable under the Bill.

We support this section of the Bill.
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SECTION 501(b) OF THE BILL--PROPOSED CODE SECTION 636

NATURAL REsOURCES - MINERAL PRODUCTION PAYMENTS

Present Law

A mineral production payment is a right to a specified

share of the production from a mineral property (or a sum of money

in place of the production) when that production occurs. Depending

on how a production payment is created, it may be classified as a

,carved-out production payment, or retained production payment which

may then be used in a so-called "ABC" transaction.

The use of carved-out production payments can be used to cir-

cumvent the limitations on the depletion deduction and the foreign

tax credit and to distort the benefits that the net operating loss

provisions were designed to provide. In addition, in ABC trans-

actions, taxpayers are able to pay off what is essentially a

purchase money mortgage with before-tax dollars rather than after-

tax dollars.

Proposed Change

The Bill provides in general that carved-out payments

and retained payments (including ABC transactions) are to be

treated as a loan by the owner of the production payment to the

owner of the mineral property.

In the case of a carved-out production payment, "he Bill

provides the payment is to be treated as a mortgage loan on %.e

mineral property (rather than as an economic interest in the property).

This treatment is not to apply to a production payment

carved out for exploration or development of a mineral property if,
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under existing law, gross income is not realized by the person creating

the production payment.

In the case of retained production payments (that is, the sale

of mineral property subject to a production payment), the Bill provides

that the production payment is to be treated as a purchase money

mortgage loan (rather than as an economic interest in the mineral

property).

AICPA Ccments

We recommend that an exception be mjAoi to the treatment

provided for In section 501(b) of the Bill fbr production payments

used to equalize the investment of participants in a unitization.

Producing properties are often unitized in the interest of

conservation of natural resources and more efficient production.

Some of the owners in a unit may have done more to develop

production than others. In order to recognize the greater invest-

ments of those who have already done more development work than

their share in the unit, adjustments have to be made when the unit

is organized. Sometimes these adjustments take the form of cash

payments which generally produce an immediate tax impact to the

recipient. Therefore, often those parties who have expended more

than their share of the costs of development are permitted to retain

a larger share of production from the properties until they have

recouped their excess investment. This has the effect of spreading

the adjustment over the period of time during which the funds are

realized from production and also will tend ,to allow greater percentage

depletion to the owner of the more highly developed properties and
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correspondingly less to the owner of the less developed properties.

The revenue is not hurt since the income is bound to be reported

by one of the participants or the other. Inasmuch as the unitization

of mineral properties ought to be encouraged because it leads to

more efficient and less expensive production, an exception for

production payments used in connection with poolings and unitiz tions

of mineral properties to adjust the pro rata investments of

participants seems justified.
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SECTION 501(c) OF THE BILL--PROPOSED AMENDN WNS TO CODE
SECTIONS 615 AND 617

NATURAL RESOURCES - MInG AND EXPLORATION'EXPENDI!URES

Present Lw

Present law allows a taxpayer to elect to deduct, without

dollar l citation, mining exploration expenditures (that is,

exploration expenditures for any ore or mineral other than oil or

gas) which are made prior to the development stage or the mine.

The availability of this deduction is limited to mines located in

the United States or on the outer continental shelf. When a mine

reaches the producing stage, the exploration expenditures previously

deducted are recaptured, generally by disallowing the depletion

deduction with respect to the mine.

A taxpayer who does not elect this unlimited mining

exploration expenditure deduction is allowed a limited deduction for

exploration expenditures (whether on domestic or foreign mines)

without the recapture rules applying. The total deduction under this

limited provision for all years may not exceed $400,000.

The allowance of a current deduction for exploration

expenditures without applying the recapture rules in the case of

expenditures for which the limited deduction is available provides

more generous treatment than in the case of most mineral producers

which are under the unlimited deduction provision.

Proposed Change

The Bill provides that the general recapture rules of

present law are to apply to mining exploration expenditures

which are deducted under the limited provision of present law.

Thus, a deduction will continue to be allowed for foreign or
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oceanographic explorations under the limited provision, but

the general recapture rules will apply with respect to these
expenditures.

AICPA Comments

Section 501(c)(1) of the Bill would amend Code

section 615 to provide that all expenditures after July 22, 1969,

to which section 615 applies would be subject to the recapture

provisions of Code section 617. Expenditures made prior to'

July 23, 1969, are included in determining the $400,000

limitation under section 615. Section 501(c)(2) of the Bill

would amend Code section 617 to permit in the case of foreign

and oceanographic explorations deductions to the extent the

expenditures do not exceed $400,OOO, reduced by the total of

expenditures previously deducted under Code sections 615 and 617.

We support the approach of the Bill. However, present

Code section 615(f) provides that a taxpayer who has elected either

section 615 or section 617 and has not revoked the election cannot

elect to apply the other section. The present Bill if enacted may

cause inequities to taxpayers who made an election under either Code

section 615 or section 617 whereas if they had known of the

proposed amendments., they might have elected otherwise.

Although the time within which to revoke the elections under

section 615 or section 617 has not yet expired (see section 615(e)),

provision should be made in the proposed amendments to protect

those taxpayers who have made elections. The amendments should

permit new elections to be made, 'and provide that this right does

not expire until after the final regulations with respect to the
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Bill section 501(c) amendments have been published in the

Federal Register (last day of the third month following publi-

cation, for example). The reason for such a lengthy period

of time to make the new election rests on the fact that the

new election should be made only after the taxpayer is fully

informed of the position the Internal Revenue Pervice may take

In the final regulations.
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SECTION 512 OF THE BILL--PROPOSO) AMENDMENTS TO CODE SECTIONS
1211 and 1212

CAPITAL LOSSES OF INDIVIDUALS

Present Law

Under present law, both' individual and corporate

taxpayers may deduct capital losses to the extent-of their

capital gains. In addition, if an individual's capital losses

exceed his capital gains, he may deduct up to $1,000 of the

excess loss against his ordinary income. Any remaining loss'

may be carried forward for an unlimited number of years and

deducted against ordinary income provided it is not offset by,

capital gains. On the other hand, where an individual has a

net long-term capital gain rather than a net capital loss, a

maximum of only one-half of the net long-term capital gain is

subject to tax.

If a husband and wife each have capital transactions

and a joint return is filed, their respective gains and losses

are treated as though they had been realized by only one tax-

payer and are offset against each other. On the other hand,

when both spouses have capital losses and file separate returns,

each spouse is allowed to deduct up to $1,000 of net capital

losses from ordinary income. Thus, by filing separately, a

married couple may receive a total capital loss deduction

against ordinary income of $2,000.

The present treatment of long-term capital losses is

inconsistent in the case of individuals with the treatment of

their long-term capital gains. Although a maximum of fifty'
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cants of each dollar of long-term capital gains is subject

to o, dnary tax, when capital losses exceed capital gains, the

excess loss is deductible dollar-for-dollar against ordinary

income (up to a maximum of $1,000).

In addition, when it is more advantageous to them,

married couples can file separate returns, be treated as two

separate taxpayers, and each be allowed to deduct up to $1,000

of capital losses from ordinary income. This treatment is

permitted even though married couples are generally treated as

one taxpayer. This treatment of losses tends to provide an

advantage for people living in communi y.property states because

all gains and losses from community property are attributable

in equal amounts to each of the spouses by operation of community

property law and, therefore, they are automatically eligible

for the benefit of the double, deduction. On the other hand,

spouses living in noncommunity property states must have

separate losses in order to claim this advantage-hencep they

must either sell assets held in their joint names or each must

sell his own assets.

Proposed Change

The Bill provides that only 50 percent of an

individual's long-term capital losses may be offset against

his ordinary income. (Short-term capital losses, however, would

continue to be fully deductible.) In addition, the deduction

of capital losses against ordinary income for married persons

filing separate returns is limited by the House Bill to $500 for each

spouse.

We support this section of the Bill.
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rEsentM Lem

Under present law, copyrights and literary, musical

or artistic compositions (or similar property) are not treated

as capital assets if they are hold by the person whose personal

efforts created the property (or by a person who acquired the

property as a gift from the person who created it). Thus,

any gain arising from the sale of such a book, artistic work

or similar property is treated' as ordinary income, rather than'

as a capital gain. Collections of papers and letters prepared

and collected by an individual (including papers prepared

for the individual), however,' are treated as capital assets.

Therefore, a gain from the sale of papers of this nature is

treated as a capital gain, rather than as ordinary income.

The rationale underlying the treatment provided

in present law for copyrights, artistic works and similar-

property in the hands of the person who created them (or in

the possession of a person who received the property as a

gift from the person who created it) is that the person is,+

in effect, engaged in the business of creating and selling the

artistic work or similar property.

The collections of papers and letters are essentially

similar to a literary or artistic composition which is created

by the personal effort of the t taxpayer and should be classified

for purposes of the tax law. in the same manner,
V'
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Proposed Change

The Bill provides that letters, memorandums and

similar property (or collections thereof) are not to be

treated as capital assets If they are held by a taxpayer

whose personal efforts created the property or for whom the

property was prepared or produced (or by a person who received,.

the property as a gift from such a taxpayer). For this purpose,

letters and memorandums addressed to an individual are considered

as prepared for him, Gains from the sale of these letters

and memorandums, accordinglys are to be taxed as ordinary

income, rather than as capital gains r

We support this section of the Bill.
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SECTION 514 OF THE BILL--PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CODE SECTION 1222

HOLDING PERIOD OF CAPITAL ASSETS

Present Law

Capital gains on assets held longer than six months

are considered long-term gains.

Proposed Change

The Bill provides that a long-term capital gain is

to be a gain from the sale or exchange of a capital asset held

for more than 12 months.

AICPA Comments

Admittedly, the proposed 12, month holding period Is

arbitrary. We do feel however, that it is desirable to lengthen

the six month period. We believe that a holding period beyond

six months would more accurately indicate the intention to invest

and thereby serve more closely Congressional intent that special,

tax treatment be afforded gains from investment as distinguished

from speculative gains. .
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SECTION 515 OF THE BILL--PROPOSED AbDMENT8 TO CODE SECTIONS 409,
403 and 72

CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSqE-TOTAL DISTEBI~TON RC8( QUALIFIEDE PENSION,.• P~~LANS ... . ..

Present Law

An employer who establishes a qualified employee pension,

profit-sharing, stock-bonus or annuity plan 'is allowed to deduct

contributions to the trust, or if annuities are purchased, the,

employer may deduct the premiums. The 'employer contributions tos

and the earnings of, a tax-exempt trust generally are not taxed

to the employee until the amount credited to his account are

distributed or "made available" to him. Retirement benefits

generally are taxed as ordinary income under the annuity rules

when the amounts are distributed, to the extent they exceed the

amounts contributed by the employee. Thus, employee contributions

to a pension, etc. fund are not taxed when received oindethese,

amounts were contributed from after-tax dollars of the emplO e.

An exception to the general rule of ordinary iabCO".

treatment of pension benefits, however, provides that if an

employee (except a self-employed person) receives his total accrued

benefits in a distribution within one taxable year on account of,

separation from service or death, the distribution is taxed as a

*, capital gain, rather than as otdinry ihcme. ,

If. part or alil of this total dietribution conslsts '.

of employer securities, the employee , is not ted on the net

unrealized appreciation in the sec'Uritit at the time of distrlstion

but instead only when the stock is subsequently sold by, thie etplo .

IN., . ,

':/, .4, .

............................................. . .. •...........
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The employee is taxed only on the portion of the employer securities

attributable to the employer's cost at the time of the contribution

to the trust. Furthermore, this portion Is taxed at-the long-term

capital gain rate, rather than at ordinary income rates.

The capital gain treatment of lump-sum pension distri-

butions was originally enacted in the Revenue Act of 194I2 as a

solution to the so-called bunched-income problem of receiving an

amount In 1 taxable year which had accrued over several years.

The capital gain treatment afforded lump-sum distri-

butions from qualified pension plans usually allows employees to

receive deferred compensation at a more favorable tax rate than

other compensation received for services rendered.

Proposed Change

The Bill limits the extent to which capital gain treat-

ment will be allowed for lump-sum distributions from qualified

employees' trusts made within I taxable year. Capital gain

treatment is to be limited to the amount of the total distribution

in excess of employer contributions.

The Bill also provides for a special 5-year "forward"

averaging of the amounts to be treated as ordinary income. The

taxpayer computes the increase in tax as a result of including

20 percent of the ordinary income amount of the distribution in

his gross income for the taxable year in which the total distri-

bution is made, and'then multiplies the increase in tax by 5'to
obtain his tax liability on the ordinary income portion. The Bill
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further provides that the taxpayer may recompute his tax on

the ordinary Income portion at the end of 5 years by adding

20 percent of the amount n the gross income in each of the

5 taxable years, and if this method results in a lower tax than.

previously paid, he is entitled to a refund.

We support this section of the Bill.
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SECTION 516(b) OF THE BILL--PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CODE SECTION 1231

CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES-CERTAIN CASUALTY LOSSES UNDER SECTION 1231

Present Law

Generally, under present law if the gains on the disposition

of certain types of property exceed the losses on this same type'

of property, in effect, the excess is treated as long-term capital

gain. On the other hand, if the losses exceed the gains, then the

net loss is treated as an ordinary loss. The types of property

subject to this provision generally are depreciable property and

real estate used in a trade or business and capital asset, which

are involuntarily converted.

An exception to this general provision is provided for

uninsured losses resulting from casualty or theft in the case of

property used in a trade or business (or capital assets held for

the production of income). These uninsured losses are deductible

in full against ordinary income rather than being required to be

netted with other gains and losses under Code section 1231.

The exception to the general section 1231 rule has led

to anomalous results. A business taxpayer with a casualty loss

on two similar business properties, one of which is insured and

one of which is not, is allowed to deduct the uninsured loss in

full against ordinary income and at the same time is allowed to

treat the gain on the insured property (the excess of the amount

of insurance received over his adjusted basis in the property)

as a capital gain. In other words, the gain and loss do not have

to be netted under section 1231. On the other hand, the netting

is required where the business taxpayer only partially (perhaps
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5 percent) insures a business property.

Another problem that has arisen under section 1231

is whether it is applicable to casualty losses on uninsured

personal assets.

Proposed Change

Casualty (or theft) losses on depreciable property

and real estate used in a trade or business and on capital assets

held for the production of income are to be consolidated with

casualty (or theft) gains on this type of property. If the

casualty losses exceed the casualty gains, the net loss, in

effect, will be treated as an ordinary loss (without regard to

section 1231). On the other hand, if the casualty gains exceed

the casualty losses, then the net gain will be treated as a

section 1231 gain which must then be consolidated with other

gains and losses under section 1231. This rule is to apply where

the casualty property is uninsured, partially insured or totally

insured.

The Bill also clarifies the fact that uninsured casualty

losses on personal assets are subject to the basic section 1231

provisions.

We support this proposed amendment to the Code.
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SECTION 516(c) OF THE BILL--PROPOSED CODE SECTION 1252

CAPITAL G0INS AND LOSSES-TRANSFERS OF FRANCHISES

Present Law

The substantial growth of franchising throughout the

United States In recent years his raised two significant problems-

first, whether transfers of franchises are sales or licenses or,

more particularly, whether the retention of powers, rights or a

continuing interest in the franchise agreement is significant

enough to preclude a sale; and, second, whether franchisors are

selling franchises in the ordinary course of business.

The first problem is not dealt with specifically under

present law, and must be resolved under general tax principles.

Although section 1221 of the Code deals with property held for

sale to customers, it does not appear that its relation to franchises

has been fully explored by the courts.

Since present law does not specifically deal with these

matters, and since there appears to be considerable diversity of

opinion among the courts as to whether the transfer of a franchise

constitutes a license or a sale and whether part or all of sale

of a franchise constitutes the sale of a capital asset, the Bill

attempts to clarify these problems.

Proposed Change

The Bill adds a new section to the Code providing that

the transfer of a franchise is not to be treated as a sale or

exchange of a capital asset or of property to which section 1231

applies, if the transferor retains any significant power, right

or continuing interest with respect to the subject matter of the

franchise.

$1-'Il 0 - 69 -- No. 16 .. Is
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The general rule is not to apply with respect to amounts

received or accrued, in connection with a. transfer of a franchise,

which are attributable to the transfer of all substantial rights

to a patent, trademark or trade name (or the transfer of an

undivided interest therein which includes part of all such rights),

to the extent the amounts are separately identified and are

reasonable in amount. These amounts, as is the case with the

transfer of a patent under Code section 1235, would be entitled

to capital gains treatment.

We support this proposed amendment of the Code.
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CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES-.EFFECTIVE DATE

General Comment

The effective date for the capital gain and loss

provisions of the Bill is generally July 25, 1969. This date

can impose serious tax penalties for those sales or dispositions*

which are made after July 25, 1969 pursuant to action taken prior

to that date. We therefore suggest that the effective date be

established at December 31, 1969, or, in the alternative,

eliminate from the provisions of the Bill any transactions to

which the seller was committed in writing on or before July

25, 1969. Further, we suggest that insofar as the repeal of the

alternative capital gains tax for individuals and the character

of the gain is concerned, collections or other dispositions in

connection with transactions in which the installment method was

elected should be treated as if they occurred on or before July

25, 1969.
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SECTION 521 OF THE BILL--PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO CODE SECTIONS 167 and 1250

REAL ESTATE DEPRECIATION

Present Law

Under present law, the first owner may take depreciation

allowances for real property under the double declining balance

method or the sum of the years digits-method. These rapid

depreciation methods generally permit large portions of an asset's

total basis to be deducted in the early years of the asset's useful

life. A subsequent owner is permitted to use the 150 percent

declining balance method which also provides more rapid depreciation

than straight line in the early years.

Deprecia.tion is allowed on the total cost basis of the

property (minus a reasonable salvage value), even though the

property was acquired with little equity and a lxge mortgage.

Net gains on sales of real property used in a trade or

business are, with certain exceptions, taxed as capital gains and

losses are treated as ordinary losses. Gain on the sale of buildings

is taxed as ordinary income to the extent of depreciation taken

on that property after December 31, 1963, if the property has been

held not more than 12 months. If the property has been held over

12 months, only the excess over straight-line depreciation is

"recaptured". That amount is reduced after 20 months, at the rate

of 1 percent per month, until 120 months, after which nothing is

recaptured.

The present tax treatment of real estate has been used

by some individuals as a tax shelter to escape payment of tax

on substantial portions of their economic income. The rapid
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depreciation methods now allowed make it possible for taxpayers

to deduct amounts in excess of those required to service the

mortgage during the early ife of the property.

Proposed Change

Under the Bill the most accelerated methods of real

estate depreciation (the 200 percent declining balance and the

sum of the years digitsaethods) are limited to new residential

housing. To qualify for such accelerated depreciation at least

80 percent of the income from the building must be derived from

rentals of residential units. Other new real estate, including

commercial and industrial buildings, is to be limited to the 150

percent declining balance depreciation method. In general the

new rules will not apply to property if its construction began

before July 25, 1969, or if there was a written binding contract

to construct the building before July 25, 1969.

Only straight line depreciation is to be allowed for

used buildings acquired after July 25, 1969. A special 5-year

amortization deduction is provided under certain conditions' in

the case of expenditures after July"24, 1969, however, for' the

rehabilitation of buildings for low-cost rental housing.

Finally, the Bill provides for' the recapture of the excess

-of accelerated. depreciation over straight line depreciation on

the disposition after July 24, 1969, of depreciable real property

(but only to the extent of depreciation taken after that date).

Thus, to the extent of this excess depreciation, the gain on the

sale of the real property will be treated as ordinary income rather

than as capital gin.

We support this section of the Bill.
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SECTION 541 OF THE BILL--PROPOSED CODE SECTION 1379

SUBCHAPTER S CORPORATIONS

Present Law

Subchapter S of the Code was enacted in 1958

to provide tax relief for small business corporations.

These provisions do not deal with employee retirement plans;

consequently, Subchapter S corporations may establish corporate

retirement plans for the benefit of shareholders who are also

employees of the corporation.

Prior to 1962, self-employed persons (proprietors and

partners) were not able to establish such plans to benefit them-

selves. In 1962, however, Congress enacted the Self-Employed

Individuals Retirement Act (H.R. 10), permitting self-employed

persons to be treated as employees of the businesses they conduct

so that they may be covered under qualified employees retirement

plans in much the same manner as their employees. These provisions,

though, contain certain specific requirements as to proprietors

and partners which limit contributions to 10 percent of the

proprietor's or partner's earned income, or $2,500, whichever

is less.

The H.R. 10 limitations on retirement income plans de-

scribed above do not apply to corporations.

Proposed Change

The Bill provides limitations, similar to those

contained in H.R. 10, with respect to contributions made by Sub-

chapter S corporations to the retirement plans for those individuals
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who are "shareholder-employees," defined as employees or officers

who own more than 5 percent of the corporation's stock. Under

the Bill, a shareholder-employee must include in his income the

contributions made by the corporation under a qualified plan

on his behalf to the extent contributions exceed 10 percent of

his salary or $2,500, whichever is less..

AICPA Comments

We strongly support the objective of achieving similarity

of tax treatment as between shareholders of electing corporations

and partners, If parallel treatment of retirement,

plans is required to attain this goal, it would be acceptable.,

However, we believe that the rules govrning self-employed retire-

ment plans presently are overly restrictive and that a change to

align the treatment of electing corporationswith them would be

a move in the wrong direction. Rather, we urge that the rules

governing self-employed retirement plans be amended to make them

more nearly comparable to those covering corporate executives.

Tn the event the principle of the Bill is accepted in

its present form by your Committee, we believe that modification

in the treatment of forfeitures should be included.

A separation will hive to be made between forfeitures

applicable to contributions made, while an electing small business

corporation, in years beginning prior to January 1, 1970 and

those forfeitures applicable to contributions made on or after that

date. This imposes an administrative burden on the trustees but

it is one thit is necessary to prevent a shareholder - employee

from receiving a greater contribution than allowable under proposed
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Code section 1379(b). An alternative plan which we suggest and

which could reduce this burden would be to allow forfeitures

to be credited to the shareholder-employee with any excess of

the aggregate share of forfeitures applicable to contributions

for years beginning after December 31, 1969 plus the share of

contributions for such years over the lesser of (A) 10% of

compensation or (B) $2,500 limitation being included in gross

income by the shareholder-employee.

In connection with forfeitures, the Bill simply

refers to forfeitures attributable to contributionss with no

mention made of the earnings (or loss) applicable to such

contributions. We believe that the term forfeitures should

apply to contributions adjusted for earnings (or losses)

since the dates of such contributions.

Proposed section 1379(c) prohibits carryover of

unused contributions from Subchapter S years to nonsubchapter

S years. Code section 404(a)(3)(A).should be amended to

conform.
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SECTION 8w. OF THE BILL--PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CODE SECTION 141

INCREASE IN STANDARD DEDUCTION

Present Law

Under present law, a taxpayer may deduct his personal

exemptions and also either his itemized deductions or the standard

deduction in order to determine his taxable income. The standard

deduction is the larger of the 10 percent standard deduction (10

percent of adjusted gross income) or the minimum standard deduction,

but in neither case may it exceed $1,000 ($500 in the case of a

married individual filing a separate return).

The 10 percent standard deduction was introduced in 1944

to reduce the complexity of the income tax for the vast majority

of taxpayers. Instead of keeping records of deductible personal

expenditures and itemizing deductions on their tax return more

than 82 percent of taxpayers were able to use the simpler standard

deduction when it was first introduced.

The combined effect of increased personal expenses and

rising incomes has reduced the proportion of taxpayers using the

standard deduction from over 82 percent in 1944 to an estimated

58 percent in 1969.

Proposed Change

Tt is desirable to simplify the preparation and auditing

of individual income tax returns by increasing the number of

taxpayers using the standard deduction. For this reason and to

provide tax reduction to middle-income taxpayers the

Bill increases the standard deduction to 15 percent with a $2,000

ceiling in three stages.
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The Bill provides that the standard deduction will be

13 percent with a $1,400 ceiling in 1970, 14 percent with a

$1,700 coiling in 1971 and 15 percent with a $2,000 ceiling in

1972.

We support this proposed amendment to the Code.
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SECTION 801 OF THE BILL--PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO CODE SECTIONS 3 and 141

LOW INCOME ALLOWANCE

Present Law

The minimum standard deduction was enacted by Congress

in 1964 to relieve from income tax persons with low incomes. While

the action taken in 1964 providing for the minimum standard deduction

provided some relief for low-income individuals, it still left

some 5.2 million returns at or below the recognized "poverty level"

who are still paying income taxes.

Proposed Change

The Bill supplements what in the past has been called

the '"minimum standard deduction" to raise the minimum amount of

exempt income for a family unit to $1,100, plus the number of $600

exemptions available to the family unit.

Under the bill for 1970, the new "low income allowance"

consists of an amount called the "basic allowance" (formerly known

as the minimum standard deduction) and the "additional allowance"

(the new feature added by this Bill). The basic allowance (as is

true of the minimum standard deduction under present law) generally

amounts to $200, plus $100 for each personal exemption allowed to

the taxpayer up to a total of $1,000.

Thus, in the case of a single person entitled to one

exemption the amount added to the $300 basic allowance is $800;

in the case of a family unit of two members, the amount added to

the $400 available under the basic allowance, is $700. As the

amount of the basic allowance increases (by $100 for each exemption),

the additional allowance added by this Bill (in order to maintAin

a uniform $1,100 of tax-free income per family unit) decreases (by $100)
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In 1970 only, the Bill provides a phase-out of the

low income allowance, to the extent it exceeds the present

minimum standard deduction. This excess is to be reduced by

$1 for each $2 that the taxpayer's gross income exceeds the

nontaxable income level. The phase-out is repealed after

calendar ye.r 1970.

We support this proposed amendment to ihe Code.
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SECTION 802 OF THE BILL--PROPOSED CODE SECTION 1348

MAXIMUM TAX ON EARNED INCOME

Present Law

Under present law, the individual income tax rates

reach a maximum of 70 percent for taxable income in excess of

$100,000 for single persons and $200,000 for joint returns.

The 70 percent rate is applicable to all taxable income other

than capital gains subject to the alternative rate of 25 percent.

The high rates are, in part, responsible for attempts

to shelter income from tax and gor the diversion of considerable

time, talent and effort into "tax planning" rather than

economically productive activities.

Proposed Change

The Bill provides that the maximum marginal tax rate

applicable to an individual's earned income is not to exceed

50 percent. This is, in effect, an alternative tax computation

for earned income under which earned taxable income in the taxable

income brackets where the tax rate would otherwise be greater

than 50 percent is subject to a flat 50 percent rate.

We support this section of the Bill.
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Testimony on H.R, 13270, Tax Reform Act of 1969

presented in the Interest of

Investors in Mutual Funds under Periodic-Payment Plans

by

Richard L. Goldman, Tax Counsel
Association of Mutual Fund Plan Sponsors, Inc.

to

Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C.

October 2, 1969

SUMMARY OF POINTS

A proposed Sec. 517 to needed In the Tax Reform
Bill, after other changes in capital gain treatment".

It is needed to avoid threat of two capital gain
taxes on one gain, and perhaps one tax on no gain. It Is
a perfecting amendment, Involving no revenue loss.

It would protect small and unsophisticated
investors who accumulate mutual fund shares under a periodic
payment plan (by which they may invest, for example, $25 a
month for a period of years).

When one investor liquidates his interest under
the plan (his shares being sold back to the issuing fund
by the bank custodian to give him his cash), his gain is
taxed to him, as is proper. But it may be taxed a second
time because the Investors are considered an "association"
equal to a corporation for tax purposes and the "association"
is regarded as having sold the fund shares and realized a
gain. The association, electing to be a "regulated invest-
ment company", should not be taxable on the gain because it
is distributed. But the gain Is threatened with being
treated as if not distributed, for technical tax reasons.
The second Fax would be borne In effect by the other, contin-
uinG investors not interested in the gain. A prior threat of
double tax was done away with in 1964, and Congress indicated
that one person's liquidating gain should not be taxed to
others.

In another instance, there could be a gain tax on
no Gain at all.

The perfecting amendment would abolish "association"
status for such investors. They are unrelated and the action
of one should not affect the tax status of the rest.
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Testimony on H.R. 13270, Tax Reform Act of 1969
presented by

Richard L. Ooldman, Tax Counsel
Association of Mutual Fund Plan Sponsors, Inc.

October 2, 1969

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman, and distinguished members of
the Committee, I appreciate the privilege of making
this Statement to you.

9

I am Richard L. oldmen. I am tax counsel
to the Association of Mutual Fund Plan Sponsors, Inc.
The Association is an organization of mutualfund
underwriters which sponsor periodic-payment plans for
the accumulation of mutual fund shares. Under each
plan, investors make monthly payments to accumulate
shares of a designated fund. Typically, an investor
may pay $25 a month for 10 years. The payments are
made to a bank custodian, which buys shares of the
Issuing fund from the fund and holds them for the
respective accounts of the Investors.

There are nearly 2,000,000 such investors.
Usually, they are small investors and unsophisticated ones.

NEED FOIR CORRECTIVE AMENE#4ENT

A perfecting amendment is needed because
these investors are threatened with two capital gin
taxes on one sin -- one of the taxe-e ing lev-,
sill mori"eiiiikably, on investors other than the one
who is entitled to the gain 7- and, conceivably, they
are threatened with one gains tax on no gain at all.

In a tax reform bill, there should be room
to reform such a situation. A draft of amendment is
submitted with this Statement.

NO REVENUE LOSS

No revenue loss would result, and no opposi-
tion has been encountered. We have submitted the draft
of amendment to the Treasury, and to Dr. Woodworth and
his staff. There has been some study by each office,
and we have responded to questions.
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NATURE OF THE INVESTORS'. TAX TRAP: "ASSOCIATION" STATUS

At present, periodic-payment investors, though
unrelated and having nothing in common, are lumped to-
gether for tax purposes as an "association" equivalent
to a corporation, required to file corporate returns and
subjected to certain corporate rules. The corporate
rules are Inappropriate, when applied here, and can lead
to unbelievably wrong results. This Is so even though
regulated investment company" treatment is elected

and should avoid such results.

For example, suppose that an investor wishes
to liquidate his Interest under the periodic-payment
plan. Let us assume his fund shares have a cost of $2,000
and present value of $5,000. He terminates his periodic-
payment program, ordering the bank custodian to sell his
shares back to the fund and distribute the proceeds to
him including his gain of $3,000. He is taxable on the
gain, of course, and rightly so. But the "association",
regarded as acting through the bank, has sold the shares
technically realizing a gain to it of $3,000. Tax on the
gain at the association level can be avoided, under the
so-called "pass-through" treatment allowed to a regulated
investment company, but only if the gain is honored as
having been distributed. This is because a regulated
investment company gets a deduction for distributions
paid (Code Sec. 852(b)(3)) so as to be taxed only on
§ains which are not distributed. Unfortunately, our
association" may not get this deduction even though the

gain actually Is distributed.

This would leave the gain subject to tax, not
only to the liquidating Investor, but again at the associ-
ation level to be borne by the other, continuing investors
who are not entitled to his gain.

Thus in 1964, it was suggested that the gain
could not be regarded as distributed -- that is, the
deduction would not be allowable to the association --
because the dIstribution, though actually made, was"preferential unless made pro rats to all the investors
under the periodic-payment plan Including those not en-
titled to the gain. It may be explained that the deduction
itself was conceived originally for "personal holding
company" purposes, and for those purposes was not to be
allowed if made "preferentially" to one shareholder instead
of all. (Secs. 41, 562.) But these rules have been
extended into the regulated Investment company area, to
afford pass-throuCh treatment. As extended into this area,
they work imperfectly. It seemed to do no good to suggest
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to the Service that one person's gain could not be
divided among the others as well, and that the others
had no gains which could be the subject to a pro rata
distribution to them, too. This, as just stated,
threatened to leave the liquidating investor's gain
taxable also to the other, non-liquidating investors.

That view seemed senseless. Indeed the last
Investor would have lost his entire investment through
taxes on other people's gains.

Fortunately, the Revenue Act of 1964 -- by
action initiated by this Committee -- corrected the
situation by adding to the Code Section 852(d), which
Rrovides against disregarding a distribution as
preferential" where an investor is liquidating his

interest under a periodic-payment plan.

The same problem has cropped Up again, In
another form It has been Indicated, at the Internal
Revenue rvtce, that the distribution to the liquidating
investor still may be disregarded, In spite of the 1964
legislative record reflecting, in no many words, Congress'
intention that a liquidating Investor's gain ts not to
be taxed to the continuing investors too.

The theory now suggested is that if the
liquidating investor owns, for example, 1% of all the
fund shares held under the periodic-payment plan, then
only 1% of his gain could be regarded as distributed to
him because (likening his case to that in a real corpora-
tion) there is a sort of redemption of his equity
interest in the "association" and, under rules applicable
to real corporations, when a corporation redeems a
fraction of its outstanding stock only the same fraction
of its profits can be regarded as distributed. The
balance remains on the books, for tax purposes, so as
to give rise to dividend treatment upon future distribu-
tion. This would mean, where periodic-gayment investors
in a mutual fund are imagined to be an association",
that M of the liquidating investor's gain would be
regarded as undistributed -- leaving that 99% subject to
tax at the association level as well as to the liquidating
investor, but this time to be borne by the other Investors.*

*1% of the dividends received during the year
by the "association" would have to be regarded as
distributed to the liquidating investor, too. He would
still get only capital gain treatment, under the analogy
to corporate stock-redemption rules., But this would mean
that although 100% of dividends received by the bank
custodian are distributed to the periodic-payment investors,a:5 reluire4 under the l n, the Imaginary association would

regarded as having I lsser amount In profits--so that the
excess of dividends over profits would have to be treated as
a return of capital, avoiding dividend tax.
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Thirdly. it has been suggested that an investor
merely withdrawing the fund shares credited to his
account -- that is, terminating his periodic-payment
program and taking out his fund shares in kind -- would
be terminating a sort of "stock" interest in the
association, this time for a distribution in kind, but
nevertheless equivalent to a stock redemption by a
real corporation. Under stock redemption rules (Code
See. 302)0 that would mean that he would be taxed on
the value of his fund shares in excess of his cost
basis -- on the appreciation in the shares he would be
withdrawing -. even though he would merely be in the
same position as shareholders directly holding shares
in the fund. He would not have cashed in his investment,
which might fall in value (or rise further), yet he
would be regarded as if he had closed out his investment
and be taxed.

Such threatened tax treatments do not comport
with economic reality; or with the public's understanding;
or with a sensible reading of the Internal Revenue Code
In light of Congress' underlying policies. They make
no sense, in short.

SOLUTION AMMODE BY M~l LHOPOSED AIMMtEN

These problems arise repeatedly. They arise
because of flaws in the law, as administered, growing out
of the Imagined assumption that total strangers have been"associating" with each other like people who knowingly
invest in a real Industrial corporation.

Our amendment would do away with "association"
treatment: the corporate rules would not apply.

Instead, each investor would be regarded as
owning his fund shares directly, through the bank custodian
as a mere nominee. It would be the same as if the shares
were held by a brokerage house in "street name", for the
Investor as real owner.

This would simplify the tax law, and --

(1) save the investors from threat of
unintended double taxes on capital gains, or
single taxes on no gains;

(2) save the Service from having to ad-
minister a technical maze of rules producing
no revenue; and

(3) conform the tax law to reality as
the public knows it, and to the policy intended
by COngress.
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WHY UNRELATED INVESTORS ARE TREATED AS A "ASSOCIATION"
The technical reason for treating periodic-

payment investors as an "association" equivalent to a
corporation is that the bank, serving as custodian
as required under S. E. C. rules, is regarded a if It
were a central management like the President and Board
of Directors of a real corporation.

In fact, the bank custodian does not manage
at all. The fund is specified in the prospectus of
the periodic-payment plan as the Investment medium
and it cannot be changed except, under B. 1. C. rules,
In an emergency.*

INVESTORS NOT TO BE RE-CLASSIEIED AFTER THE AMENENT

The proposed amendment would, If adopted,
prevent any imaginary form from being imputed to the
periodic-payment investors. No association or corporate
form would be Imagined, as already discussed. Also,
there would be no "partnership" or "trust".

This Is because our hope is to have done with
this imaginary-entity problem once and for all. We do
not want to have to come back and bother this Committee
a third time, having been here In 1963-64 and again now.

Also, In a very few cases the investors seem
to be regarded as a large group "trust". The Service view

* Such as failure of the mutual fund, or its
ceasing to offer shares. No change to a new fund could
be made for an Investor if he objected.

The sponsor company (that is, the underwriter
distributing shares of the fund under the periodic-payment
plan) contracts to make the fund's shares continually
available. If It fails to act, the bank has to step in.
The bank serves as a watchdog for Investors presumed to be
unable to act readily for themselves. The bank would have
to find another sponsor company or Itself act as sponsor;
or if the fund shares were no longer available to be
purchased, it would select a different fund -- giving
the Investor notice and an opportunity to object. An
objection would have to be honored. 0
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is that an investor liquidating his interest in such a
group trust can have a deductible loss even if he merely
withdraws his fund shares. This implies a threat that
he could have a taxable gain by merely withdrawing the
fund shares, even though he would not really be ending
his investment.

LIMITED SCOPE OF AMWEU4ET

The amendment is intended only for periodic-
payment plans for the purchase of shares of a single
mutual fund, not various funds. The amendment would
apply If some emergency requires discontinuing purchasing
shares of one fund, and switching to another.

But it would not apply to any so-called "fund
of funds" in which a portfolio is actively managed, and
which Is set up on a periodic-payment basis. There has
been indication of Treasury concern over this, and of
a desire to limit the scope accordingly. (Of course,
In our usual case, a single fund Is designated in the
prospectus and S. S. C. rules would prevent shifting to
other funds on an actively-managed basis.)*

RFECIY DATES.

The proposed perfecting amendment should apply
In 1969, to do the Job best.

No taxable event would result from enactment
of the perfecting amendment. Periodic-payment investors
would no longer be regarded as In a plan association"
for tax purposes. But there would not be any actual
event, of liquidating the "association", so as to give
rise to tax.

PLACE OF AMIIENENT IN THE BILL

The perfecting amendment could be added as Sec.

* Rev. u. 68-633, 1968-50 I. R. B. 15.
Similarly, the amendment should not apply

where the Investment medium of the periodic-payment plan
is a managed portfolio of Industrial stocks. A few mutual
funds are set up on this basiss rather than as a corpora-
tion, and there Is no occasion to change their tax treatment.

However, there are a few plans for the accumula-
tion of shares of a designated industrial corporation,
specified in the governing prospectus. (Sponsors of such
plans are not members of our Association.) Covering those
l ans in this amendment appears appropriate, and has,
therefore, been provided.
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517 of the Tax Reform Bill, Immediately after "Other
Changes in Capital Gain Treatment" (Sec. 516s at page
3o0).

That positioning would
the corrective effect will be on

-END-

be appropriates since
capital gain treatment.

*1
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TEXT OP AMEND)IKM

SC. 517o PErIODIC PAYMT PLNS TO INVMT IN MUTUAL FUNDS.

(a) Section 852 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
(relating to special rules for the income tax treatment of
regulated investment companies and their shareholders) Is
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
subsection:

"(e) For purposes of this title:

"() the terms 'corporation,' 'partnership,' and
'trust' shall not be construed to mean or Include a
unit investment trust (as defined in the Investment
Company Act of 194O)--

"(a) which Is registered under said Act and
Issues periodic payment plan certificates (as
defined in said Act), and

"(b) substantially all of the assets of which,
or of each series of which, consist of securities
issued by a management company (as defined in said
Act) or issued by a single other corporation;

"(2) notwithstanding that such assets shall be
held by and/or registered in the name of (or In the
name of a nominee of) a trustee or custodian,
contemplated by section 26(a)(15 of said Act, each
holder of an interest In such unit investment trust,
to the extent of such interest, shall be regarded
as owning such assets directly through such trustee, or
custodian, as mere nominee acting on behalf of such
holder;

"(3) the basis of such assets to such holder
shall be the same as that of such interest; and

"(4) In determining the period for which such
holder has held such assets, there shall be included
the period for which he held such interest if such
assets have the same basis, in whole or In part, In
his hands as such interest under paragraph (3) of
this subsection."

(b) Effective Date. The amendments made by
subsection (a) shall apply with respect to taxable years of
such unit investment trust ending after December 31, 1968
and with respect to taxable years of such holder in which
such ending date shall be included. No taxable event shall be
deemed to result from such application.
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I'INALDO AND ASSOCIATES
3004 EAST SEVENTH ST.

LONG BEACH. CALIF.
PMONq.43.1040 .

Our f4r= prepares tax returns for 10,000 middle income

taxpayers per year.. :Bued on the proposed 1969 Tax Reform

PI (HR 13270) our clients would receive only a very limited

tax relief by the increase in the standard deduction* Narther

using the statistics available through the Internal Revenue

Service the average taxpayer who itemized deductions would

receive no benefit, in either simplicity of filing or in

reduction of taxes.

Description of Statistical Techniques Used

Using an IM 1130 computer all d-.ta on all our clients

was analysed according to the effect of the adoption of the
proposed standard deductions Ovr clients are divided according

to adjusted gross income as follows:

0- 1000 0,5% 12000-13000 5.8%
1000- 2000 2.0 0% 13000-14ooo 5.6

200- 3000 3.4% 14000-15000 7.5%
3000- 4000 3. 0 15000-16000 1.50%

4000- 5000 4.7% 16000-17000 2,8%

5000- 6000 8.1% 17000-18000 3.9%
6000- 7000 8.5% 18000-19000 3.5%
7000- 8000 9o1, 19000-20000 3.0%

8000- 9000 5.6, 20000-21000 15%

9000-10000 4,3% 21000-22000 0.5%

10000-11000 5,0, 22000-23000 1 .,2%

11000-12000 5%3 23000-24000 1.2%
24000 plus 2.1%
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RINALDO AND ASSOCIATES
3004 EAST SEVENTH ST.

LONG BEACH. CALIF.

PHONE 436.1040

Data cards for all clients were analyzed to determine the

number of clients who used the percentage standard deduction in

1969. This represented 7.2, of all clients. Using the same

data cards from 1969 we analysed the number of clients who

would have used a 13)(1400,-maximum) standard deduction.

The percentage thus using the standard deduction encreased

from 7.2e to 9.05. Using the same method we det.erriined the

percentage of clients who would use the 14%(3170O#-maximum)

standard deduction. The.percentage thus using the standard

deduction would be l.7',% Finally we anealyzed the number

of clients who would have used the 15%(C2000.-) standard

deduction. The resultant percentage was 18.2%

According to our data their would be a cross over of 11% of

our clients from itemized deductions to the new 15% standard

deduction, all other data remaining constant.

Using the same data cards we then computed the total

income tax, before credits and surtax, paid by all our clients

In 1969. This total tax figure was S9,578,280,-

We then proposed the same question allowing for the 15%(C2000.)

standard deduction where such deduction would be greater than

that used In 1969. In other words projected the tax revenue

from our clients for 1972 under section 801: HR 13270.

The total revenue, before credits anM surtax, would be $9,480,180.
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RINALDO AND ASSOCIATES
3004 EAST SEVENTH ST. -

LONG BEACH. CAUI.
PM@NM 430-1040

The difference would represent less than one percent tax

reduction for our total clients* rt should further be noted

that the treasury statistics based on adjusted gross Income

broken dovm into categories as follows $5-A1 $6- 1 $T-8;

$8-9M; $9-10U; $10-15! '15-20U; $20-509; and 250-.10CK

all had average itemized deductions greated than 15%,

Therefore we recommend to the Commtte that the tax rates

for individuals See, 804 be retained In order that the middle

income tax payer receive some limited tax relief from the

1969 Tax Reform Law.

•R
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MR. CHAIRMAN:

MY NAME IS ERNEST GIDDINGS. I AM LEGISLATIVE

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE NATIONAL RETIRED TEACHERS ASSOCIATION.

AND THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS. ACCOMPANYING

ME IS MR. PETER HUGHES, ALSO LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE OF

OUR TWO ASSOCIATIONS WHICH CONSIST OF AN INDIVIDUAL MEMBER-

SHIP NATIONWIDE OF APPROXIMATELY 1,800,000 OLDER PERSONS.

THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON PUBLIC EMPLOYEE RETIRE-

MENT SYSTEMS HAS ALSO AUTHORIZED ME TO SPEAK FOR THEM TODAY

IN BEHALF OF AN UPDATING OF THE RETIREMENT INCOME TAX

CREDIT, SECTION 37 OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE.

A NUMBER OF GROUPS OF RETIREES WERE NOT COVERED BY

SOCIAL SECURITY DURING THEIR WORKING YEARS. INCLUDED

WERE MANY TEACHERS IN FOURTEEN STATES, POLICE, FIREMEN,

CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES, AND SOME OTHER CLASSIFICATIONS.

GENERALLY, THEREFORE, I AM SPEAKING IN BEHALF OF THESE

GROUPS AT THIS TIME.

MR. CHAIRMAN, WHEN YOUR COMMITTEE AND THE CONGRESS ENACTED

SECTION 37, THE RETIREMENT INCOME TAX CREDIT SECTION OF

THE REVENUE CODE IN 1954, YOU REMOVED AN OUTSTANDING INEQUITY

IN THE TAX TREATMENT BETWEEN TAX-EXEMPT SOCIAL SECURITY AND

RAILROAD RETIREMENT AND NON-EXEMPT RETIREMENT INCOME. WHEN

YOU UPDATED SECTION 37 in 1962, YOU AGAIN PRESERVED THE
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PRINCIPLE OF EQUAL TAX TREATMENT OF VARIOUS FORMS OF

RETIREMENT INCOME. SINCE THIS ISSUE HAS NOT BEEN BEFORE

YOUR COMMITTEE FOR SIX YEARS, I WILL DEVOTE THE NEXT FEW

PARAGRAPHS TO THE EARLY HISTORY AND ORIGIN OF THE TAX

CREDIT. . .

ORIGIN OF RETIREMENT INCOME TAX CREDIT IN 1954, CONGRESS

ADDED TO THE TAX LAWS THE RETIREMENT INCOME TAX CREDIT.

AS INDICATED IN THE REPORT MADE ON THE BILL AT THAT TIME.

THE CREDIT WAS ADDED BECAUSE --

"UNDER EXISTING LAW BENEFITS PAYABLE UNDER THE SOCIAL

SECURITY PROGRAM AND CERTAIN OTHER RETIREMENT PROGRAMS

OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ARE EXEMPT FROM INCOME TA f.

YOUR COMMITTEE BELIEVES THAT THE TAX-EXEM&T STATUS

OF SUCH BENEFITS DISCRIMINATES AGAINST PERSONS RE-

CEIVING RETIREMENT PENSIONS UNDER OTHER PUBLICLY

ADMINISTERED PROGRAMS, SUCH AS TEACHERS, AS WELL

AS AGAINST PERSONS WHO RECEIVE INDUSTRIAL PENSIONS

OR WHO PROVIDE INDEPENDENTLY FOR THEIR OLD AGE."

IN VIEW OF THIS SITUATION, CONGRESS PROVIDED A CREDIT AGAINST

TAX WHICH IN EFFECT ALLOWED AN EXEMPTION OF RETIREMENT INCOME

(AT THE FIRST TAX BRACKET RATE) PATTERNED ALONG THE LINES

OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS WHEN PAYABLE, BUT AVAILABLE

TO INDIVIDUALS ONLY TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY DO NOT RECEIVE

SOCIAL SECURITY, RAILROAD RETIREMENT, OR OTHER SIMILAR TAX-

EXEMPT FORMS OF INCOME.

-2-
!16
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THE FORMS OF RETIREMENT INCOME ELIGIBLE FOR THIS

CREDIT ARE PENSIONS AND ANNUITIES,. INTEREST, RENTS AND

DIVIDENDS.

EQUAL TAX TREATMENT AGAIN PURPOSE THE RETIREMENT INCOME

TAX CREDIT WAS UPDATED LAST IN 1962. AS A RESULT OF THE

AMENDMENT PASSED BY THE CONGRESS AT THAT TIME, A BASE OF

$1,524 WAS ESTABLISHED FOR COMPUTATION OF THE RETIREMENT

INCOME TAX CREDIT.

THE FIGURE OF $1,524 WAS DETERMINED BY YOUR JOINT

COMMITTEE ON INTERNAL REVENUE TAXATION AS THE MAXIMUM

PRIMARY SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFIT AVAILABLE TO ANY INDIVIDUAL

UNDER THE SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAM AT THAT TIME.

SINCE THE LAST AMENDMENTS TO THE RETIREMENT INCOME

CREDIT IN 1962, A NUMBER OF INCREASES HAVE BEEN MADE IN

SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS. AS A RESULT, THE RETIREMENT

INCOME CREDIT NO LONGER PROVIDES EQUAL TAX TREATMENT FOR

THOSE WHO MAY BE RETIRED UNDER GOVERNMENT OR PRIVATE PENSION

SYSTEMS OR MAY MAKE PROVISION THROUGH INVESTMENT INCOME FOR

THEIR OWN RETIREMENT.

SPECIFICALLY, THE 13 PER CENT INCREASE IN SOCIAL SECURITY

BENEFITS IN 1967 ADDED TO A FEW LESSER INCREASES BETWEEN

1962 AND 1967 JUSTIFY AN AMENDMENT TO THE TAX CODE, THIS YEAR,

TO PERMIT COMPUTATION OF THE CREDIT ON THE INCREASED BASE.

-3-
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BASIC CHANGE TO AGAIN EQUALIZE THE RETIREMENT INCOME

CREDIT WITH THE SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS, THESE CHANGES

SHOULD BE MADE:

FIRST, THE MAXIMUM AMOUNT OP INCOME WHICH MAY QUALIFY

AS RETIREMENT INCOME SHOULD BE RAISED FROM $1,524 TO

$1,872 A YEAR. THIS LATTER FIGURE CORRESPONDS IDENTICALLY

WITH THE MAXIMUM PRIMARY BENEFIT NOW AVAILABLE UNDER THE

SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAM. TO DETERMINE THE MAXIMUM RETIRE-

MENT CREDIT, THE $1,872 IS MULTIPLIED BY 15 PER CENT. THUS,

THERE WILL BE A MAXIMUM CREDIT OF $280.80 PER PERSON AS

CONTRASTED TO $228.10 UNDER PRESENT LAW.

REDUCTION DUE TO EARNED INCOME THE REDUCTION MADE IN

THE RETIREMENT INCOME CREDIT ON ACCOUNT OF EARNED INCOME

SHOULD BE CHANGED TO CORRESPOND WITH THE CHANGES MADE

IN THE EARNED INCOME REDUCTION PROVIDED IN THE SOCIAL SECURITY

LAW. THUS, WHILE UNDER PRESENT LAW, EARNINGS BETWEEN $1,200

AND $1,700 A YEAR REDUCE THE TAX CREDIT BY ONE DOLLAR FOR

EVERY TWO DOLLARS EARNED; UNDER A TRUELY CONFORMING AMENDMENT,

EARNINGS BETWEEN $1,680 AND $2,880 REDUCE THETAX CREDIT BY

THE SAME FORMULA, NAMELY, BY ONE DOLLAR FOR EVERY TWO DOLLARS

EARNED.

RIBICOFF AMENDMENT WILL RESTORE EQUAL TAX TREATMENT SENATOR

ABRAHAM RIBICOFF, ON SEPTEMBER 29, 1969, INTRODUCED A BILL WHICH

WILL RESTORE TAX EQUITY TO THOSE PERSONS WHO DEPEND UPON

-I'-
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PUBLIC PENSIONS OR OTHER FORMS OF RETIREMENT INCOME IN LIEU

OF SOCIAL SECURITY OR RAILROAD RETIREMENT.
THE RIBICOFF BILL IS DESIGNED TO REMOVE THE DISCRIMINATION

WHICH HAS ARISEN GRADUALLY AS CHANGES HAVE BEEN MADE IN

THE SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAM WITHOUT CORRESPONDING CHANGE.9

IN THE RETIREMENT INCOME (.hEDIT.

MR. CHAIRMAN, S. 2968 DOES NO MORE AND NO LESS THAN

TO AGAIN ADJUST COUNTERPART SECTION 37 PROVISIONS TO CONFORM,

WITH EXISTING SOCIAL SECURITY LAWS.

S. 2968 WOULD INCREASE THE RETIREMENT INCOME CEILING

FROM $1524 TO $1,872 THUS CONFORMING IT WITH THE PRESENT

SOCIAL SECURITY PRIMARY BENEFIT CEILING. IN THE MOST EXTREME

CASE, THIS WOULD MEAN AN ADDITIONAL TAX CREDIT OF $52.70,

BUT, GENERALLY, THE CREDIT WOULD AMOUNT TO APPROXIMATELY

ONE-HALF OF THAT FIGURE. FURTHERMORE, WITH THE GREAT

INCREASE IN SOCIAL SECURITY COVERAGE, THE NUMBER OF PERSONS

USING THE RETIREMENT INCOME CREDIT IS CERTAIN TO DECLINE

YEAR BY YEAR.

IN SUMMARY, I WOULD POINT OUT THAT WHILE THE DOLLAR

BENEFIT IN S. 2968 IS IMPORTANT TO EVERY RETIRED PERSON,

THE PRINCIPLE OF TAX EQUITY UNDER THE TAX LAWS OF OUR NATION

IS OF EQUAL IMPORTANCE AND THE PASSAGE OF S. 2968 WILL

AGAIN REASSURE RETIRED PERSONS THAT NONE OF THEM ARE

GOING TO BE DISCRIMINATED AGAINST BY THE TAX WRITING COMMITTEES

OF THE CONGRESS.

THE NATIONAL RETIRED TEACHERS ASSOCIATION AND THE

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS RESPECTFULLY URGE

-5-
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YOUR COMMITTEE TO ADOPT S. 2968, INTRODUCED BY

SENATOR*R IBiCOFF.

144

-6-
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'STAT1IW OF JOHN F. ORIINR, NATIONAL PRWIIDKT
ANUICAN FIN)RATMN OF GoVt)(T 3ILOES
BUME THE SKATE (KITT ON FANGE ON

H.R. 13270'THE TAX RUOHN ACT OF 1969, PROPOSING
THE E PTIO FM0 3IC12 TAX OF CIVIL SERVICE A3OITIR

OCOB5 2, 1969

In the nie of the American Federation of Goverment Wayee, I wish

to express gratitude to the distinguished Chalman of the Senate Comittee on

Fnace and to its other umber& for this opportunity to testify an the important

subject. of tax refom as it affects Federal employees.

Our organization which now has more than 320,000 dues-paying ber and

which represents more than 560,000 Federal employees in exclusive recognition units,

is composei, of course, of taxpayers. Every oe of our umer.s has the Federal

income tax deducted at the time he receives his Federal pay chock.

These employees have become increasingly aware that certain major inequi.-

ties, certain vestiges of serious tax injustice, continue to exist in current tax

practices. These Injustices exist in our general tax policy they also exist in

specific discrimination and selective in u~tce suffered by Federal employees,

especially in the continuing unfair Fed6ral practice of income taxes levied on thoir

Civil srice annuities.

Tour Commttee has already rcc€ovod teatimW from George meany, the

President of the American Federation o: Lsbor and Congress of Industrial OrgaAiza-

tiona, regarding certain grave injustices in our general Federal tax policy, especi.

ally the failure of the "loophole sot", as L~e cescribod them, to bear their"fair

TI 11 61 ALL TIAT WItl1 1S01 CARI 0 111 ITSELF
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share of the. tax burden. As a member of the American Federation of Labor and

Coagresa of Industrial Organizations, we endorse the position taken by Mr. aWV

and associate ourselves with him. For the sake of brevity, however, I shall not

dwell upon or repeat what he has already said and I shall restrict PW commnt.

to those matters which he did not touch but which are of especial significance to

us.

Tax justice, like every other kind of justice, must be based on the

principle that the persons affected wil1bo granted equitable treatment in Iv

and in practice. Whatever the law grants to one class of citizens, the same

should be granted, in similar anner, to all comparable classes.

Morever, tax justice, like every other kind of justice, should reflect

the general standards and norms of contemporary society. As we know, in our

society it has been accepted that it would be improper to place a heavy taxation

burden on persons who are on the fringe of poverty.

Yet I not come before you today vo inform you that these noble precepto

of our contemporary society arc not bc:.- crred out in the case of more than

870,000 human beings who were either Feaeral employees and are now retired or who

are the survivors of Federal employees.

Annuitant beneficiaries of the Social Securtj system, for example, arid

of the system established by the Railway Ra tirement Act pay no income tax whate,-

ever on their annuities. Yet restred Feda- 1 e plalyij and their survivors aust

pay this tax in full on that portion of t annuities which is derivud from co,-

tributiona by their Federal employer.

Our organization favors) of co=5ce, the cxomptions granted so vice).y by

our government to pensionor6 of .hc ioc~ia security u.f, A. Whon one lohs at tho

amounts of these pensions, it is olotiouz v.at this i& c humane and just co.irso for

our nation to poaue.
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our orgamisatonm likdue favors and supports the provisions of the'

failva Raetirment Act. We are pratifled that the Cogress spefily ezempted,

all incom received by these nuitants from incO tazatiM.

We mest ask yeu, however, the following question. Are n& annuitants.-

under the Civil Service Betirmat system entitled to the sa idnd of humane and

vise consideration from their Congress and from their Federal govaswt'as beme-.

ficiaries of the Social Security system and the Railwq Retrvmct Act?

In our. Jpient, te t aen i1 obvious: ye". ,y

Iet iaLook qt theaoe

Participation In the Social Security stem is mandatory for all categories

of persons covered. Participation in the Railvay Retimet Act is also mandatory.

But so is participation in the Civil Service system.

The Civil Service system, just like the Social Security and the Railwy

Raetirept system, is a mandatory system. It is not a voluntary system.

Bven though the mandatory payroll deductions from earnings in the Civil

Service System are teahaelU called "crntributinsO,, the fact Is that the dedco-

tios ar =Aatoor for both the *lq and the e~ler.

If us vere to call thin by %heir right n , we nst recogpie that

these "oontributiom" ae in fact a tax. And, as you knewm, der the ters of

another DI before the Senate, the rate of these mandatoxy contributionn t mI

soon be raised from 6.5 respetively by e*vIqe and eprqer to 7.0% each. Thni-e

fore, the current total tox of 130$ of payrol ma soon be 1h.0%. This compare.

with a total current tax In the Social Seurity system of only 9.6% of paroll,

shared eqa~ At 4.8% each by alqer and espcwse.

9 As these facts show, on. can rea!4 Ilacd no meolzigtu lego distinctiom

between the three system, Soclh:. Security, ..maw Retirement, an Civil Service sio

far as mandatory contributions are c=cer.oa or the financial sharig of the burdnm

by the evpolsr and ocilqee. T;, -Lvm Service annaltant mst par an ncwo
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tax -n that portion derived from the Federal employer's "contribution".

we believe this is discrimination, discrimination unw worthy of our con-

temporary society with its great emphasis on equal rights.

There are some persons who h~ve been saying that Giv~ilSrvics annuitants

are in such a favorable economic position that they do not ned tax Justice, that

they do not need tax relief.

I wish those people were right.

But tIy are very, very wrong.

The mout recent coprehensive figures, compiled by the Civil Service Corn

mission, show that on June 30p 1968, almost 100,000 Federal employee annitants and

survivor annuitants received less than $50.00 a month in anuities. This In Is"

than 360.00 a year. Moreover, this amount we subject to income tax.

The statistics also show that 276,073 employee annuitants and survivor

annuitants received less than $100.00 a month. This is less then $1,200.00 a

year. Moreover, this vs subject to income tax.

Almost 400,O00 asgloee and survivor annuitants received less than $150.00

per month, or les than $1,800.00 per year. Tis too was subject to income tax.

Of the total number of 8n,0 persons on the Civil Servic.o retirement

rolls an that date, 51,863 received leso than $200.00 per month, or lesa than

2,4.0000 per year. Moreoverp the overuelneing mmer of then persons had wives

or other dependents. Yet, the annuities were subject to income tax.

Other people hW argued that this is largely th Inheritance from the

past and that the ecorm.o conditions of Federal amployees currently entering the

annuitant roll 41" bh better.

Again, I mt state that they are very, very wrong. Aain, I say, let

us look at the facts, let us look at the statistics of those Federal employssa

a survivors nmly added to the annuity rolls in fisal year 168.
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During the fiscal year 1968, the following persons were added to the

rolls

A. - 19,262 widows, with an average age of 61.2 years, who receive an average

annuity of $138.00 per month or $1,656.00 per year. On this incme, these

widows paid an income tax.

B. 10,347 children, with an average age of l14.6 years, who received an aver-

age anuity of $50.00 per month, or $600.00 per year. On this income, the

parent or guardian had to pay income tax.

C. - 52,579 employee anitant s, with an average age of 60.3 years, who re-

ceived an average annuity of $291.00 a month or $3,492.00 per year. The

very great majority of these employee annuitants, totallY 35,0 had wives

and other dependents. Yet their annuities were subject to income tax.

Distinguished members of this Senate Condttea, that Is the very sad pic-

ture of the financial state of affairs of those Federal employees and survivor

annuitants who came onto the rolls of the ivil Service annuity ystam for the

first tine in fiscal year 1968.

Yet everyone of these persons must pay income tax on that portion of his

or her retirement income which comes out of funds contributed by the employer.

In v presentation, I have cbosen up to nov only the most representative

statistics in order to Illustrate the injustice suffered by Federal annuitants as a
class. I could have chosen, of cotws, large nmbers of cases of a tar more pathetic

and pitiable nature. Tbhre are, for example, over 1,000 widows with an average oge

of 75.2 years who receive agund total of .$1.00 per month, or $612.00 per year.

There are, for example, widows over 75 years of age who receive $31.00 per month,

or exactly $1.00 per day. Their total amu4l inoe is thus $365.00. et, this

is subject to income tax.

I shall not burden you here ..th more statistics and examples. Instead,

I request your permission to place into the record four tables giving the factor.
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The first table shoe the grand total of all annuitanta on the Civil Service re-

tiraent roles as of June 30, 1968, by monthly rates of annuity. The second table

show the total nmber of survivor annuitants PA of that date. The other two tables

show the numbers of employee annuitanto and survivor annuitants added to the Civil

Service retired t roles during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1968.

SMOMAR AND CONCLUSION

A comparison of the Social Security, the Railway Retmrent Act and the

Civil Service retiremmt systems shows that, although all are mandatory, the Civil

Service employee suffers discrimination because his annuities are subject to income

tax payment on income derived from contributions of the Federal eployer.

An analysis of the annual income of both the Civil Service employee and

survivor annuitants reveled that an overwhelming majority are living at the poverty

level. Children are receiving $600.00 per year as total income sam widow's, agod

75 and over, are receiving as little as $36.00 annually or me dollar per day.

Over 53.4$000 annuitants receive less than $200.00 per month and many of these must

support wives end other dependents.

The precepts of tax justice require that ee extend to Civil Service annui-

tatts the same tax policy that now applies to Social Security and Railway Retirmnt

At annuitants . total exawtion frm all incarse tax.

In the name of the American Federation of Govenmnt Eployees, I again

petition you to remove this vestige of tax discr.iination which has been endared t,-

lxr. by omr retired Federal amployoeo, by their dependents and by their zurvivorx.

'Me great majority of them are now living t or near the poverty level and they are

in urgent need of tax relief.

In conclusion, I wish again to express . appreciation for the kind coutu s

yru have sho to PV orgElaniaaoa by allo4ntg'e to appear before you today and for

thu Thou-ht and deliberation yo V Yr. be ,±vizZ to my petition.
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Annxes:

Table I. Nuer of nV e nzuitantb ad survivor annuitants m the
t rol U of Jme 30, L98 by vmth rates of annuity

Table 2 .Swftvor Mmitt t on ,Ae rotim t roll as of June 30s 3968

Table 3 - bola m nv4t added to the retimmt roll during the fio-
al Year aed Jne 30,. 1968

Table 4j - Sur'vivor airnultantsadded to the retirmunt roll during the fis-
Cal Year m~ed June 30, 196
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STRTW3NT TO 1HS COmHIT3 ON FINAMC
UN1TD TATS SMw$

BY
THWHS 0. WAITEEM, PRZSPT

NTIZONAL ASSOCIATION OP UIIRED CIVIL V M S

October 2, 1969

The, Nationul Association of Retired Civil bployeoee ad Which

Thomas 0. Va4Lters is President, is a 486year old non.Woofit and inoorporated

organization whose 135,000 plum members ore retirees of the United States

Government Civil service.

The Cmmittee in urged to consider, in its deliberations on tax

treoatuent of the elderly, the following items:

- kemption of the elderly from any surcharge tax,

- twolusion from the gm. income of the first $5000 for a family

and the first $3600 for a single person received as Civil Service

annuity from the United States. Government or any agency thereof.

* Re-establishment of the provision to deduct drug and medical

esxapoes for persons 6S years and older. (Deleted in 1967).

5. 1564 Introduced by former Senator Nverett McKinley Dirkese

and now before this committee provides for this restoration for

income tat purposes.

* Amendment of Medicare to provide for the payment of prescription

drugs outside.of-hospitol.

* mendment of Medicare to provide that provisions (a) and (b)

be made available to all Federal annuitants cnd their survivors.

(Znd)
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STATMWN TO TH CcOl?"fT Oil FD W
uNIT STATES I

T , . VaLTu, YmSUZUiW
RZOIIA, MUOCrATIOU OF iurW CZV& 3l013IM

October 2, 1969

Honorable Russell Be Lon
Cirm n, Committee on Flnane
United States Senate
Washington, D, C, 20510

Mr. ChOirmn md lmbers of the Committee:

My name to Thomas 0, Walters, resident of the National Association of

Retired Civil 9mployem (RARCK), This organiotien wa f6med februay 19,

1921, md ham been in continuous operation since that date* Ve mmu hew

over 135,000 members with more than 1100 chapters in every State in the

Union, Puerto Rico, Canal Zone, mad the Philippines, Our membership is made

up exclusively of retirees from the FederXl Government and their survivors,

and I appear this morning on behalf of ou membership plus all other Civil

Service amnuitamts and their dependents in the interest of tax reforms

which relate to the treatent of these retired people.

As near as humaly possible, equalization of tax benefits has been the

goal of our Orgalization for many. yeare, and I congratulate you,

1Hr. Chan, and your committee, for You desire to bring about tax

reforms and equalize the tax burden. I awhappy that these hearings are

being hold =0 that representatives of XINCE are permitted the privilege of

appearing before this ammittee to present the view of our members We

strongly believe that some sectors of our ecoomy help, but we believe

that the elderly should be eempt from ary surharge tax and that tomes should

be based on ability to pay.
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The members of the House and Senate, especially the members of the

House Ways and Means Committee mid Senate rinrAce Commttee, are to be

congratulated for giving serious onsideration to a tax reform bill.

We sincerely appreciate the attempt by the House Ways and Hems Comttee

and the membership of the House in endeavoring to make beneficial dkages,

but we strongly believe that an acrose.the.board oemption vould be orae

easily uilerstood and would sake filing of income tan reports much simpler

than any other method of tax relief, especially for the older person.

In the 91st Congress many bills have been Introduced to grant 4

ocroesthe.boord tan exemptions, and we are firmly convinced that a

resolution unanimously adopted at our National Convention in San rancisoo,

California, in 1968, endorsgj the exemption of the first $5000 of Civil

Service annuity from Federal income tax w a good one.

Our Association belevs that a retirees family should have a Federal

tax exemption of $5M00, and a single retiree a ta exemption of $3600.

Aa ye grow older, we requLre more medical attention, ore drugs and

hospitalzation, and vith the ever increasing cost of living and maintain.

ing a home, in our option the figures of $5000 and $3600 are not

unreasonable. Much hAs been said In the press and by public officials

that a family living on leos than $3000 per year is lving in poverty.

Host annuitants mid their survivors are in the low income bracleto

According to the latest statistics issued by the United States Civil

Service CommissLon only 966 annuitante receive a monthly anuiuty of $1000

or more, 281,435 annuitants received less than $200 per month and

231,958 survivor anultante received loe than $200 per month. 110,436

annuitants received le than $100 per month; and 166,386 survivor annuitants

received le than $100 per mouth.
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Mr & ib, =e m and Members of the ommittee, we recelve hoadreds of

letters and we an umovised dtt we are not ankis for edatag toreo*

ble w we ak fe e tam mmqtm mer Federal Zmm Tom for

retirees in the movat of $5000'for a family m $3600 for a single

Sivid l. ofom. ago op d Ifirmttie mt of ou mberb fd it

impossible to serae supplemmtory eplep et and to put it blmtly,

at the ge of met of ar retirees, dmg to mntal md phyIalO deteriwation

my mt be placed in nurnbq homes for %bb mot of the health bofits

preOPrm arwe very 1lmted in their ,erep, Vs em furnsh ym with

h=ekod of ames a addreses, but fo the reerd I am qmotiq frm two

letters thot ome In the mail to N11t reomtlya

'y huiad's enmity is $264 a sth and be is yew old

nd I on 82, and &a to hs mental emditiam, th d tr

'hoe plaed hi in a mring hose, cad the $W per moth

mothing like oeveirs the cost", Thi letter frm Alm.,

From the State of Clol ros 'Vith 15 yea of service ..

t i lady receives 1%107 per rith."

It is generally understood that drg md hospital empse f those

over age 65 we, em the over e, three times bber thim those for aLL

AmerLum, and opprom otely me4mlf of all Merims over Oe 65 Wes

lving at or mr the poverty line, V have hundreds of owee of embers

wrltU e that though they am see the doctor, they ca not afford to

have their prescrLptioms filled, To aid these lw income retLrees, we aor

urging early comsideration f a measue to have pcescaiptios drugs

covered by Medicaee.
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Vith all e o i " erS being retired Federel .sployee or survivore

ve also met vith the Peble that .My of then we net eligible for

Pat A or the Hospitalivatom portion of INodire. We should greatly

appreoae seeing the Nediee 1w minded 0e that all pessne over 65

would be eligible for both portiee af Nedioe everege. I would be

bo to fun&h my edlitismel i dmfetdI elm, this lie that You dealre.

We realse, that yo have a Not sompla problem In attempting to bring

ferth legislation to equalize the great tom burden 49 this omstry, but

v do feel that he yama s people and these that have, thir life before

them, nd the larger aospomiend m- v A"- with tremendoe mldris

hesd bor the greater Id, of the tom end mabe it as light W

possible for the senior itisons so be MWa the yeas worked brd nd

paid .ll toes reired of ti. I bolive mest people we of the opinion

*hat the people of this w-try %he work for s reasmable or small salary,

pay a gretera Percentae of the tos t my other pov. The retirees

o the Federal Governmnmt paid tose eM tber salaries during their

working eers and ve streagly resmead that ve nov have em tam relief.

Ve baliev that it ve bed a $5000 taxn ieptio fer a felly and $3600

fo a single Andvtmdal It would be a step in the right direction.

Until 1967 we were able to deduct our drug end medium -m o

provided Ws wr. 65 years of age* Ve strongly revead that this

provisom be re-esteblished am this oud am a groet deal, to all senior

aitizens. so i54 introduad by the late sea Dirkma, end referred

to tbis Ce mittee du aduie this.

Mr. CberlMn end Wewbere of the Cmmitte ve mud We Very much to

emsario our suggestions as follows
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o Exemption of the elderly frem any surcharge tax.

- kalusln from the gross income of the first $500 for a family

and the first $3600 for a single person received as Civil Serviee

annuity from the United States Government or any agency th'neof.

o Reoestablishment of the provision to deduct drug and medical

expenses for persons 65 years and older. (Deleted in 1967).

. 1564 Introduced by former Senator Zverett HKinley Dirken

and now before this conittee provides for this restoration for

Incom ta purposes,

- Amendment of Medicare to provide for the payment of prescription

drugs outside-of-hopital,

- Aendment of Hedicare to provide that provisions (a) end (b)

be made available to all Federal annuitants and their survivors.

Thank. so uch, Hr. Chairman, for giving us the privilege and

opportunity of appearing before your Committee.

Thomas 0. Walters
President
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Presentation by

Miss Vivien Kellas

Bast Haddam, Conneoatest

for the

SenateejginLe on FiUnnce. reaVrO&Di 279

saytabi 8. 129

I - Brief History of the Comunity Property Law, passed
in 1948, which resulted in the penalty tax on
single people.

2 - Analysis of this law,

3 - Attempt to test the Constitutionality of the penalty
tax*

4 - Bill 82794, Introduced by Senator Rugene McCarthy,
August 7, 1969.

5 - Action taken by Miss Kellems to test the constitu-
tionality of the penalty tax,
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the fint ieem tax le passed umder the Staeneb me nent in

19130 existed of 40 pa . the latst, published Mly 230, twol is

1593 pes. Titles,'s.Ibtitleol, tables, tefts , croehr.fb ftlemes, special

rules Siscllamus infomatioes, all in .very fis print, ti am vast

labyrinth of gobbledyook. Can the mt brilliant leyr, the met adroit

ad versatile accountant, a the Secretary of the Treesury, cm anme of

you ptlemn an the liname Coodittee, posibly gpp and understood this

fetastic meftrosity ve cIt our lucew ?ax Law? Ad this does not Include

volume of court decisions, regulatims, special rulings, and otber pare-

Congress no' proposes to "reform" this bydra-hebed muster; close a

loophole her, -put a patch on there, M mor eq e hless taqayr, jive

0 cruab of -benefit to another. Vben finibod, the wbole mass iso oi% to be

mor incomprehensible Ad hopeless than it is now

Kturally the whole thin& is shot through witb favotim, injustices and

Inequities, he most blatant end unconstitutioal of them all is the

penalty tax against single p wple,

TGre is no li that says single people gmt pq b iaer mLom ta=e

just became they ar single. Congress never has, nor does it dae to pass

suh a law; even this Supm Court would heve to declare it uacmtitutol.

Then hw Is it possible that for the past 2L years. the Pederal Govegiment

has sucked Intoits ernou am billion of dollars frm Awrican citisen

on the pretext that it is legal to penlise people for no being married?

It uW dome in 1948 with a loiSW-ofsbmnd triL called the Camnity.

Property L w hich wasn't a Cemunity Property Lam at all, that was the ,e as

8iven for the wholesale robbery of millions of helpless people.
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It alt began when the Ls.' Tax Amesdent to the Costittio Woo atpted

in 1913, end as about become. ur Ioe are derived from tvo different system

the Sp ish Law ad the oSlish ComMe Lee. At the end of the Mexican Vor,

Mexi co ded to the United States tht territory now ceiuising 3ev Mexicf -, isOae

California, Idao and Nevada. As ech of these states vie admitted to the Union,

it 'ebracmd met of the gqlish Comn. Law, but retained those Spaitsh Las pro-

teting the riShts of the wife to one-half of the property asqutred after the,

.urigaee, also one-half of the Imams earned by.the husband, These lme vere in-

herited from MexLco vehc in turn, had adopted them from Spain.

Texas scm into the Union by treaty, an independent nation, but Tas" had

already, put the ommunity property lae in her Costitution. Louisiana va

aoquited by purse from Frame, but the Frenc commuity property lam M

practically the am as the Spanish, so n more commity property state cms

into the Union.:

The rest of the states derived .heir lws from the a&glish Comm Low and

ave no sueh rights to wives. As Senator Coannlly sad, vomn innm a of these

states ere'little better than serfs. In some states it we legal for a man to

beat his'vwifes, provided the switch .ds no thicker than bis thob.

When the first income tax l" was passed under the Sixteenth Awhnuet, the

Internal Reveue Service recoize d tbse sommity property low snd pitted

mrried people In these seven states to split thir incomes and pay at a lower

vate. Since these first incme tame were very low and eempions relatively

high, the rest of the comtry paid no attention to thbs special benefit enjoyed

by their sister states. However, after the first worl war when income t ax

roached astronomical heights, the emanos lw states sms to with a bans, No

can? Why aren't they entitled to the a tax break?

The first bill to equalise these rates was introduced is Congress in .1921'

but vent down to 1ominina defeat. The comaity property states refused point

blink to extend this lucrative lop ole to the rest of the country.
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They had a good thing SOa and didn't propose to give it up. Again and again

the oamon law states tried to pass this bill, but eah time they lost. As

Senator Fulbright said, these bills were "filibustered to death". Due to the

lover taxes paid by married people in the community property states tbey were

sitting pretty; the comon law states were paying a disproportionate share of

the cost of the Federal Governments

By 1947 the battle lines were drawn and feelings ran highly

The very first bill introduced in the 80Sh Congress was House Resolution

No. I - to reduce income taxes. The House passed this bill and snt it to the

Senate where Senator HcClellan Immediately proposed an amendment to pass on the

blessings of split income taxes to the rest of the country. By this time five

more states, Michigan$ Nebraska, Oklahoma, Oregon and Washington had passed

community property laws, making a total of twelve such states. Senator McClellan's

amendment proposed to bring the other thirty-six states under this protective

tax umbrella.
It v a lighted match and fireworks exploded on the Floor of the Senate.

Senator McClellan charged that the Commnity Property states were Setting away

with murder. He claimed the comon law states were paying $500,000.000 a year

more than the community property states, an advantage to these twelve states of

$175,000,000. He was grieved that Arkansas, his home state, paid 5,00q0.000

nor in federal taxes in 1946 than a community property state of comparable

population would have paid. To the distinguished Senator this was an unbearable

penalty inflicted upon his state and "the rankest and mst unjust discrimination

that exists anywhere in our tax las against three-quarters of the states".

"Such a monstrosity in our tax structure" was not to be borne and he demanded

"righteous and equitable treatment for simple justice to all Waeican citisens

alike." Dut to Senator McClellan and 997 of that auguet body, such "righteous

and simple" Justice did not apply to single people.,
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!hmgout tho debate the only words wed La refnift to the templers

wre the "eLtism"' or peoplee of my state" or of tho United States. evo ords

"Singls people" ppeap only three time In that whole, legthy debate that

stretched out over moths. Seator Mllikin rather timidly ventured the opinion

that there were other people to be eo jiered, No suggested that there ait be

"Important effects on the distribution of takes among the different income

groups between insrid and single persons". And at motbr tis, "I As

eamphaisin that w are dealing with a group problem. Under the Semator's emend-

smnt a single person living alon would not benefit. Widows with children would 5

not benefit, Children with dependent parents would not benfit.'

lut the Senator might Just S well have saved his breath. Not one member

of that '"ost exclusive club in the world" even heard the word ilil. Iven

widow with cbilren failed to register. Senator McClellan tartly replisd,'"the

bill does perpetuate a Sroup benefit which now acorues, and I m trying to quit

perpetuating this group benefit to the coaunity property states." And the

rest of the Senators went right on prattling about the "altisns of up state#"

or the "citiens of the United States#" or the "people" of the state or nation.

To them there were no Single people M&1M we married.

Incredible Suffering poigantly from "blatant injustice" they were utterly

oblivious that thay wre shunting off onto the frail Shoulders of those least

able to pay, the whole weight of the burden which they wer determined to dov

from their on. There was no pretense; it wee a straight tax gimmick. It un-

abashedly gave a tax advantage to one class of taqaers. One member assured

Senator McClellan that the a and Meao omittee would "consider tbL matter 4

with the greatest symthy'. To which the Senator from Arkansas replied "I

want a reduction t taos, not slapatby" 1ke than Informed Senator Knowland

"On our present salary (412,000) 1 F" $646.00 more redezsil tax than does the

Smator from California. I nod that money for my flmly as m ch as does the

Senator need that mount of money for his family. All I asking is that

Just e be done." The saving on the present Congressional salary Is over $4500.00.

, _ . , . , " ,, " -, " 7,%. '.11", , , ,f, -, , ' I -1 1, ;^,, , , , - I I " , - ,
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It was tha suggested that Akess could pass its ust eammity property

laws but this wee not oasy. the five states that had passed such law did so in

self-defense with the greatest difficulty. motherr state, Peunsylvanis, had

passed such a la only to have the Oupreom Court of hesylvania declare it un-

constitutional. Community property laws created all kinds of problems affecting

estates, domestic relations and commerial credit; they could upset court decisions

&d cause individual and Seeral aso, Senator McClellan didn't think much of

that ideal the only solution to his problem was a Vederal Low; he would settle

for nothing less.

At this point Senator Connally invited the Senator from Arkazsas to move to

Texa and this brought up another sore point. While the Senator couldn't very

well nov to Texast, that wa exactly what a number of his constituents yore doing.

The town of Texarkana was divided right down the middle by the state line between

Texa and Arkansas and many wealthy cltisens of Arkaesswhose businesses were in

that state, found it profitable to move their homes across the state line to Texas

wher they happily split their income and paid Uncle San at the lower rate, Other

states lamented loudly that the Cnamnity Property states were siphoning off the

wealth and business of the ncm-comtuity property states. They did indeed, have

a SOd thing going,

Senator uIbright trend it "geographical discrimination" and he challenged

any Senator to "cite any other case where we make a distinction and a difference

in the tax burden because of citizenship in a particular state or states."

I ask Senator rulbright, show me any other tax law which makes a distinction

and a difference in. the tax burden because of the matltel coaditLon.of the

taxpayer?

The bill did not pass in 1947, Hoever, it we oo of the first bills passed

in 19.8. One April , 1946S President Truman vtoed it, calling it "imequitable".

The very next day Congress passed ft ever his veto.
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It shouw be mde ists elear that this W" a 0 vem it pr "rty Uw.

not me prepert lay, I v w esr lawe * o eO ft U . Nt go pew of

prorwrt or PeOW of bms ehensed hoe w""er this Uwe. Io Vifo anw ere

weefed cme thing sept as dhe benefted by the tax savisg. swesythi re-

maimed precisely as it ws and the husband still mned bis mOO. It was a

straight tax 8lintck, claes legislation and disorimisetion of the met flagrant

sort. There we absolutely so pretense. It ws a tish, meried taxpayer's bill,

the higher the income the greater the MIMMB I of eatne Poo married aouples,

those receivifg $5000 or layer, dldnt ave a dine. The single taxpepqu ware

left holding the beg, They had to pay at the confiscatory rates of World War It

without a penny of relief. Never has a law boon passed aaylag they mst pay at

these exorbitant rates, but under this so-called conmoity property law, the

Internal Revenue service has arrogated to itself tho powr to Illegally collect

billions and billions of dollars from these helpless peple.

But more than this,, the law gave the rich$ merried people In the comnity

property states something they had not had before? They could nov split AUL

income, Including that derived from premrital estates. This they could not do

before, lut under this lv ribc, married people in all 48 states could split

this incam, and thereby save thmelves billions of dollars. Add to this the

estate tax which permits them to pass on one-half their estate with no tax, while

the other half is taxed at the lowest rates, and the picture it complete. They

had it ade, To finish off the single taxpayer, wet he dies 100% of his

estate is taxed,

Dut before his sad dolse, se mor indipity - the 6urtea Uince there

wasn't one more thing to tax Congress tened a tax. This was not a tax on income,

this was a tax on the lncom j and again the single people had to bear the

brunt of it. '101 for married people, but up and up and up for single people be-

oaw. they have to pay 102 on the penalty they are already parig, In thousands of

cases it runs over 14%. I sake no cement on this aectionu the facts speak for
themselves.

Has there ever been such rank, disoriainatorys ujust, unconstitutional leis-

lation against million of AMerican citizens? Why? ]aseue they ae not married.



'ere a been one attempt to test the constitutionality of this system.

The day after ChrLetmas, 1953g one Nr. Parso died. The very next year, the

income tax of his widow was raised 400 because she wee now a single person.

Hrs. areo resented this unjust penalty for having lost her hbbad, and

brought suit to recover this money in the Tax Court at the United States.

The Tax Court refused to consider the constitutional issue, and the case$

Antoinette U. Faraco, 29 T C 674 (1958), was appealed to the Court of Appeals

for the Fourth Circuit and that court held that the law was constitutional

(Varacc v Cor., 261 F 2d 387 (4th Cit., 1958)).

The Court of Appeals stated, page 389:

"Taxpayer seeks to recover the difterance in the

tax paid upon her 1954 income and the mount of tax

which would have been due it a husband and wife

reported the sam income and deductions upon a joint

return. Permitting married taxpayers to use the split

income device of #2 of the 1954 Code, 26 USCA #2, while

vithholcing the privilege from single persons, she says

Is such an arbitrary and unreasonable discrimination that

it cannot be allowed under the Constitution. Classification

of taxpayers according to marital status is not unreasonable,

however, and there wes mch reason behind the purpose to

equalize the tax burden s it falls upon married couples in

common law states in comparison with those in community

property states. The fact that the change gave a propor-

tionately greater tax reduction to married couples with

large incomes is wholly irrelevant; it the rapid accelera-

tion of the progressive tax rates ran afoul of no consti-

tutional guaranty, a slight withdrawal may not be said to

have done so. We find no merit in the taxpayer's conten-

tions."
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ft plain Inglish, this de"em a. that bom"e e sgoes tom of

40 w o "sllat" it did met viatete the Oetitutioe, and wLthout dout,

is the met idiotic decision in the ohbol lea history of the United State,

Sines when dos the mom& of ---- determine the constitutiomalty of a 4IM

That deisin Wa rendered by Judge Clement 1. laynsvorth, who has

recently been nmnated for the Suprme Court.

The Supeae Court refused to rule on this question by denying certiorari

(359 U 5 95 (1959)) and until it does rule, the constitutionality of the

penalty ta rxn single people simply because they are single, has not been

established.

In 1962, Senator Rugee McCarthy, of Mlinnesotal introduced a bill (535)

which would permit certain persons 35 years of op, or over, to qualify a Used

of Household, and pay a. lover tax, however, not as low as arrived persons in the

ame income tax brackets, thare was already a rather nebulous classification,

Head of Household, which Congress had added in 1951, to partly still the crias of

outrage from indignant taxpayer but the requirements were so strict that very

few people could qualify. for all the relief it afforded, it might as veil not

have been there.

Senator NcCrthy sought to amplify this classification to include many more

over-burdened single taxpayers, He got exactly nowhere. His was a lone voice

crying in the wilderness. to spite of the lack of understanding and co-operation,

even ridicule, the Senator persisted and has reintroduced this bill in each

succesln Congress (Nth, 89thl, 90th). Convinced of the injustice of the penalty

tax and also persuaded that it wes unconstitutional, Senator McCarthy felt that

it was the best,bill that could be considered at that, tim sines there was such

opposition to the vhole idea of fairness and justice for single people. TAter

other Senators joined him in sponsoring the bill and several Congresmen have

introduced similar bills in the Noue of Representatives.

And the Vays and Means Comittes recently actually included such'a measure in

its proposed tax reform bill, This action reflects the change in the political

"climate" regarding this tax.
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Finllyp senator o~rthy stood on the Floor of the Sete on Augst 7h8

this year, and Introduced a bill (0 2794) to abolish the whole sweavorys measti-

tutionel uses No was beartily mmended by eotor Ribieoff, of Ciecatiut, vio

pledged his support of the bill, Senator libicoff a1d, "The Senator from

Mimnesota hs been in the forefront of this fight for mny, seay years. Ns has

been a lone voice, receiving very little support fro, anyon elso in the executive

branch or in the legislative brnb. I will certainly be pleased, " a ember of

the Camittee on Financel, to support the Senator's efforts to brim justice in

this important field."

It is this bill, .0etlemu, which brings m before your Cmmittee today.

On April 15th, I sigsd a blank income tax fors (1040) and sent it to the

Director of Internal Revemue, Andover, Massachusetts, I than wrote the Secretary

of the Treasury that I would not pay my more tens until the Federal Governmnt

refunded to me the sun of $73,409.03, txes which have been illally collected

from ms for the past twenty years. plus interest.

Fram that time, letters have poured in from all over the United States. As

their numbers increase, my blood pressure rises They come from all over the

country, from all kinds of people, young people working their way through college,

elderly widows trying to ake ends meet on eager iacomes, schol tears,

nurses, telephone operators, stenographers, secretaries, factory workers, and

thousands of retired people - a cross section of America. All tell one bitter,

heart-breaking story, a crushing penalty tax by an all-powerful, greedy, ruthless

government for one reason only, these millions of people ar not married,

Wbt besan as a simple test of the constitutionality of this tax, has mow

become a flaming, omotion-packed crusade,

M9
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V are Creating paupers out of decent, eiforespectia, self-supporting

Alorsean eitiseaos Road these letters sod "e if you can stay calm; widows

with mll children, vemen whoe husbands have been killed in Vietnam and who

must pay a penalty for the sacrifice they have made, other widows using the

capital of the mall estate left by a husband to pay current taxes, one

woman living on crackers and tea. Thousands terrified at what the future

holds; these are proud people who cannot hear to ai for public assiutanco,

and always the cost of living spiraling ever up and up while their standard

of living gos down. Is this what this Coittee vants? Is this what the

Congress of fte United States wants?

I have no quarrel with the split income tax provision, and certainly

there isn't any intention to take this tax privilege away from married people.

More eer to them and to anyone else who can legally save on their tans.

All we single people ask is the si tax break. We vent sile Justice for

single people. And millions of married people agree vith me.

2M8



STATEMENT BY ADRIAN H. PEMBROKE, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL OFFICE
PRODUCTS ASSOCIATION AND TIE BUSINESS PRODUCTS COUNCIL ASSOCIATION,
TO THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE, OCTOBER 2, 1969, AT ITS HEARING
ON HR 13270, THE TAX REFORM BILL OF 1969.

SUMMARY OF POINTS

1. Accumulated earnings tax is really a penalty, the liability
for which often arises from ignorance, bad advice, misunderstanding,
or mistakes in business judgment. It is too complex to be coped
with by small corporations. It should be repealed.

2. The accumulated earnings tax is applied only to closely-
held corporations which are for the most part small businesses.
Large, publicly-held corporations with which small businesses
must compete don't have the problem. This gives a competitive
advantage to big business in addition to all of its other
advantages.

3. Growth must be financed through retained earnings.
Financing growth with borrowed capital is unfeasible, particularly
in the present high-interest rate money market.

4. The recent decision of the Supreme Court in U. S. v. The
Donruss Company has made the taxpayer's life under the accumulated
earnings tax even more difficult.

5. If the statute cannot be repealed, amend it to make it
easier for small business to live with it.

(a) Overrule in part the Donruss Company decision.

(b) Do something further to alleviate the taxpayer's
burden of proof.

(c) Increase the amount of the minimum accumulated
earnings credit to reflect the changes in the
value of the dollar due to inflation since
such credit was fixed at $100,000.
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STATEMENT BY ADRIAN H. PEMROKE, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL OFFICE
PRODUCTS ASSOCIATION AND THE BUSINESS PRODUCTS COUNCIL ASSOCIATION,
TO THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE, OCTOBER 2, 1969, AT ITS HEARING
ON HR 13270, THE TAX REFORM BILL OF 1969.

My name is Adrian H. Pembroke. I live in Salt Lake

City, Utah, where I own and operate a small business. I am a

Past President of the National Office Products Association, of

Washington, D. C., and a Past President of Business Products

Council Association, of Chicago, Illinois. The first of these

associations, as its name indicates, represents business organi-

zations engaged in the manufacture, distribution and sale of

office products. It has more than 5,000 members. The second

association has about 65 member organizations which are dealers

in 100 cities in the United States in the products, including

office equipment, of a major manufacturer. All the members of

each association are independent dealers. Most of them are small,

family-owned or otherwise closely-heldcorporations. The office

products sales business which I operate in Salt Lake City is con-

ducted through a corporation owned by me and my family. It is a

member of both of the associations which I have named, and it

would be middle-sized among the membership of each association.

I have been authorized by each association to present

on its behalf views opposing the retention in thy Internal Revenue

Code of the provisions relating to Corporations Improperly Accumu-

lating Surplus, Sections 531 to 537, inclusive, or, in the alter-

native, if such provisions must be retained, some recommendations

for changes.

29



I do not and could not speak as an expert on the

accumulated earnings tax or on any other provision of the federal

tax laws. However, as a layman who has studied the accumulated

earnings tax as it has affected my own business and similarly

situated businesses among our membership, I have concluded that

it is indeed quite unlike any other tax. Neither the U. S. Cor-

poration Income Tax Return (Form 1120) nor the accompanying

instructions for its completion contains any reference to the

accumulated earnings tax and there is no separate form for its

reporting, nor, unlike the personal holding tax imposed by sec-

tion 544 of the Code, any schedule for its computation or report-

ing. In the unlikely event that a corporation should desire to

pay the tax voluntarily, its management would be hard put to

find out how to do so. This lack of procedure for self-assessment

clearly indicates that no corporation is expected to pay the tax

voluntarily, and suggests that it is really not a tax but a

penalty. And it appears that, too often, liability for the penalty

arises from ignorance, bad advice, misunderstanding or mistakes

in business judgment rather than from the type of abuse that the

provision is designed to prevent. Federal taxation is inherently

complex, but a businessman can, on his own or with professional

assistance, determine with some degree of certainty the probable

7tax consequences under many sections of the Internal Revenue Code.

Not so with the accumulated earnings tax. A small, closely-held

corporation is more often than not confronted with uncertainty

-2-
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about the consequences of a proposed retention of the earnings

of a given year for what he considers to be the reasonable needs

of the business. The tests for determining what is a proper or

an improper accumulation are so many and varied, and complex,

that only the most general and obvious guidelines can be made

available by the Internal Revenue Service in its regulations or

by the advice of private practitioners of tax law.

Despite the heavy penalty that can be suffered, many

executives of small corporations learn of the existence of the

accumulated earnings tax only when its imposition is proposed by

an Internal Revenue Agent or through information disseminated by

trade associations such as ours. Whatever the reason for past

ignorance or -he circumstances in which such executives first

learn of the tax, their reaction is one of shocked disbelief,

which is followed quickly by consternation. They have diffi-

culty in appreciating a nearly confiscatory tax which will be

imposed if they are unable to make the showings which are neces-

sary under the statute, the Income Tax Regulations and the Judi-

cial decisions, if the presumptions against the taxpayer are to

be overcome. The contemplation of such a procedure and the pos-

sible result can be particularly bitter whQn the Government has

already taken more than half of the corporation's earnings for

the year in question and is demanding a large slice of what was

left because it was not distributed as dividends and subjected

to further tax at the shareholder level.

-3-
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When the executives of a small corporation learn further

that the accumulated earnings penalty is rarely, if ever, imposed

on any of the large, publicly-held corporations but has to be

coped with only by corporations the ownership and control of

which are in a small group of stockholders, there is understand-

able indignation. The independent dealers in office products who

are members of our two associations must compete directly with

the giants in the office products manufacturing business who sell

their products through company-owned stores. Such corporations

have no problems with respect to the retention of earnings for

the financing of expansion of facilities or other growth. Retained

earnings are the principal source of their financing and, in addi-

tion, they have great borrowing power, both with lending institu-

tions and with the public. In contrast, small corporations do

not have ready access to the money markets. Such borrowing as

they can arrange is frequently, in reality, borrowing by the

shareholders who must guarantee repayment of the loan which is

made to the corporation. Such borrowing is ordinarly short-term.

The retention of earnings is essential for the growth of any

business. The large, publicly-held corporation retains its

earnings with immnity from any Government action comparable to

the accumulated earnings tax and with responsibility only to its

shareholders. The small, closely-held corporation can retain

profits only within certain ill-defined limits, at the peril of

being subjected to a confiscatory additional tax. The competitive

-4-
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disadvantage is obvious. Such disadvantage is particularly acute

at times such as these with the high-interest rate money market

which has persisted for some 14 months. This, for practical pur-

poses, precludes even the financing of growth with borrowed

capital. It is not surprising that many dealerships in all lines

of merchandising have recently been taken over by the manufacturer.

The executives of a small corporation may also be faced

with a major problem in the area of planning for the future of
9

the business. Inability to getcapital frqm normal capital sources

necessitates primary reliance upon the resources of the corpora-

tion or the personal assets of. its stockholders. These executives

must plan In advance for future expenditures because the amount of

capital that is necessary to make, for example, a major modifica-

tion in a building, in a product line, or to accomplish any size-

able expansion, is more than can be obtained in a short period of

time. Thus, the accumulatton of capital must be made over a

period of years. Executives who look back over the last several

years have reason to be very discouraged. This has been a period

of almost constant inflation which has recently accelerated. The

small businessman whose corporation needs a new building must con-

sider carefully the fact that if it is to be built four years from

now, the business must save not what is indicated by present cost*

estimates, but the additional amount necessary to cover the inevit-

able price increases with which he will be confronted when con-

struction Is commenced. A butiding which could be built today for

-5-
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1100,000 may cost $130,000 or 1140,000 four or five years from

nov. We have all watched the price increases in labor generally

and in the construction industry specifically, in the cost of

money, in the cost of materials, and in the cost of land.' This

is all very discouraging to the small corporation with aspira-

tions to become larger; and the possibility of being faced with

a substantial penalty if the Internal Revenue Service does not

agree with his approach in planning for potential future expendi-

tures or obligations adds to the discouragement.

As the small businessmen operating in the corporate

form for whom I speak learn more about the scope of section 531

and its administration, they see it rightly or wrongly as a

statutory license for Revenue Agents to second-guess the business

judgment of management. Many of the questions requiring exercise

of business judgment are of an indeterminate nature. For example,

management may believe that it is facing a period of industrial

upswing when the corporation can expect to do a much greater

volume of business which will require more cash, more inventory

and the carrying of more accounts receivable. The corporation

retains the earnings of a particular year upon the basis of these

business forecasts. The upswing does not materialize. Instead,

there is a recession which results in lower inventory and receiv-

ables and greater liquidity. The working capital forecasts have

proved to be wrong. The Revenue Agent, examining the return

for the particular year -. two or three years later - says,

-6-
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"It is clear that your corporation didn't need the earnings that

it retained," and proposes the imposition of the accumulated

earnings tax. Thus, the small businessman has to be right in

his business forecasts and judgments, even though most of the

economists in the country, including the President's economic

advisors, may have been wrong at the same time.

Or, take the case of a retention of earnings for a

planned plant expansion or for necessary improvements or repairs.

The need may be obvious but management may be doubtful as to

when the need should be fulfilled because of rising costs, labor

problems, and fears, doubts and uncertainties, shared perhaps by

many of the Nation's economists, concerning the general business

outlook. Revenue Agents are not at all sympathetic about these

fears, doubts and uncertainties, however real and Justified.

They are interested in seeing evidence of actual commitments,

well documented both in the corporate minutes and in contractual

arrangements. Again, the small businessman has to be certain

or at least venturesome when everyone else is uncertain or

cautious about commitments.

Then there is the case of the small corporation which

distributes the earnings of a prof able year because of the ever-

present threat ofthe accumulated earnings tax and its heavy

penalties. A sharp drop in prices occurs subsequently and the

potential profits in current inventories are dissipated. This

may lead to insolvency which could have been avoided by the

-7-
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retention of profits which would have provided an adequate

cushion.

Take the actual case of one association member. For-

tunately, its management was timely advised that there would be

vulnerability to the accumulated earnings tax at the end of the

then-current year. The corporation distributed the earnings of

that year as dividends and elected to be taxed thereafter under

the provisions of Subchapter S of the Code. It is now being

told by the manufacturer of the products which it sells that it

must prepare for a doubling of sales, which'will require the

doubling of facilities and of capital requirements. Independent

dealerships are continued only by ability to grow and fulfill the

demands of the manufacturer. Management of the corporation now

wishes that it had a cushion of accumulated'earnings at the cor-

porate level to meet this development which was unforeseen at

the time it became aware of approaching vulnerability 'tothe

section 531 tax. The operation of the statute under its admin-

istration and interpretation does not permit the putting aside

of amounts for unforeseen developments or in anticipation of a'

"rainy day," The pitfalls inherent in the retention of earnings

without any real purpose to avoid the imposition of tax on share-

holders are simply too formidable and complex for the management

of small corporations of the type represented by our associations.

After a corporation has retained earnings of more than $100,000 it

must be prepared to prove with considerable precision what the
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reasonable needs of the corporation were at the end of any year

when all or a substantial part of the year's earnings Were not

distributed as dividends. W tnust now, after the decision of

the United States Supreme Court in U. s, v. ThDonruss Cpany,

393 U.S. 297 (1969), establish by a preponderance of the evidence,

whatever that means, that tax avoidance with respect to share-

holders was not "one of the purposes" for an accumulation, The

practical effect of this decision, I an informed by counsel,, is

that a family corporation such as is typical among the members

of our associations, must document in its records such over-

whelming proof of the business need for the retentAon of earnings,

and of the plans and commitments for satisfying the need, that

avoidance of imposition of tax on shareholders which would have

resulted it the earnings had been distributed will clearly appear

to have been of minor significance. But, of course, every share-

holder is aware that he will pay more tax individually if he

receives a dividend than if he does not receive it, and if an

amount that has been retained for a purpose which is subsequently

determined not to be a reasonable need of the business is large

enough, it will be difficult to say honestly that the tax effect

at the shareholder level should be disregarded as a purpose which

was not significant in the determination of dividend.policy.

I am also informed by counsel that the activities of

Revenue Agents in the section 331 area have increased substantially

-9-
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since the handing down of the Donruss Company decision by the

United States Supreme Court. From the point of view of the

Revenue Agent, this is as it should be and if one should voice

objections to the unfairness of a particular application 6f the

accumulated earnings tax, the obvious answer by the Revenue

Agent would be that the objection is one that should be made not

to him or to the Internal Revenue Service but to the Congress.

That is our purpose in making this appearance. 4

We sincerely believe that this tax, as it applies and

as it is administered, is unfair to small, closely-held businesses

which must compete with bJig businesses unaffected by this tax;

that it stifles expansion in prosperous times; that it is an

obstacle to sound planning and fiscal policy; and that the harm

that it does to small business is not compensated for by the

prevention of the abuse at which it is aimed. We recommend its

repeal.

We are aware that repeal of the statute has been urged

at various times since the enactment of the first accumulated

earnings tax by the Revenue Act of 1913. Since it has been kept

on the books, it is obvious that it has been the belief of the

Congress that the accumulated earnings tax performs a legitimate

and necessary function in our tax policy. We would hope that the

changes in our economy that have been occurring in recent years,

particularly due to inflation and increases in interest rates,

the increasing disadvantages under which small business competes

-10-
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with big business, the increasing confusion created by judicial

decisions and Internal Revenue Service positions, the decrease

in the disparity between corporate rates and individual rates

which may be decreasing even further, may be considered valid

reasons for repeal of the penalty tax. However, if the Congress,

in its wisdom, decides to retain the provision, we would like to

see it modified in ways that will make it easier for the execu-

tives and other representatives of small corporations to live

with it, to make predictions concerning vulnerability to the

tax, and to avoid its pitfalls in the never-ending potential of

expensive, time-consuming and frustrating controversies with

the Internal Revenue Service.

First, we would like to see the statute amended to

overrule in part the decision of the Supreme Court in the Donruss

case. As herein previously indicated, and as indicated in the

dissent by Mr. Justice Harlan in that case, it will be extra-

ordinarily difficult for a taxpayer to prove that the knowledge

of tax savings, which will almost always be present when earnings

are retained instead of being distributed as dividends, did not

play some part, however slight, in the decision not to distribute.

The statute should be amended to provide a "but for cause" test

which would allow the Government to prevail if it can show, with

the aid of the section 533(a) presumption, that taxpayer would

not have accumulated the earnings if it had not been for the tax

saving at the shareholder level, and which would permit the
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taxpayer to escape the tax if it can show that the earnings

would have been accumulated even had no tax saving been possible.

Such an approach would give effect to the section 533(a) presump-

tion and enable the imposition of a penalty upon a taxpayer

which had a "purpose" to avoid the tax, and, on the other hand,

it would afford the taxpayer an opportunity to prove the exist-

ence of a purpose "to the contrary."

Without specifying how it may be accomplished, we

strongly believe that something further should be done about

the burden of proof in accumulated earnings tax litigation, and

that the application should not be restricted to Tax Court pro-

ceedings. A proceeding which leads to litigation of an accumu-

lated earnings issue starts with a statutory notice which simply

states that it has been determined by the Commissioner that

earnings of a particular year in excess of the reasonable needs

of the business have been retained by the taxpayer (or words to

that effect). There is no specification of the facts or con-

clusions upon which such determination is based. The taxpayer

must take it from there and is placed in tho position of having

to negate the existence of all the possible facts or circum-

stances upon which the Commissioner may have based his deter-

mination. This is too great a burden, particularly for the

small corporation with limitations upon the amounts it can spend

for legal advice and assistance in so complex an area of the law.

-12-
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At the very least, we recommend that the amount of

the minimum accumulated earnings credit provided for by section

535(c)(2) of the Code be increased substantially. The value of

the dollar has been decreased so greatly by inflation since the

credit was raised from 860,000 to 8100,000 in 1958 that the

necessity for a further increase is clearly indicated. When

this increase occurred in 1958, the House Committee Report (85*

Cong., 2d Sess., H.Rep. No. 2198 (1958) 6) which accompanied

HR 8381, amending section 535(c) of the 1954 Code, stated as

follows:

"Your committee has increased this $60,000
minimum accumulated earnings credit to $100,000.
The accumulated earnings tax has presented an
especially serious problem for small business,
because the absence of specific plans frequently
makes it difficult for small business to estab-
lish the reasonable needs of the business for
accumulated earnings. It was in fact this which
initially led to the 860,000 minimum credit in
prior years. By raising this amount to S100,000,
your committee makes allowances for rising costs
since this figure was first established and also
provides a slightly wider margin of accumulation
with respect to which business can be free of
worry concerning the accumulated earnings tax.
It should be made clear, however, that this
increase in the minimum credit is not in any
way intended as an indication that accumulated
earnings in excess of S100,000 are necessarily
subject to this special tax."

The foregoing reasons, which prompted the increase

from $60,000 to S100,000 in 1958, apply with even greater force

today after ten years of inflation. The amount which a cor-

poration should be permitted to retain with no questions asked

-13-
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should be equated to the decrease in the value of the dollar.

If the higher brackets of the individual income tax

rates are to be lowered, it is assumed that there would be a

correlative change in the 27% percent rate for imposition of

the accumulated earnings tax on accumulated taxable income not

in excess of $100,000 and in the 28% percent rate on accumu-

lated taxable income in excess of $100,000, provided by sec-

tions 531(1) and (2).

I appreciate very much this opportunity to present

views of our association members concerning the accumulated

earnings tax.

-14-
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.STATEMENT OF NORMAN TOPPING, PRESIDENT

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

' SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS '

Certain, provieions of the Ta: Reform Aot of 1989 wiZ

discourage vital gifts to higher education.

Speoifio damaging provisions include those rotating to

gifts of approiated assets and aLtoation of deduotions;

life income truets; donative eates; short-term trusts; tax

and other regulations concerning foundation@.

Tax reform can be achieved without harm to independent

higher education.

Independent higher education already fase. a finanoiaL

crisis, and giving should be further encouraged by Congress.

Let me first express my appreciation for the opportunity

to be heard by the committee out of the scheduled order of

subjects. I was required to be in Europe most of last month

while these hearings were being held. The matters you are

hearing are of such great importance to higher education that

I felt I must accept this opportunity to make my views heard.

Independent higher education is vital to our system of

society--to our unique way of life in the United States.

Congress in the past was right to encourage charitable gifts.

In principle, the Tax Reform Act of 1969 also encourages gifts--

it includes a provision increasing the ceiling on deductibility.

In practice, it will not work to encourage gifts.
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You have heard many hours of expert testimony. I will

sumarise four major points.

1. Gifts of appreciated assets are the major form of

gifts above a thousand dollars. They provide more than half

of the dollars in gifts to independent higher education. The

allocation of deductions provision in the bill before you

would severely restrict this kind of gift.

2. Life income trusts would be virtually eliminated.

This form of gift has been growing in usefulness during recent

years. For the year ending with June, 1968, independent higher

education received nearly $45 million in gifts subject to life

income or annuity. This is more than twice the estimated

additional revenue to the government from the tax reform

provisions affecting charitable deductions. Government would

benefit very little; private higher education would suffer

substantially.

Most independent colleges and universities do not enjoy

a huge endowment. Huge funds at Harvard and Yale and at'a

handful of other fine universities are the exception. The

University of Southern California, for example, receives only

three per cent of its annual revenue from endowment. Before

this bill, we had looked to the life income trust as a major

means of increasing this vital guarantee of annual revenue.

3. Donative sale gifts and short-term trusts no longer

would be useful means of giving. Additionally, there are

retroactove provisions in the bill which will cost us at USC

a two-million dollar short-term trust created last May. I am

certain other institutions will be similarly deprived.
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I think it is important to note that through all these

forms of gifts, the donor decreases his spendable income. He

does not make money from his gift to higher education or other

charitable activities--unlike other kinds of tax preferences.

4. Additionally, many of the provisions regarding

foundations would decrease gifts to higher education. Any

tax will, of course, decrease the total amount foundations

have to give away. Even the 2% tax proposed by the Treasury--

let alone the 7.5% provided in the House bill--is significant.

Half or more of the $25 million estimated to be produced by a

2% tax would otherwise go to education. For many independent

colleges, this loss will be critical.

We oppose the 201 ownership of a corporation provision as

unduly restrictive. It would penalize many fine foundations

which have acted with great responsibility and ara principal

benefactors of higher education.

The point is pertinent to certain of the provisions in

the Tax Reform Act. They are intended to penalize a few persons

or institutions which have abused their privileges, or to make

laws equitable where only a relative handful have not paid a

fair share. Unfortunately these provisions result in hurting

others.

We all favor equitable tax laws. Congress is to be commended

for this vital effort to eliminate abuse. But surely these

objectives can be achieved without critical damage to independent

higher education. Indeed, we do not oppose many of the provisions--

for example, those which would insure that everyone would pay

a share of taxes--which will serve to eliminate injustice.
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Higher education everywwhere, and independent higher

education especially, is already in a state of financial

crisis. Independent institutions have already been forced

to become supported by governments. Others may soon be

forced to close.
All the statistics--the taxes required to run state

systems, the gifts needed by independent institutions, the

percentage of actual giving as opposed to the percentage

allowable under our present tax laws--all these statistics

and others indicate to me that charitable gifts should be

encouraged, not made more difficult.

We have created a great nation in large measure owing

to our system of combined public and private education.

Each complements the other. Each helps to keep the other

strong. Where would we be with only one system? Yet that

is the very real danger presented by provisions in this Tax

Reform Act. Independent higher education can only be weakened,

with an even greater burden on government for education as

the inevitable result.

I urge this distinguished Committee to create a bill

which will continue to aid higher education, one which will

make our tax laws equitable without damaging our American

way of life.
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8tateasat by sat 1. ?eteb o a
t he Herinas before the Senate Ocemuttee on "izanoe

o8n
US. 270 a of 969

I am Ray M. Peterson, Fellow of the Society of Actuaries, and
am presenting this statement as the views of a concerned indLvid-
ual representing only himself. I retired from the service of The
Equitablo Life Assurance Society of the United states in 1966 as
Vio President and Associate Actuary after 43 years of service.
Many of those years were devoted to the various aspects of old
age retirement programs Including actuarial matters, plan design,
administration and Federal regulatio and income tax troatmont.

I appreciate the consideration of the Chaiman of your Condt-
toe, as conveyed by telegram from Tom Vail, Chief Counsel, in a.
peeing to accept a statement from me with the assurance that it
will be printed in record ind be givon same consideration as

though delivered orally."

The purposes of this statement are (1) to provide the Commit-
tee and the Congress with information relating to what will be
demonstrated as situations constituting Il. Denaltles on lifetime
Igi sreadIJ preceded by a backgound discussion of the na-
tie of retirement provisions and the pseudo-semantio setting
that prevails, and (2) to make recommendations that will elim-
inate such tax penalties. It is believed that such recommendations
are consonant with the avowed objectives of l1.Ro 13270, i.o,, to
achieve a higher order of equity in taxation.

Among the conclusions of a Task Force Report to the Senate
Special Committee on Aging, dated March, 1969, entitled Bognomign
of Aain: Toward a Full Share in Abundanceswas the following:

Private group pensions and personal savings--tailored as they
are to individual noeds, preferences, and financing ability--
will continue to be essential supplements to basic social so-
ourity benefits in the future. The Government- should. exploe
0n4 lend sport to various methods otir mot A and e a o-
&&IRS such upplementary sources of retire-moat inccoue.( h. added)

In the spirit of this recommendation, this presentation is an
exploration of methods by which Government can promote "supple-
mentary sources of retirement income" in the private sector byp
not encouraging, but merely ceasing to discourage the creation
of legitimate retirement income provision--disoouragement that
takes the form of a tax penalty on lifetime income spreading
for millions of persons in our .*ocietye
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baun of etime inOMe Sreadn

uLrftim income spreadlg Is the spresding of a part of income
ear ed during productive years, together with Investment ear
thereon, over the non-productive years of retirement. Under legSi-
Sie retirement progpai the taxation of the inpur..-oontribu-
tions from earned income and investmen, earnings on such oontrA-
butions-instead of taxation of the output--ino e during retire-
ment years--constitutes a I" 1.M U.*

Over twnty-fivo years ago this tru. was expressed b7 an om-
inon scholar and recognize d tax author iy Dr. Ervin L, Griswold#
Dean of aiarvard University Law Sohool from 1 9.O to 1V.'( and our-
rently Solicitor Goneral of the United States. Writing about the
status of employee contributions under eployer-instituted pen-
sion plans and the contributions sot aside by individuals not cov-
ered by such plan, be had the following to say:

from the point of view of the employee# a true Tension or re-
tiremenv allowance is income in the year in which he receives
the money* An individual knows that his productive capaoity
will decline before his life ends, if he lives a normal s$pan
or life, or longer. 'horefore,' a part of his activity in his
productive years should In fairness and wisdom be attributed
uo nis years of retiremento....Whav the employee earns dur-
ing his productive years musv, for all practical purposes*be spread over the period of" his life* Wht he -eA

A on between amounts pald by the employer to provide future
pensions and trose withheld fom the employee for t 1e same
purpose. in botn cases, the employee'Js cturent productive.
capacity is being utlied to make provision, for his re-
tirement. Neth/er omou~n is received by the employee any
more than the other, for he does not have any more r gzit
io obtain presently the w+ount withhold from his p~ay thanto0 obtain the additional amount paid by te employer.

.... trhe tax statutes should be expressly ended so as toprovide that amount paid by an employee to provide bona

ft pension benefits after retirement should be deductible
from his curron. income. Such a deduction would have to beoguarded to insure that it was available orly for the Pur-
pose of providtng trte pension benefts.... uch iOm.
to btain the t self empoy e -qte ea stttsobe on resl suods a s eo
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,,:.Suoh a development would not only encourage, .ployees to
mak provision tor, their etiemengt buit would be a roo-pi
tin oft he eoonomi. realties of providing tor retirmen
under.our present taxing e7ytel, (fasis added.)

Provision has been ode to the self"-emloed and their gaploy-
ee under the Soel-floyed Individual Tax Retiremnt Act but

two m Ja O a Oas of tax disc0imination continue to exist: ( 1,
eNPIoyoe contributions and assoolated Investment income by in.
dividuals notoo by a qualified or other suloje-insti-
tued plan and-(2) yo7os contributions under qual tied or
other eloyer-Instituted plans. Note that the second categor7
Includes members of the Civil Service Retirement System and -
thus ove7 member of the Congress participating In h at Sstem.

ani DOW6-SmNtiW1 ttn

It seems difficult to believe that no amber of the Congress
would tail to support the general proposition that, #a uyaimu
should have the opportunity, throu& legitimate re tUement pro-
visions, to spread the benefit of their proftive years over
their entire liftime--and to do it without tax ponaltieso %
Is probable that the achievement of thio order of on equ£%
has been unnecssearl2 obstructed b the laumge used In des-
oribing the Income tax treatment of quaified plne, Forex.
aqle, deferred tax treatment is usmull referred to as or-
vorable taxation' by government representatives and by nowq
private pension practitioners, Dut an examination of the or-
igin of the 1912 legislation will reveal that Its objective was
not to oeg Ixew status of favorable taxation but to Iqmose
tax penalties--revo U tax treatment--on no-qualified plans--
plans or arrangements whose main purpose was tax avoidance. For
bons tide retirement Income Programs the deferred tax treat-
ment should be described as "tax-penalty frme or non-tax-pn-
alised', not N tax feared," he presence of a 1tax incentives,
is not onjoyed, rather the absence or a tax disincentive Is ex-
perienced.

After a careful survey and analysis, this writer reached the
following conclusion in a paper published by the Joint Heonomie
Condttee of the U.S. Congress:

',he present Federal income tax treat, tent cf eloyer contrl-
butions and investment income for qualified plans, a long
existing application of the principle of deferred taxation,
Is the natural method of treatment since--

(1) There is no workable or equitable alternative for the
vast majority of-plans as the operate todal;*

HN.Gr1SWoldv Harvard Law HevieW* Volume 5e',p. 24j7 0,943
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(ii) There are persuasive odfments that the treatment sen-
tors to the general pwinoipo of tax law; ad

(iiI) this treatment, as to the employee (in relation to
employer contributieme), has been accepted for nsn years#
without question and without spoolal legislation# tor plans
covering Ofeenment onployeeese

Aetivists in the private pension field have probably contributed
to this pseudo-senntio setting by strewing desoriptive haterilU
and advertising with such terms and phrases as "A Tax Break for
the, afet i-Vloyed'. "Federal Income tax benefits# "tax-savings
advantages", a tax shelter ean be working for you during lour
entire business Wleve 'a tax-sheltered fund', and *Tax Owltered
nnuities'. JUt as programs for the self-employed have been iden-
tifed by the unemtieanl and no-desoriptive torm as H.Ro10
]lans', the popularly ealled ",fax Sheltered Annuties' night bet-
ter be identified as simply "403(b) plans or programse.

hus, we have been sealed in the oinemnt of a semantic facade;
or# to change the figure of speech wco have bon laprisoed by
the pervortivprism of parlous parlanoel

YAMtd of RLaz PMUMtis

Very little published information has been rowd to show the
magnitude of the effect of toxin the input or retirement pr6-
visions instead of taxin the output, of suck provisions. As In-
dieated, ne purpose of this statement Is to provide exteneve
information and analysis of this tax penalty. It can have thre
souroes: (I) taxation of investment Income at time of Inut, (2)
station of contributions at tine of input and (3) taxation of
input at the marginal tax rate at time of input instead of at
the marginal tax rate at time of output.

To demonstrate the magnitude of such tax penalties, three
situations are used Case i--contributions and invoetmant inom
taxable at time of input; Case 1--eontributione taxable at time
of input but Investment income taxable at time of output; and
Case 111--contributions and Livestment inomne taxable at time
of output.

Case I is exemplified by the individual who sets aside A part
of his earned income by aeccumlating funds in a regular savings
bank aooount, mtual fund or other faility, and th arranges
for old age income either by Purchasing an annuity at age 65 or
otherwise providing for regular income payments.

2Md_ uacome Assuranceoby LM AZMS reading with Deferr'ed
EM a raota Ra& M. Peterson# F*SoA.

AeCmperAIu orapera on roblems and Policy Issues in the Public
and private Pension $ystem submitted to the Sub-Oidttee am Pisal
Policy of the Joint EcoomcoOmmittees Part Jilt Public Programs#
p..1I

So enft
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Case U is x.plified by the present status of employee con-
tributions under a qualified plaa or additional voluntary contri-
butions by the enple0ee under such a plan.

Case ZI represents the status of onployer contribution under
a qualified plan or that of an individual tho purchase a -+03(b)
deferred annui't.

fhe tax penalty for the individual not covered by an employer-
instituted plan, i.e., Case L, is the percentage reduction In In-
ome that results from the taxation of contribution ans Winvest-
ment Incom at time of input Instead of at time of outputsi.Oo

w excess of Case ill InoweA over Case i income divided by Case
Iiit incomeo

,ae tax penalty for the ease represented by the status of on-
ployoo contributions under a qualified plani.e., Case 11, is the
percentage reduction in retirement Income that results from the
tgaao ot gontributio9" at time of input instead of at time of
output 1.os the Amess of Case Ij.I income over Case II income
divided by Case ill income.

In the Appendix hearof, Part I states the assumptions as to A
interest rates, marginal tax rates, contributions and mortality#
Pert II gives the mathematical formulas used and Part i.L dis-
plays the results of the calculationspincluding Illustrations
of the manitude of the tax penalty for a wide range of oroum-
stances*

Certain highlights of Tables (A) and B, of fart I.i are
notewort]hy

19 Although there 3s a oomn impression that the lower mar.-
ginal tax rate that may prevail after retirement is the only
faster that produces a differnon in the net amount of retire-
ment income that emorges, the fact is that f .

t444UP 1A+u ftp tion from th igu p 00 o otecu t
dividual not covered by an omployer-Instituted plan (Can* 1) who

invests each year beginning at ago 45 in a savings facility that
yields 5.0 interest, whose marginal income tax rate is 30. be-
foe and after retirement and who arranges to have his aocumlated
-fund, after taies, paid to him in equal monthly installments over
a period corresponding to his expecation of life at ago 6>. His
Income, after taxes, will be & than that realized by an
employo whose eployer makes corresponding contributions with
respect to him under a qualified plan (Case LIIjo

Where the marginal tax rate is the same before and after re-
tirement, the illustrations shown range from a tax 22nalU ot
IA for contributions commencing at age 5, 4% interas; and

ial ta rate o 2.. for contributions comencing at

age 26, y interest and %0irin.. ,ax rate.
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lMWVasod is aneor way, the cae III elee, roau es 33
O wrotiremet incme than the Case I employee frm a give

anesa of eoutwibutigs. Pear the, a o illustrations the 0...
IlII employees rwalse frem 12O.- ,Jo.iM .09 Q income bt w the
case I elploeyo-

2. It in the individual ease sited above, the mralnsl S Xst&
z~tlz~se 18 lled elr- _0-.t 3 smo W oCsl eml loee

and me otremutaoe an~ othe,, Ws h ae u ~O~
will realise 310 1 less inonme than the Case -LJLL oplee..-

For the mag of Illustratiens with a 10$ difference betvoft
pre- ad post-otirment margnal tax rates, t l.Rfehl1tv rnges
freek for coatributiee onsennig at ace .5& iterest and
20% pro-r etimont mansl" tax rate to for contributions oen-
Mnsil at age 2># I* interest and a q0 po-rotirement rminal
tax atoe

Vewod in another way, the Case III employee realizes a ,1
retirement income than the Case I employee fra a given samunt
contributions, For the of illustrations# the Case iJi eMlol-
sea would reseive 2.L - o It .13 mere A h= than the Case .1e*pleyoe,.

3. Although the offset of ta3n the Input of both eontrlbutlemsAd Investwat inon le very substantial# an just showns or.

pee o employes contributions under employer-instituted plans.

To show the manitudo of this attest, consider a sontributery
plan whoe employess and the employer are asking equal sentrlbu-
ties oa a onoe purchases basis similar to tho plans of the Toa-
short Insuzoame and Annuity Assoeiaticam-Cellogo Retirement Equity
Fund. Assume an sployeopand his amplayerpstart to contribute at
age 3S. interest mornings are at a 5.5X, rave ad thep" __e ofz 4ator role t .AL.-,*-wrtrmn a

r mvis a or ems o s than that produced
by the employers contributions.

Where the mawginal tax rate Is unchanged after retirement, the
illustrations range free a tgL gonlim of o Aa fe p contribution
oen4oitn at age ag , interest and a 20, marginal tax rate to

U fo contributions oaminoing at age 25a '1' intere sad M 00
itax rate.

areossed in another way, the employer's contributis with roe-
pect to the Individual case produce inome than the
onpl*oe' oontibutiow. For the range ofTllustrations# the em-
ployer's contributions produce from ,2.92", to La9i WM 1neoM.
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4. in the iudividual. ease Ioto i Ltem 3. aboVe.Mutnal I" rato alto', retrne :lA 29JjS, § iaatou o'r .a,,lF

tSj oa eitatiou-. ta, ho i st"4o ma stoterhe ame,
the enl:yee will ea3.IsB '-1&303 .. Lss M fromn his a= octri-
butims thme froi the or otr Uto,.

Per the rasg of illustrations with a 10.. difference between
pie- and post-rotirmen; marginal tax rates# the oM L-
respot to employee contributions Pages from Oa A-
butions oeimeneing at age W, I interest ad pi0-Wot1W0--& t
waasa tax rate to for contributions smening it age
2># 7$ Interest Mad a qo. pre-retiromsnt marginal tax rate*

Agaif, viewing another way, the incmee derived from employer
eantribmtions In the individual ase will be A " 1 1 tha
that derived fros his own contributianos Fer Mteage o illus-
tatiesn, employer contributlems ill produce frost .me It
MU .imeem than that produced b7 employee contributions Of a
result of the differeee in tax treatment*

* Under the majority of contributory plans, the maucit of re-
tiremeat Inocom is not a dweet function of the amount of employee
otributims but the employee contributes toward an overall fota-
ula of benefits (as under the Civil Serviee Retirement System. j Il
sueh eases, the tax penalty Illustrated In Items 3.fM 4 a a.
lessor amount of income is born by the employee In the fe etOf
increased taxes the value of which Is represented by the value of.
the aemt of Income reduotioum ooeasioned by the tax penalty.
Thus, the retirement income be Inoroased to the extent in-
dioated if the employee were %.re eyed of sh taxes and corres-
ponding amunts were channelled Into retirement benefits,.

a* Mhe higher the marginal inoame tax rate, the greater the
tax penalty.

* Theo higher the rate of Investment income, the greater the
tax penalty.

o, Based on studies not shown the tax penalty is about the sam
for men and women for a given retirement age; also, for a given
oe noing age, the tax penalty incroasos only moderately as the
retirement age becomes older.

erSi aWout YOnal
a* tax penalties aheuld be eliminated only with respect to

legitimate or bons, fide retirement prOvlsicas.e.," Program under
wbieh aeeulated contributions are either "o so they
can be availed of only at retirement as inome ota lup su set-
tleomsum) or are sMbjeot to a "preature payout ponalt7iy f taken
in eash before retirement.

0
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2M premature payout penalty should approximately offset the
gail that would othorwso be enjoyed from taxing oontributims
and inestment income, or investment noome alenepas the oaso.m
be, at tims of output Instead of at tive of Iut* In Tables (0)
and(D) ofart III of the A ndl an lustrativo analysis of
tWs pn Is show where contributions ar made without later.

Where both contributios and investment income ar Involved#
Table (O)p the analysis supports a penalty of 1/2% or 2/3% for
eash ysea of sontributica. Thus, for tonyosrs of contributlms,
it wold be 5% or 6 2/3%. The uniform 10% Increase in tax under
H.R6 10 plans for 'proatur distributions' applicable to omner-
employees amounts to of the distributi for a 30% marSinaol
tax rate9 4$ for a IO tax rate, and so ono

Where ely Investment Inoome Is Involved, Table (D). the Ana"l
ysts supports a penalty$ for each year of oontributie, of I
of the excess of the amount withdrawn over the sum of oentribu-
tions. Thus, for ten years of contribution, the penalty would be
2 1/2$ of sush excess.

An interesting parallel to the tax treatment of investment in-
cone with respect to employee contributions under qualified plans
is found in the deferred tax treatment of investment income undor
a "looked-in" arrangement offered for epeoial savings accounts by
at least one New York City bank and a Long Island Dank.
deferment is based n the principle of oonstructivo rCeIAt ad
not on m ec a io 1 tonaBus as avees to aU
Mine- under Meul arrangement, interest on deposits in guaranteed

y one bank for any see noted period of years up to thirteen or so
subject to no right of withdrawal of capital or interest for the
depositor but the bank oould permit withdrawal In accordance with
Section 217.(d) of Regulation Q of the Board of governors of the
Federal Reserve System. This section is captioned: "Payments Is
emergencies." The bank has reoeievd an opinion form a qualified
tax attorney that income tax on interest accumulations is not
payable until the pre-seleoted maturity date. The opinion asserts
that the interest is not construotivel; received# as defined by
Treasury Regulation 1.4j51-2(a), since "the taxpayer's contr6l of
its receipt is subject to substantial limitations or restrictions.
Also, accumulated interest on the deposit has no "cash equivalent"
that would make it currently taxable

aiecnldatins for T-ax-RefoM

In order to eliminate the tax penalties on lifetime inoMe
spreading identified in the foregoing pages. it is reconmended
that the Internal Revenue Code be amended to effoot the follow-
ing changss$
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1,6 e1aplooes net oveored bj an empleyor-Insti
(e bio are severed by a Moager plan)# , e eeWt A MS

earned Income that ane applied to a bank fide rmtMema lcWOW8Iut I I -A.util U"AILK nd defer ta" a &Wvotmsat JMnsaon e=,t%1, u otu t bnerits are received

provided that the aesumulated contributions are Olooked-la" ei-
ther absolutely or praotisall7 by a Prmature payout penalty"
if taken in cash before retiremn t i.e., a cosiditior similar
to that which applies to owpr-employees under 1.R. 10 plans.
(2h. Rosistered Retirement Savings Plan n Canada I a similar
program.)

Ike following advantages would be gained by such a measure

(I) .he discrimination against employees net covered by as
emploer-institited plan would be eliminated;

(ii) Sush employses would have the opportunity to shae I*
the gowth of the esom through the purchase of variable
annuity contracts or the use of other facilities foi savings
aceumulations wch as are now available to participants in
N,.R 10 plans;

(iLi) Such employees, who are paying taxes to provide pons-
Ions fo public employees with tax deferment feature, would
have similar opportunity to provide for themselves without
tax penalties;
(iv) y oening the door for the creation of non-tax-penal-

ised proa for the millions who have not had the chance
to participate In employer-instituted plans, an opportunity,
at least andt l would be provided to have 14 .9

stemUL eoes,, rIvate sector: an

(v) Insurance copanies, banks, utual funds and other fund-
Ing Instrumentalitios would be encouraged to extend theA r
services bK effective sales promotion activities to the "for-
gotten man" - the "man-n-the-street",

2. For employees who are contributing under an employer-insti-"
tuted plan& , e such. ,.otibutias tax-deduetibLe (including
voluntary additional eontributionsJ, provided such aoeumulated
contributions are "looked-in" absolutely or p1aotieally by a
"preature payout penalty" if withdrawn before retirment.

The following advantages would be gained by such a mastwel

() Discrimination against employee contributions, via-a-vis
employer contributions, would be eliminated;

(ii) The present discouragement of contributory plans would
be discontinued;
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(ii) Me prospect of groater benefits would be enhanced sincs
the level of benefits for sontributes7 plans Is generally high.
or than that tor nn-oontributoi7 plans;

(iv) Tested benefits derived from employer contributlams, ao
frequently lost by w thdrama of employee eontributions upon
employment termination, would be preserved. ( A. pod or# pefhaye,
disturbing example is the experience under the Civil Service
Retirement System); waid

(v) Contributing employees would have identifiable and fully
vested equities that are in teras of dollars and that would
properly be considered by employees as their personal savings )
for retirement purposes.

Associated with these two proposed aendments9 it may be de-
sirable to establish a reasonable limit on the aggregate amount
of retirement income derived from all sources to which deferred
taxation applies, It is suggested that consideration be given to
a limit equal te 75% of the average earned income ef the last
five years of full emplopent and that a special income tax be
imposed on any amount in excess of such limit.

OxneludinM Obseratlons

In the event of continued inflation, the taxation of the input
of retirement provisions instead of the output at a later date--
perhaps PAMy years later--results in the payment of taxes of
greater purchasing power and, in effect, an additional tax penal-
ty that is not reflected in the figures here presented.

The recommended amendments will stimulate additional savings
and thus increase the supply of capital in the years ahead. IN
such years, the prospect is that expanded welfare program and
social security benefits will produce spending rates that will
have an inflationary potential since the marginal propensity to
consume of the recipients will tend to be greater than that of
those who pay the taxes to provide the funds for such purposes.
Thus, the economic effect of these reoonmendations could be an
important influence in combatting inflationary pressures.

As noted, the higher the marginal tax rate, the greater the
tax penalty. But, recalling Dr, Griswold'. words that "To tax
him on it at the top bracket of the graduated rates )f his earn-
ings years is an unfair failure to recognize the economic facts
of life%, then, the higher the Individual's top bracket, the
more unfair the situation. It I& a = principle that Us
greater the injury, the greater the recompense deserved. Con-
sequently, there is no justification for'a demagogic deoclara-
ties that elimination of the tax penalty constitutes favoritism
to those in the higher income brackets.
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Is it too Meh to sq that It the 1ipitude of these tax
penalties e legitimate old eavhaeP proVwisioM was gea-
orall7 know ) the mL lies or eloloos not severed by ob.
ployor-institutod plans but may *em a struggling th
old-age providOns on their ome, a sew tidal wave of the tax
revolt eould engulf the Congress?

Is it too mush to say that If the m=4a do of the deorim-
InatiOn against epleyer-instituted plans where el1e*a share
the cost vis-svis plas viere the employer pays al l out
was widely known, thOleew tidal wave of tax revolt eemld be
reinforced by the protests of the millions of sueh contributing
employees including particlpants under the Civil ServIee Re-
tirement Sysent

h y we hope that the truths here presented wAll produe
options resulting in tax Justile? As Benjamin Diseaeli saids

"Jusaice i truth In aotioaso
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